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tary of the Navy. Mrs. Whitney mentions it
as a curious coincidence that both Mrs. Cleveland and Mrs. Richard Townsend <; Representative S’wtt's daughter) dreamed the nijjht before the hahy was horn that it had eome and
was a jrirl. and Mrs. Townsend was so
impressed hy her dream tliat she rose and telephoned
to make inquiries at seven o’clock Sunday mornin- and was rewarded hy hearing that the little
ii*l had arrived at a quarter before s< veil and
all was well. Mrs. < Nveland nienlioned her
< I ream in her note of
congratulation that day.
and said the dream was fulfilled in even particular.
Secretary Whitney spends an hour or more
holding the baby in his arms every day.
The President, in hi* autho^raph note to the
Seer- t-try of the Na\ y on the Sunday tin* infant
of the latter was horn, after eonjrratulatinu
him on the increase in the number of “< ahinet
buds." ad.led : ”1 think the first public prayer
for mother and babe w is made by nn mini-ter
to-day. when he praye i ft»r tin* President and
all dear to him* and to wh en he is dear.”
Wa-himrton 1. te r.
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Creat excitement has been < a used in the vie; ally
of Part-. T<\ by the remarkable recovery «<1 Mr.
L. orley. \x ho w as so helpless lie «•**tiId not turn
in i»cd, .>r raise his betel, everybody stud lie was
d iii-r of ( oiisiimption. A trial "hotin- ot l»r. Kind's
New iMseoxery was sent him. Finding reliet. he
hoii*rht a lar^e bottle and ;i l»o\ of Hr. Kind's New
I.He Pill-: by tiie time he iitel taken txxo boxes .*t
Pills alid two bottle- ot the l»i-co\ery he xxas well
and h.ei trained in ile.-h thirty -ix pound-.
Trial Hollies ot this t.reat l»i-eoxery l'or Consumption free tit H. II. Moody's.
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S^rlrullural Organizations in Maine.
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Brighton ('aide Market.
Boston, Tcksdav, Feb. 15.
liw stock at market
Cattle, 512;
shr»-|> and Lambs, .V20U; >winc, 15,57b; Horses,
17b, number ot Western Cattle, 4U7; Northern CatAmount
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I’rnr> of Beef Cattle

100 lt> live weight—Kxtra quality. £537‘a «575; first quality, £4 7-mj5 12^;
second quality,$4 25u4'»2‘a ; third quality, $3 73 g
4 12*, ; poorest grades of coarse oxen, Bulls, &c.,
♦3 oba3 02 ‘2
Brighton Hides, O^c. tr lt». Brighton Tallow, 3c.
V tt.: Country Hides, be r
; Country Tallow, 1
Calf skins, 0g 10c ^ n.; Lamb skins, 85e
yijd 4beaeb, Dairy skills, 25g50c each.
1 he demand for Western cattle for the butcher’s
trade has been very quiet for several weeks past,
and the large supplies of Western dressed lieef
brought into the commission houses has had a
tendency to make trade for live cattle dull, as
prices for Western dressed beef have ruled low for
several weeks past. A part of the Western cattle
brought in the present week were for export. Cattle cost higher at Chicago and prices were fully !4
of a cent V !b higher than the same grades of cattle
were sold for one week since.
Trade was slow,
prices for cattle ranging mostly from $4 50g5 55
1Q0 t!» live weight.
Sheep and Lambs. Those from the West were
nil owned by butchers, sheep costing front 5g52£c;
lambs from <i‘4 g»;?4 ty fl> live weight, delivered at
the slaughter houses.
Swine. Western Fat Hogs are costing butchers
from 53«gGc V tt» live weight, landed at the slaughter houses. In our number we give all the Western
Fat Hogs brought in over the several railroads for
the week, all being for slaughter—none ofl'ered on
the market for sale.

King Louis of Bavaria lias decided to have
each of his sons taught a trade. Prince Uupreclit, the future King, has chosen that of a
turner, and is serving his apprenticeship. Prince
Franz is qualifying as a house painter, while
the youngest, Prince Charles, has adopted the
profession of gardener.
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‘My

\\ .,.111*r- ot Manehester, Mieh., writes
Cc. \
w lie has b»*en almost
helpless for live vear-,

heij.h--- that -he rould not turn over in bed
-1 i;,
"die U-ed two pottle- .>1 |- |,-etric Hitter-,
tmd Imuch improved, that she i- tilde now todo
her ow n work.”
I'.ieetrie Hitter- will do all that is elaimed bu
them. Hundred-ol te-tmiouiais attest their .uretit
curative powers, «mlv .'••» eents ;i bottle at K. II.
•o

o

Moody

s.

A man in Middleton told hi- w ife that he ‘Moved
her better than his own soul." The man has not
been to elmreii iu live years, and Ins wife doe.-mu
know how to take the compliment.
Ilow
it

(n pleasant

beautiful child'- face di-figured with
N ile humors, bursting through the -kin in
pimples,
blotches, and sores, and -adder -till, when the
young and innocent are laughed at and tNvittrd in
all -ueh cases. Parent- -iiotild give them that good
and pure remedy, sulphur Kilter-, which will
-can h and drive out ol the blood every particle ot
limiior.—limit h tincite.
JwT
;- to see a

A •‘I'iminai is arrested first and lined afterward,
hut
the ease ot an epidemic, like -mail pox, the
authorities find it first and arre-t it afterward.
Advice

(o

Mother*.

Mits. Winslow’s Soothino sviirp for children
teething is the prescription of oneof the best female
nurse:.and physicians in tiie I nited suites, and has
been used tor forty years w ith never-failing success
hv millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery am!
diarrhtea, griping in the bowels, and wind-colic.
Py giving health to the child it rests the mother.
Price 25c. a bottle.
ly4S
The Poston Post says the dairymen “generally
have the cream of things." We tear the Post ouglit
to except milk.
If the dairymen have the cream
of tha they generally w ant to sell it separately.

Burkina's

Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve In the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Hirers, Salt Ithcum, l ever Sore*, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed t«- give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 2.'» cents per box.
For sale by Itichard H. Moody.
“If there is anything I like better than classical
music,’’ said Major Brannigan, in a high voice, as
lie moved with the throng out of the concert room,
“it’s lemons. They both set my teeth on edge.”
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Flesh
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and

Strength.
Fse after each meal Scott’s Emulsion; it is

palatable as milk and easily digested.
people improve rapidly with its use.
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1!a -i'e are 'i\Iy-se .ft) others which have SO
'iitlere.l. Tiie greater part of these are Maine
essols and the follow ina is a ii*t of the vessel*
with their home ports.- Schooners Kliza A.
Thome*. Portland: dirMina Kllsworth. Kastport: Ih rtha H. Nickerson. Iloothbay: Helen
F. Tredick. < ape porpoise: /epher. Kastport:
A l'don Keiiie. lire men: William Keene. Portland: dohn Nve, Swan's Island: (iertie May.
Portland: Maruar.
Smith. Portland: Kl*ie
M. Smith. Portland: Fannie A. ■spurlina. Portland:* arlet.»n Hell. Iloothbay: Abide M. Deerin::. Portland: • ora Louisa. Hoothbav : Kllen
Hale. N 'lth Haven; Charles Haskell, North
Haven: W il'ie Park man. North Haven: H. H.
[Caver. Portland: Cood 'I'emplar, Portland;
• vtiosiif.
I loot Id a v ; Naiad. Lubee; Lottie ]..
11 op kins. \ in.ai I lav* n : Sir Kniirhf. >i mill port:
I'm
L". >'*uthpoit: Willie
Southport:
La i\
I!.in. Southport; d'din II. Keime.lv.
P •: I a 11 i: liiplev Popes. Southport: demur
\ rnist roe-', "oiitliport: Y animat'd. Southport:
l]le*ti i.-L; is h. North Haven: Haniel Simmons,
sw in's I 'land, and sloop II. !». P. of
Kastport.
The hi* f inei.nve uienee si lie red vv;i' from
tiie refusal of the( anadian authorities to allow
I lie
essels to buy provisions. wood. .Ye., or Jo
land for any purpose, even in st re" uf vveat la r.
The ease ol the first Uletlt i-me.! schooner, t III*
Lll/n \. Thome* of Portland i' particular!)
hard. Tin report i* a* follow -:
“L i/a A. Thome* ; schooner.)
Portland,
M• .: K. >. itihhs. master.
Wreeke*| on Nova
•'. otia
'iioiv. and unable to obtain assistance.
1 r< v\
:^..t p. rmitted to land or to save ;m\iliimr
unt
permissi.m was received from captain of
< anadian
•■inter.
otlicjals placed iruard over
ti'li -a\- d. oid ♦ vei \tliiim saved from wreck
nan »vv Iv
From state•*.-i|,ed confiscation.
ment .i c. i >. I homes. ovvaicr. Portland. M* .**
The d.,hn il. Keiniedv was charged >1H iiuht
!c*iise .111.
t a Newfoundland port, which her
"Win )
refused to pay as excessive.
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communication ha* Keen presented in tin*
by Senator Ldmwnd* ”i\ inir a siiplementary IM of vessels which have heen inconv- nit ncc.I
in ih. ir lMiim: operations by the
* anadian authorities during the
past season.
From thi* ^lai in. nt it appear* that in addition

Wlr speml time an<l mom
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Breath

t i|istn’"inu not >*11y to liic per-on alUieied
lie ha\c anx pride, but r.• those with whom he
*■<»mes iu
•.atactIt i- a d*• i:• ate matter to .'peak
of. but it has parted not onL friends but lovers.
Had breath ami catarrh arc :u-« | arable. I »-■
Catarrh llemedv cure- the xxorst ca~cs as thou
'a:mIs can testify.
mo

it

T.'-lta'!
t L! ■*•!_ 1. t im t o\\ IIS .f
ai'|.or: .**1 orki**ii. I'ro-pn-t. frank iort. VN'llitt*l1 n at:
ilanyor. Dali;, r\<i*pt suiiI'ort. 11 a a
1 a>
Ia a v
l»* ll..~t r\,r\ -la; at '.* a. ill. Rt-luni
ilia. •. vi llai.yor *lail; ai 7 a. in., arri\in«r in U«1
fa-t at •_,.:>ii p. m.
U* i’a~: to Auynsta. 4" mill’s, tlinniyli tln-iouim
of IT.-1111«*i,t. ". ai'iiniiit, l.im-ny. M<*nt\ill*-, 1'aliT
ai
fiii a. so. Va»all>op ai *1 Xiiyti'la. l)a 1\
\.
I.i iim- II,Last n r\ Lay at .'1 p. in
<t,’I "’in iaana v li.y at llrila-l at 11 a. in.
IV. last t
Nori!:
r-port. In i.mIi-, ia swanv iil'M *!a11\
I. -1
ik lt.i.'l at :j p. III. lotlirniliy.
arr:v**> ’.n Ik-Last at ;J mi.
t" IP
it*-it a
a
hrm.i y | tin* town
11* i. ..i» m
"I \ *: 11 j.
in. m .! i* * p in* l<
IJoi-kiam i.
Dan
\*■*• pt
"i.i
ia
A ri\ i* at itillastat U mi.
I.Mia
il«-Las! it -J p ii*.
L Last
< i■111 tv i.inroim. 111• •, pj *.t.;i. -. t w in a
w
-k.
I
iii-ifa.-t Mom hr. ami Prur-tla;
;li
to ;.. ni.
l.i-.-nr < ••nlr*’ "aim- <la\>. arminy at
Urll.i't ai
mi.
p.
1 11a -: t-* "*-ar-port. 7 mill--. T\\ in- Lai 1> m pi
i.«-a\r ik-ifa't ai ‘.1 a. mi. am! 7
j*. in
.wmai «i| thr Ik’lt.i't train. I.< a «• ".- :! -p >i
tn a. mi. am! I.tln ji. in
arriv iny at IVifasi in
at
si a Mm to i-.iniii-.-t witli tin.* trains
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range

share of one side «,f the room. Opposite are
long rows of table- surrounded by benches.
11< re the iin n :* 1 and are merry. They have a
lirsi eiass cook in tli- personage of Mr. Wilson
of Moose Fiver.
The liian gives him a full
larder and in mak.■- good use of it. They
!i v. a- good a variety of lood a- the most hotels and it is much better cooked and served.
At tie- back do«»r of tin- cook’s room is the
-dingle” where is kept till heavy supplies such
as
molasses and pork two very important articles in the larder. Fva ry evening the cook
oeeupies himself in cooking a half barrel of
doughnuts which an- eagerly devoured. Instead of beans evn-y nn a: n- formerly they are
served but about twice a Week.
No lighter
roll- v ;• were
t up->u a table than Mr. Wilson placed before ii'.
rators
rind
that it is
opt
for their advantage to ttirnish good tare and
kt ep their men contented rather than to starve
t!n-m an 1 havt trouble ad tin- time.

>.

l‘t .;ii I —. tlir.aiyii Morrill,
1
:'
I i. 1.1 * al>
la 1 i'
n
Kola,army. arm,
i»*lla~t
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week''
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of

"Ufli t« 'tim**n\ from such sources i' tm-ivlx
of that which ••otnes from all
planers where l.actart ami llonev ha' been
introduced. A -tron^ point too. in its fax or
that it i' ah'olutelx free from dniiT'. M--t
'•
null reim -ii.- that an- irood for anytliitur.
••otitaiu powerful *lnnr> that derange tin* stomach. or impair tin* m-i-voit' system.
I. e-tart
and llomx contains m> drii-j'.
Its taste i'
\c<
tiinulx plea'iint. xx hi*'h make' it parti< ular!} ahiahle for children. 1.-.e-tart and Honey
Ini'
time to 'tax as a
i ntitie and r* liable
i--iin *!x for all throat dirth-uliii s.

11 in. Ki*«*i vrl 11
in.. T.imi p. in.

a.

equally esteemed physician

Mr. Geo. Melville Weston, the Librarian of
the United States Senate, died in Washington
at o o'clock February 10th at the National
Hotel after an illness of about two weeks’ duration, in the 74th year of his age. Death was
caused by a cold, which at first was not regarded as serious, but owing to bis poor health he
was unable to throw it ofb and for three days
his recovery was considered impossible. Mrs.
Weston, who is an invalid, and his son were
with him at the time of his death. Mr. Weston
was a native of Maine, his father. Judge Weston, having been for a number of years prominent in the State. His remains will probably
be removed to Maine for interment. Mr. Weston was for many years an editor in Maine
and lias been a frequent writer on finance
subjects, lie founded the National Republican, a morning daily in Washington. D.
and was one of it- editors. Later Fldcr D. IL
Peek was an editor of the paper.
ELECTION RY LOT.

“An Old-Timer relates in the Portland F.vpivs*. how the speaker of the Maine House in
1N)S, was elected b\ lot. The Republican candidates were Hon. Josiali IL Drummond, then
a member from Waterville, and the Hon. Win.
4're by Johnson, of Augusta. On the night of
tin caucus, a member who liked both men. sat
in bis seat, plunged in perplexity. He could
not decide which to vote for. Saying to another man by bis side, *‘I will drop a vote for
each in my hat and draw out one and east it
without scrutiny." he did so. and as he was
about to drop the vote into the box hi- friend
asked to look at it. lie disclosed his vote; it
was for Drummond, who had one majority and
was thus made speaker by lot.
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(lit- same
city. 'ays. I recommend y.mr l.actart and
11 o n e \ for couuf)'. colds, sore throat, etc.
It
aids the howels in constipation. and has a like
elVert in iarrho a.**
>•» also. Mi'. .!. !.
a ladx re-id* ut in
tli< B"'t« n Iliuhlaie!'. te'lilie' as follow': ”1
tried I.a-tart and 11 :y for a •■■niuii of three
month'' 'taiiditiL-. and am luippx to sax, that it
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The <'usual observer of tin* Fairlield Journal makes an interesting contrast between the
logging camps of forty years ago and now. deriving his facts from interviews and personal
observations. Forty years ago when he began
work in tiie womb tlie erews were small and
ilie fare very simple. The cook worked with
the crew the most of the time in the woods.
iea\ ing for the camp an hour or so before meal
time to prepare the repast. This was not a
gn at job for there were but four articles to
cook with, vi/.. pork, llour, brans and molasses.
Tin re were no potatoes, no beef no butter nor any thing of the kind. The camp was
heated and lighted with the huge lire in the
centre.
I'll:* cook had few dishes to wash.
Fach man had a tin plate and a tin dipper.
When he was through his meal he inverted
them on the table where they remained unwashed until the next meal and so it continued
until Sunday when then* was a grand washing
of plates and dippers.
Means were the principal diet in many camps every meal for the
• ntire week.
In others beans took a secondary
place and bread and mola<s, s with pork fat
made up tin chief dMi.
The ramps were cold
and smokey and hardly a man could get t hrough
the vv int» without a severe cold.
New that is all changed. The camps arc
Take for a
pi ied in ail their appointments.
-ample the principal camp < I A. IF A ('. F.
I Min n on -laekmaiiplaee. Tin- main camp is
large and the roof high and light. A large
oo\ -tov
heats it and large kerosene lamps
light it :»i night as wa ll as the glass windows
:o by
day. Two rows of bunks run along
each -ide. A w ish room occupies one corner
and “tin- bus.'" James iMuvn lias bis olliee ill
another.
li« has a desk all arranged in counting room style. Adjoining thi- main camp i>
the cook*- ijiiartcis.
The cook room i- a very
important part of a well regulated logging

say she looks prettier than when as a queen in
Washington society sin was arrayed in point
laee and diamonds. The hahy is considered to
he an almost ridiculous likeness of the Secre-

aihanee. s'i.ue a year;
the expiration of the

within the
year s.'.no.

DEATH OF GEORGE M. WESTON.
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Delicate
For Con-

sumption, Throat affections and Bronchitis it is
unequalcd. Dr. Tiios. Pkim, Ala., says: “I used
Scott's Emulsion on a child eight months old; he
gained four pounds in a
4w5
“It strikes me,’’ said a City and County Hallman
yesterday, that we do not want any war with Canada. When we were drafted in I HU I 4 we knew
where to go, but in case of trouble with Canada
where could wc go?
’Tis SOZODONT the whole world tries.
’Tis SOZODONT which purities
The breath and mouth, and dirt defles,
’Tis SOZODONT for which wc cry,
Sweet SOZODONT for which wc sigh,
’Tis only SOZODONT we buy.

The Praise of Nozodoat
like the famous article itself, is in almost every
Imdy’s mouth. The people know that It preserves
as well as beautifies the teeth,
lfencc it is the
standard Tooth Wash of the Period.
Iin5

w

it.u

mi:

r

\i*i:i{s

s \
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It i- promised that the arrest of the man
w ho hh w
up steamer <.uayamlotte is only a
mailer of a «lay or two longer.
In the interest
■I all -a" '! people tin- arrest ami punishment
•ainiot * 01110 too soon. [Portland Advertiser.
>tati-t;- slmw that lightning in France
-trik* or. an average tw persons in every one
hundred thou.-and. This is about the ratio
"t appointumnt- cont'em *1 upon hemoerativ
editor-. 1 lav.-courage. Pro. Pu-t, tin* iimlilut* *1
hemoeraev max reach for you yet.
[K**nm •!»»■«• I ><*mocrat.
I he iin*ml»ers of tin* Maim* legislature are
m.w paid slot) for tin* -e-sion.
l in y say they
want >1 a day. The most -ati-factory w ay to
sett I«
tliat matt**r is to gi\* tln*m sd a day ami
limit tin- session to do day-. [Poston Pecord.
The -eiitim* lit ot the people of Massachusetts
again-t lie, n-e of tin* -al** of li«pior- i- increasing. I hr returns of the Ia-t vote show, for the
first tinn* -in**** tin* law wa- pas>e*l. a majority
in favor <»!' “no license." Tin* number of voteeast in tin* wide slat** f**r license was 112.7H>;
f*-r “no license" 10*2.011.
[Farmington Chronicle.

The law court decide* that the will of the
law Al*m*r Coburn shall stand. It is a decision
that will satisfx everybody except the few
intiT.-trd in breaking it.
The contestants
doubtless expected a compromise rather than
decision in their favor, and have got neither.
It is a good thing to show that oeeasionallv a
rich man can will hi- property a- lie chooses
to. without his intentions being thxvarted bx
the courts. [Cardin*t Iloim* .lourn.il.
When two employers want one man, he can
make his own term-. When two men want
■me job. they can’t.
The Ncxv York strike
So it has failed.
comes under tin* second rule.
The principle which governs these cases is
The prosperous
ami useful labor
sitnpl*
union- arc those which keep it in mind. The
brotherhood of Locomotive Fngineers, since
it- iii>t lesson, has mad*; no mistake of this
kiiei. [Portland Advertiser.
a
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A
man
calling himself “hr." Morr was
on trial at
L*\\ iston. for mall tract ice.
lie announced him-elf as a graduate of the
Maim l>le« tic Medical < ollege of Lewi-ton.
About three mouths ago an alleged professor in
the -anie institution, hr. dames M. Puzzcll, of
P -rtlaml. was arraigned for a -imilar otlcm-e.
I he-* things set th«* Poston Herald to investiSome of Maine's most prominent
gating.
citizens agreed that there was a Held for good
work, so th** field was cultixated. The result
of tin- investigation showed that hr. Samuel
Ym k, of Lcxviston, Me., sells to men who are
stranger- to him and entirely ignorant of any
medical learning, and whose studies are limited
t<» an hour or two, the degree of M. I)., and
is-ues diplomas and other pap* r- w hereby th**
public i-, as In* believes, to be deceive*! ami
robbed, if nothing worse. As Samuel York,
M. h.. x\ 1 lose name is first on the li-t of incorporators ol tin* Maillr heleetie Medical
<oll«ge; as Dr. Samuel York, whose name
leads a similar IM in connection with the Maine

♦
'ity of Rath <> per cent, bonds, to thcamouut
of sl02,oOO will mature in July of this year,
and arrangements have been made by Major
Wakefield, endorsed by till* city government,
to refund tin* same by a new loan, the rate of
interest to be 4 1-2 per cent.
Responsible
parties ofier to take the new bonds at I 1-2 per

cent,

Maim- Kraii' h." he had several strings to his
how. Dr. V ork had conceived a scheme for
cstahiishili.; what he called an “Flectro-Mcdieal
( ollege" at
Lewiston, lie sent petitions all
over the State praying tin
Legislature for an
act of incorporation, and tliev were immeroiisl\ signed and returned. But then up came Dr.
•lames M. Bux/ell, oin-e a Free Will Baptist
clergyman, an c\-member of the Legislature,
a man of native talent, though not of cultivation: and Dr. Buz/.ell changed tin* face of the
scheme so that it became an eclectic, and not an
eiectro, college that was chartered.
OLD TIME DRINKS.

flood Mother Bunker at the Bangoley lakes,
away hack in the thirties and forties, used to
keep coffee in the house “for sickness;” and
when the need came she parched it in the
spider and pounded it in the mortar. Her
regular table beverage was an infusion of
'age leaves. “Cliiny tea” was rare, except on
company occasions, and sugar rarer. Deacon
Lake’s folks steeped dried raspberry leaves,
which they culled out of the hay under the
Dutch cap by the log hovel where the cow
hibernated. A very common breakfast beverage at the Lake in those days was “pea coffee”
boiled with milk and molasses. It was by no
means a bad drink. Parched wheat and barley
and burned bread crusts were treated successfully in the same way. An agreeable drink
called “chocolate” was made from a root
found in boggy places. None of these drinks
were much inferior to the so-called coffee served to our soldiers during the war for the
Fnion. Some of them were decidedly better.

[Phillips Phonograph.
CONCERNING

premium.

The Kennebec Journal say*. That new issue
of Augusta bonds i- going like hot take- in the
market. Although the bonds were sold to the
Maverick Rank of Boston, many of them are
finding their way hack to .Maine, the savings
hanks bu\ ing largely.

The Woman’s Column.
Farwcll. Logan's successor, cast his
first vote in the U. S. senate for woman suffrage. A good beginning.
Senator

Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett gives the following directions for writing a novel: **Y"ii
must have a pen. ink and paper.
Use the first
with brains, the second with imagination, and
the third with generosity."
We believe in electing women to public office, and are glad to see that voters generally
willing lo accord that privilege to the weaker sex
Rot we notice that they gt m rally get
tile olliee that ha- no salarv attached. [Bosjoii
Post.
are

Richland Centre. Wis.. i** about to have a
municipal charter, and nearlv two-thirds
of the inhabitants of the town have signed a
petition to the Legislature, asking that the new
♦•barter shall gixe the women of Richland < litre the right to Note at municipal elections.
n<w

Mrs. Carrie B. Kilgore, of Philadelphia, having been appointed .Master in a cause b\ .Judge
Fell, last

administered an oatli and took
'Phis i> >aid to he tin lirst time a
administered an oath or exercised
the power of the (‘oti rt of IVnn-x Ivania.
woman ever

IK

Mrs. Danfortli. of Ohio, who lias been
spending a hw weeks in Bo-ton, is pastor of
two Fniversalist churches in her own state,
one at Huntington and one at Flint.
! he\ are
a hundred miles apart, hut Mrs. Danfortli lias
cared for them both very acceptably for the
past six years.
v.

The municipal suiVrage hill in the N* \\ York
Legislature is to he pushed in the Senate at
once.
Den. Cog-ja-shall. the leading Republican, and Den. Murphy, the leading Democrat
in that body, are both read) to aid it. while
Lieui.-Dov. doues. tin- presiding othe r, who
Iris long !•* en committed to suffrage, promises
his heart) support.

Miss Fairweuther. M. D.. of < hi< ago. has
been oifered the post of iad\ doctor at the Medical School for women at Agra, and the number of pupils has increased from six to sixty.
The Female llo.-pital at Allahabad has made an
excellent start, and Lucknow is doing its best
to rival the neighboring capital. Women physicians are appreciated in India.
Miss Mary McCormick, who lias just started,
in Chicago, the “Dirls* ( '--operative Clothing
<
ompany," the tiM institution of its kind in
tlie countn, is described as a short, sturd)
Noting woman, with a ruddy.health) color,and
resolute grax eyes. She says >hc has been earning live dollars a week running a “lacker" to
fasten the pockets of pantaloons, as long as
she can live on that amount of wages, and if
there is any virtue at ail in co-operation, she
proposes to see whether women cannot reap
the benefit of it.
The working women of Copenhagen have
founded a hem lii union for mutual help, which
already counts l.t.V.i members. Manx other
women's unions have been lately founded in
Denmark, both in the country and the capital.
Among tile chief of this,* j- the Women's
I nion for Progress, which was established la-t
November, and works in a democratic direction. Its object is to awake public opinion on
the subject of “women's rights," and to excite
attention to all questions of social or political
interest.
Lectures and discussions arc held
twice a month.
Mrs. L. I*. I.owc has been elected State
Librarian bx the Tennessee Legislature, 'flu-re
exciting contest between the live candidates, all estimable ladies, and Mr*. Lowe
did not xvin until the twenty-fifth ballot was
taken.
She is the widoxv of a Methodist mini—
ter. who left her penniless.
Mrs. Lowe took
the money she received from tie* insurance on
hi*- life and paid it to settle his debts, saying
that not one blot should he left on her dead
husband's name, “even for the sake of a living
xvife ami eight living children."
Since then,
Mrs. Loxve lias earned a support for herself
and family xvitli her oxvn hands.
was an

The political significance of tin; recent vote
the Woman Suffrage Amendment in the F.
s. Senate is beginning to be recognized and appreciated. Suffrage received 21 votes and pairs,
including that of Senator I’lumb, who came in
too late, but requested to be recorded in the affirmative. The a Iverse votes and pairs were 41.
All the 24 Senators recorded in favorof woman
sulfragc were Republicans, of the opponents,
II were Republicans and 27 Democrats. Looking at the vote geographically, bx sections it
stood as follows:
Yes. Nay. Absent.
New Fngland States. 7
*2
4

on

Middle states.4
Western States. .11
Pacific states. 4
u
Southern Slates.
Total.

WATER WORKS.

iginated.

The Watcrville Water Works Co., are now
negotiating for the pipe ami as soon as the frost
Is out of the ground they will liegin to put it in.
They are to supply Watcrville and Fairtield for
tire and other uses at the price of $50 a hydrant
for tire purposes. For private use the price is

established at 50 cts. per month.
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in Mexico.

addressed the weary bride a score of questions,
—to all of which she replied

A LONG AND TEDIOUS CEREMONY, OCCUPYING
FROM TWO TO FOUR HOURS.
MARRIAGE IN
HIGH LIFE. WEDDED JULIETS AND JEALOUS
ROMEOS.

[Correspondence

of the

Journal.]

Mexico, Jan. 1887. The wonder
is that anybody ever gets married in Mexico!
Not only are there the dangers and difficulties
of st/h roso courting which I have endeavored
to describe, but matrimony means the expenC ity ok

diture of

great deal of money.
According to the time-honored customs of
the country, the prospective groom must furnish a home, fully equipped for housekeeping,
a

before the wedding day, and must purchase
all the bride’s trnssean. Not a word is said
about the dowry until at the civil ceremony,
when agreements are drawn up as to how
much will be the wife’s portion on the death
of her parents—for until their demise she will
receive absolutely nothing. Even the white
satin boots and the lingerie which she wears
to the altar are gifts of the groom, every article of apparel she has previously owned being
returned to her family.
The groom is also expected to make gifts to
to the bridemaids, the bride’s relatives and to
all immediate friends, besides defraying expenses of the wedding feast ami subsequent
festivities. And the old Spanish fashion is
still sometimes indulged in by modern lions—
of equal pride though far less wealth than
their titled ancestors—during the ride from
church when tirst made
HATTY BENEDICTS.

later from the haleonv of the connubial
coin among the cheering and
scrambling populace, as a farmer sows his
or

c<fs<i, to scatter

grain.

Notw ithstar.ding all the passionate love-making of these Mexican Juliets, I am sorry to say
that most of them are sail flirts. It frequently
happens that a girl has two or three admirers,
who arc all “playing the hear*’ to her (as their
peculiar style of out-door courting is called.)
at the same time.
If they chance to meet outside her window,—as they are pretty sure to
so
each
constant in bis atiendanct—do,
being
tyuirit i/nirre f?—••whom do you wish to
see?’’
If tin- answer indicates the same object, one will request the other to step aside,
urging prior claims, etc. If he refuses, a duel
follows, and then the poor girl is bound by
etiquette to relinquish them both. Hut in their
blind and jealous rage the rival Komeos are
quite as likely to settle the matter then and
there with ever-present daggers or pistols; and
tragic though the end may be—site who can
boast of the greatest number of such encounters for her sake is pre-eminently the belle.
I Respite the rigid seclusion iu which these
fair M- • ic'tiitrs are kept, elopements are not
unknown, but
MKXK'AX KKOfKMl.NT

A

i" not like any other under tin* sun. Perchance sonu- devoted Honico lias been assiduously “sparking”- at long range, so to speak,—
outside his Juliet’s window, for a year, live
years—even fifteen t/<urs, as 1 am told, is
sonu times the ease; if, after all that expenditure of time, patience and guitar-playing, he is
at last rejected In the obdurate parents, he can
go to the nearest Jefe, Politico and swear out
a notice to tin* etVect that the girl’s happiness
and his own is ruined by the father’s heartlcssness: and if he can induce the otlicial to believe it (by oll'cring sutlicient bonus) he secures a warrant, which empowers him to take
tic* damsel bodily from her parent’s home.
A romance—not exactly of this nature, however—occurred a few years ago in the State of
(Juerrero. The caieque of one of the Indian
tribes which inhabit that southern portion of
Mexico, became enamored of a beautiful Scuorita of Spanish lineage. Having no time to
squander in “playing the bear” and knowing
moreover that her parents would never favor
hi"
it this tan-colored Itobin Hood kidnapped tin- girl on iiis way to church, and carried
her otf to his bulge in the w ilderness.
At the
earnest solicitation of her distracted family,
the government inarched down a regiment of
soldiers to rescue tin* captive. After long ami
weary searching, they found the chieftain’s
home, in the heart of an India-rubber forest—
and were met by the girl herself, who entreated the commander of the forces to depart and
leave her in peace and happiness. Said she:
“I was terrified when seized and brought
here; but now 1 am the Caieque’s wife, and
I lo\e him better than any other being on
earth.” The gallant <.'oinunJtinte,-->\\W incredulous ami fearing that threats of vengeance had caused her to make this statement,
expostulated with her, and spoke of her mother’" tears and the grief of her former lovers.
Hut with a haughty gesture this modern I>esdemona replied: “I remain here voluntarily,
and forever. You will oblige me by withdrawing your forces.” So tin* lady was left to
her fate: and I am glad to tell you that the
AZTKK OTIIK1.LO.

proved a model husband, and the romance
turned out like a genuine fairy-tale. So very
rich are this caieque and his queen that they
live in great state (for Indians), and whenever
they go abroad are carried in closed litters, n In
Montezuma, on the backs of their faithful
subjects, so guarded that the “vulgar herd”
may not behold their faces. Hut thi- Veiled
Prophet and his bride are not at all ambitious
for the empty honors of the outer world; they
desire simply to be left to themselves, in quiet
possession of the hills and vales of their small
domain.
Kveil after a Mexican couple are‘•engaged”
and the paternal blessing bestowed, the lover
is not permitted to see his sweetheart for one
moment alone.
With the parents’ consent, he
may call at stated intervals and converse with
his tiance in the presence of her family; but
though the betrothmeiit is a legal ceremony,
duly witnessed, and almost as binding as
not until the last knot in the
marriage itself
hynicnial halter is securely tied can he have a
word w ith her in private, or attend her anywhere in public without her mother’s company
—if not that also of her sisters, her cousins
and her aunts—or snatch one little surreptitious
kiss.
To be sure if he wants to kiss her
decorously under a battery of eyes, no serious
objection might be raised after betrothmeiit—
but somehow, the wide* world over, spooning
lovers seem to consider the presence of others
rather detrimental to the finer llavor of osculation.
Of course, under such a system the couple
can have no real acquaintance before marriage,
but must learn one another’s tastes and tempers
afterwards.
However unsuitable the union
may prove, thore is no release but death under
this Catholic re<jino\ which renders divorcement impossible.
Naturally domestic tragedies
sometimes occur, but truth compels us to admit
that they are far less numerous than in our
own land, w here* every opportunity is afforded
for thorough acquaintanceship before marriage,
but where (so say the Mexicans)
regular
customers” in the divorce courts obtain these
documents at half price!
TWO DISTINCT (KIIKMONIKS
to

satisfy the demands of hotli
Church and State. First the civil marriage is
a
hy
public
performed
oflicial, as required by
are

required

the **Liberal” law of the amended < onstitution.
in order to legitimatize the hoped-for offspring
and make them lawful inheritors of their
Smiles.
parents property. Next day, or months later,
as may be desired—after this ceremony has
“(•ive in** a dude egg, please,” said the
been duly recorded, the marriage is completed
boarder t<> the table girl.
in Church.
Hut between these two ceremonies
“A dndecgg?
W hat is that?”
the couple arc no more allowed to he alone to“A fresh*one.” [Boston Courier.
one
moment than at any previous
gether for
Tin; latest popular song is entitled “The Tom- stage of their courtship: in fact a closer watch
t ban ever is kept up during this tad-pole period,
cat Must not Yowl To-night.”
It will he sent
or with seven chambers and | for fear the half-made husband might decamp
postpaid for
self-cocking action for sT.oO. [Burlington Free at the eleventh hour. And truly, in spite of
all their hard-hearted nonsense, these Mexican
Press.
parents are excellent judges of human nature,
“And what was the disposition of the re- for no other course would he safe with a hotmains?” was asked of a man who recently lost blooded, tickle and treacherous race of men.
his mother-in-law. “The disposition of tin*
It is no wonder that the church ceremonial
remains.*’ he replied, with real feeling, “was is not called a riril ceremony, for as to tediousand
Bazar.
ncss
and expense it is certainly a most uncivil
quiet
peaceful.” [Harper's
performance. The contracting parties are kept
A scientific writer tells how water can he
boiled in a sheet of writing paper. We don't kneeling and standing at least two hours—and
much longer when music is made a feature of
doubt it. We have known a man to write a
few lines on a sheet of writing paper that kept the occasion.
Not long ago I attended
him in hot water for three years. [Burdette.

Sundry

“It*^ been given out that my daughter was
married.'’ said a gentleman near (iriffen recently. “but I want to state there ain't no truth
in it. Such talk as that will keep the young
men away.
She ain't married at all, lmt is
jest as willing as ever.” [Columbus, (Ha.)

Enquirer.

“The great trouble with you, John, is,” said
lady to her husband, who was suffering from
the effects of the night before; “you cannot
say *No.* Learn to say *No.’ John, and you
will have fewer headaches. Cali you let‘me
have a little money this morning?*’ “Xu.”
said John, with apparent case. [Puck.

a

One

day recently

precocious youngster, the
insurance agents, had his

a

of one of our
hair cut in a tonsorial saloon and the barber
used hay rum. The hoy asked the name of
the liquid, lie then went up to his father’s
office, took off his hat to scent the room, and
said “Father, don’t my hair smell good?”
“Yes,” said the father “what did the barber
put on it?’’ “Beer and rum,” gravely responded the young hopeful. The crowd in the office
indulged in a roar. [Bath Independent.
son

Senatorial
The orators

of the

of figurative

Figures.
Senate taxed the

language

re-

express their
respective conceptions of the personality of
the late General l.ogau. He was deseriheil:
Hv Mr. Cullom, as a giant, a sturdy oak, an
Idol.
By Mr. Morgan, as a moving energy still
useful in the great purposes of the divine economy.
By Mr. Mamlerson, as the very Spirit of
War.
By Mr. Palmer, as a Danton and a Winkelrcid.
By Mr. Saliin, as a Colossus among the
giants of American history.
By Mr. Kvarts, as a tapestry of bright color
and not pattern.
to

There have been two more identifications at
White Itiver .function, 1 televilia Bradeur of
Nashua, Vt., and .fames Stone of Burlington,
Vt. Total on the train, III; account for, S7;
still missing, 4.

A
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in the grand cathedral. The gloomy old edifice
was illuminated from dome to pavement with
a million small wax tapers, and filled with the
fragrance of white roses. The extent of the
floral decorations may be imagined when 1 tell
you that here, at all seasons of year, roses sell
at never more than fifty cents per thousand*
and li\e hundred dollars’ worth were used. A
velvet carpet was spread from tile street to the
church door, and the appearance of the bridal
party was hailed by a deafening crash of music
from flic great organ and two brass bands—the
latter hidden behind an extemporized grove of

palms.

The bride was attired in the conventional
white satin, garnished with beaded lace, with
train four yards long, and low-necked bodice
covered with orange blossoms. Over tins,falling to her feet in front and reaching the hem of
her long train, was a superb veil of old point
d’Alencon law, which alone must have cost a
fortune. Magnificent diamonds gleamed in her
dark hair, encircled her tlir^it and shone upon
her round bare arms; and in her ungloved hand
she carried a pearl-bound prayer book insteud
of the customary bouquet.
As the party entered the cathedral door,
amid the rolling of the organ, the blare of
trumpets and the hubbub of drums, a Priestclad entirely in white vestments
advanced
down the aisle to meet them. He was followed
—

by

two

Letter from

K. I„ Feb. II. lss;.
That
Rhode Island is a small State is true; still it
bears the proud distinction, given by a rural
politician, of being “the biggest little State in
the country." Some small families have
large
teapots. Our Commonwealth has a commodious vessel of that class, and within its limits is
no

ordinary

November lib, 1.SS4, voters in the
Second Congressional District elected William
A. Piree Representative by a small

majority.

the ceremony was but fairly begun,
for an interminable Mass must be gone through
with, accompanied by instrumental music, tile
chanting of Priests 'and acolytes, and many
prayers and responses. This ended, the Priest
sprinkled the wedded pair anew, and threw
over their shoulders a heavy rope of white silk,
firmly knotted together, symbolizing hymenial
bondage. Then betook from the plate seventeen gold dollars (which the groom had placed
there) and emptied them into tile husband's
hands. The latter emptied them into the hands
of his wife; and she. in turn, gave them to the
Priest, as a gift to the church, in token that of
their bounty they would sustain and protect
now

o

political tempest of

a

character.

edly.

the ordinance

We

Davisyii.i.k,

brewing

Some two weeks ago by a partisan vote in the
House of Representatives Mr. Piree was declared not elected to the seat lie was given on

presenting

the credentials furnished by our
Legislature. Mr. Page, his Democratic opponent, convinced enough of his party for practical purposes that more voters were bribed for
Mr. l’irce than constituted his majority. Mention of the number bribed to vote the Demo-

f nliirmn.

—

—

black-gowned subordinates, carrying

the various articles to be used in the ceremony;
and the procession was brought up by a train
of small boys, in red shirts and lace-bordered
over-dresses*, bringing a long pole topped with
a golden crucifix.
With her father on one side and her mother
on the other, (the latter dressed in black
lace),
the bride entered a pew near the door and remained there while the Priest
propounded several questions. These having been satisfactorily answered, the bride stepped forth—leaving
her parents behind, and l>eing
joined by the
groom, followed the Priest to the High-altar,
accompanied by all the procession. The bridemaids, four in number, were rather queerly
dressed, exactly alike, in dark green velvet,
with black lace mantillas and profuse garniture of white roses.
Then the white-rolied Priest put on his spectacles and read and read, till everybody’s patience was well nigh exhausted; after which he

—

would brook no delay. Taunts of cowardice
and trickery have been loudly preferred, and
to save his party from a justification of these

Land Commissioner Sparks has been snubbed
for the 48th time.
The movements of French troops in Algiers
alarm in Germany.

It is net a libel to call a man a “crank” says
the decision of a Chicago judge.
About thirty divorces were granted in
go as a day’s work of the courts.

<

'Idea-

Mrs. Henry Wood, the novelist, is dead. She
about sixty-seven years of age.

yvas

charges, probably, the
j election
be had
to

!

!

large number of men are employed in
strengthening the fortifications of Cadiz.
More trouble yvith the Indians has arisen,
this time in Neyv Mexico yvith the Navajos.
“Doc” Wilson has withdrawn his application
for a neyv trial of his suit against Philip Moen.

Captain Hail, of the Hog Island Lightship,
R. L. committed suicide by leaping overboard. I
>f the 1720 living graduates of Williams < Allege. ex-Pre>ident Mark Hopkins has taught all
but 81.
The yvinter in Indian Territory is reported to
have been mild, and attended by no suffering or
loss of cattle.

The African explorer, Dr. Holuh, and his entire party have been massacred in the interior
of the dark continent.
Manna Lou, on Hayvaii Island, it in eruption,
and the island has been shaken by earthquakes,
but without serious damage.
The committee on accounts of the school
board estimates the expenses of the Roston
schools for 1887-8 at ^l,5(Mi,S4S.
Mis* Frances F. Willard yvas given a reception by tin* Woman’s Christian Temperance
Cnion in Neyv York last week.
A company ha» been formed in Rrtisscls for
the construction of railway s in the Congo State
and the settlement of that territory.

an

ocrats

ington.

be

time to

see

in

sworn

and catch his breath in

t

ongress adjourn.
From reasons previously stated in these columns the Republican party is not in good condition to light the battles for Congressmen in
the Second District. Little is cared who tills
the vacancy in the present session. Rut the
precedent of Republican defeat will render still

jubilant the

elated Democracy. In
cas«
of victory that party will come more
strongly to the front when the vacancy in the
Fiftieth < ongress is to be supplied. RcpuhMmore

now

fear the moral etl'ect of such a disaster;
still with ranks divided a- to the policy of endorsing the old or presenting a new candidate,
it seems impossible to do the effectual work re-

cans

quired.
'ousiderahie casting about i.- in order to find
candidate for Governor who shall lead the

<
a

Dan Rice, the slum man and temperance lecturer, yvas arrested in Cincinnati last week for
drunkenness.

has ordered

Monday. *Jlst inst. At

a plurality elects, and should the Dciusucceed in gaining this, their candidate
will scarcely have time to await the official
I
count, procure his credentials, rush to Wash-

A

<

Governor

on

this trial

I

D. R. Locke iPetroleum V. Nasby) of the
Toledo Rlade is much out of health.
Governor Reaver, of Pennsylvania, signed
the prohibitory amendment resolution.

indebted to Col. .1. W. Porter for tin*

are

is

a

Total

A (Quaker visitor at Atlanta, (la., was robbed
of §3,500 in cash and §24,500 in checks by burglars, who entered his room while he was

asleep.
Ex-Treasurer Speer Hollingsworth, of Knox
county. Ind., was sentenced to three years' imprisonment for embezzling §80,000 of the county funds.
Orders

have

been

received

at

Brisbane

(Queensland, recently from different points on
the Continent of Europe for 15,000 eases of can-

party to customary \ietory. Disaffection at the
of the present General Assembly and loss
by recruits to the Prohibitory party have weakened this Republican stronghold considerably.
acts

There will be a severe contlict at the April
election. It is hoped that attempts now being
made to purify matters political may result in

greater unity henceforth.
Senator

Harrison, of Indiana, addressed a
lub in Providence last evening

Republican

and awoke much enthusiasm.

He

detailed the

uphill light of the party in his own State, and
exhorted to similar good work all who heard
him.
of Mate Police Ijraytoii ha* ju-t rendered Ids report of official doings to dan. 1st.
<

lia\e criticised ilii> improper otlieer fivqiicntII is report i- long and wordy, yet says very
little. lb considers prohibition successful, but

lie admits that spotters are of little.value and
the same time report- considerable outlay

for that purpose.

He is conspicuously

severe

upon temperance men for not working as effectively a> they should. In this. a> some othfeatures of the report, he is quite inconsistIf the Chief receives sd.noo a year and
does nothing, why should be upbraid those who
er

ent.

receive nothing for doing the same tiling. The
truth is thi* office he holds is a stumbling-block
to sheriffs, their deputies, and constables in

their several towns. The sooner it is abolished
and town officers compelled to act on their own
motion in enforcing the law the faster prohibition will make progress in this state. When
the people of Kliode Island think seriously of

ned meats.

granting all “Boss Bray ton" asks, they may

Colonel Gilder, who aspires to become known
as the first man to reach the north pole, writes
from the Hudson Bay territory that he and bis
party are well.

well make a short cut of the matter and deed to
him the Commonwealth at once.
In less than seven months after prohibition

Old counterfeits, which in 1808 caused the
withdrawal of every genuine §50 greenback of
the second issue of 1803, have made their appearance in Chicago.
China has made full indemnity for the attacks
on AmericMi missionaries some months ago,
and the Emperor has proclaimed toleration
throughout the Empire.
After years of open protection from the city
authorities the gamblers of New Orleans are
subjected to the asperity of the law, seventeen
of them having been indicted.
Carlisle’s action in refusing to entertain a
motion for the abolitiou of the tobacco tax in
the House has stirred up a great storm about
bis ears in his own party.
A bomb-thrower attemped to kill Mine. Patti
at the Grand Opera House in San Francisco
February 9th, but the missile
exploded
in his own bands, badly injuring him.
It is stated that the Abyssinians lost 5000 men
in the battles in which the Italian forces were
defeated near Massowah. in the Soudan. Jan.
20 and 27. The Italians lost about 500.
The Marquis of Lansdowne, Governor General of Canada, when given the freedom of the
city of Montreal, made a speech expressing
friendly sentiments toward the United States.
John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, grandson

of the great liullitier, has the second largest cotton field in the United States, lie was a Captain in the Confederate service at 18 and is now

41.
The Crosby High License bill before the New
York Assembly is believed to be doomed to defeat, as the Prohibitionists and the liquor sellers are united against it.
The entire day Feb. 11 was given up in the Sento eulogies on the late General Logan.
Among the speakers were Senators Frye, Morgan, Edmunds, Manderson, II unpton, Allison,
Hawley and Cockrell.
ate

up of the iee gorges in the Susquehanna caused a great overflow and much
in the cities and towns along
was
done,
damage
the river. The (ienessee river also overflowed.
The western rivers after reaching a high stage
began f: lling last week.
The

not a broken rail that caused the Verrailroad disaster. Testimony before the
Railroad Commissioners showed quite conclusively that an axle on the forward truck of the
rear Pullman car broke some distance back of
the broken rail. The rail was afterwards broken by a journal from the damaged truck.

It

was

mont

Lieut. Ilcnn of the

yacht Galatea, who is

win-

tering at St. Lucia, Indian River, Florida, has
written his views on the proposed yacht race
around the British Islands. He says that, in

it is the most absurd course for
It will be exa race that could lie devised.
and local knowledge and pilottremely fluky,
lie
A
will
everything.
good open sea
age
course would be much more satisfactory.
He
would not enter the Galatea for a race.
his

into effect

went

a

bill

was

as

introduced in the

Legislature

to abolish the prohibitory amendThere i> no danger of it> getting to the

ment.

decide again this year.
people
question is submitted once more

But when the
there
will be fewer ballots east in sport than were
deposited last April. The next light will show
vvliat the public means on the subject rather
than express dress parade opinion*.
An issue for our Courts to settle is found in
the question, if such members of the General
to

Assemby

as

and tilled

seven

helped
out

to voters

to create* District Courts,
of twelve offices so made

themselves, are qualified to sit in the dual capacities of legislators and judges. One lawyer
has told such a judge in open court that he was
ineligible to sit in judgment on the case with
which lie was connected. Whatever may be
said of the legality of such legislation the moral
effect is injurious.
The celebrated “contempt resolutions" introduced by members of our House of Kcpresentatives, whereby the Assembly was to act as
judge of its own cause, have been ridiculed in
the papers far and near. It is surmised that
those who were loudest in demands for an inare most happy that none is to he
This subject requires more time than 1
command to detail in a comprehensive

vestigation
held.
now

manner.
No one would be convinced at the
conclusion of such a whitewashing process contrary to bis former opinions. That there was
a “deal" made at Newport last
May few in this
State will deny. That it comprehended seats

in Congress is undoubted. The goods have not
been delivered, the ring is ruptured, hence our
“out at sea" condition politically.
M. M. it.

breaking

John H. I.cstor of Brooklyn sues (Jen. B. F.
Butler for #100,000 on account of injuries sustained, as plaintiff alleges, at the instance of
Butler during the war. The defendant claims
that the Federal Government is defendant, as
Butler was acting as its agent.

opinion,

The ice rutting on the Kennebec is completed.
All the companies report excellent quality and
thickness. At some houses ice of 23 indies in
thickness has lieen secured. The Kennebec
companies will cut IKK),000 tons, which is the
largest and liest crop ever harvested. The
season has been unusually cold, and the workmen have experienced much suffering from
frost-bitten hands; yet the work has been completed very early.

Craig. They

1

Present number

A Sea

Captaic's Temperance

Address.

Writing of ;i voyage from Japan, The Kenlieboekcr says: I have spoken of the junk's
ercw rescued by Captain beamier.
Ue hail
them on hoard his ship a great while and learned
much ot their country, which he related to our
wondering neighbors after his return, lie was
a strong temperance man, and w hen the question came up, what to do with the rumseller?
he was called upon to address an audience, lie
and had line facsplendid looking
ulty of telling what he had learned. What he
told the temperance folks 1 will relate here, as
it may interest temperance lawmakers, lie
told of his Japanese proteges and what he
learned of them about drinking, etc., etc., in
the Sunrise band. They told him that when a
rumseller was caught plying his traffic in Nippon they cut the seller’s head off'. Now, said
“what shall be done with those in
Capt.
New England who sell our fathers, brothers
and sons and poor wives' husbands the terrible
drink?” He waited for a reply, ltcamcfrom
the wrought up audience. "Cut their heads oil !
( ut off their heads!”
He told me afterward
lie considered it time to sit down, for he hail
tired his best shot, although the crowd cheered
ami called for more from Captain Leamler.
He was afraid he should make a “mess of it”
and nothing could start him again at that time.
was

a

thing from

Cleary

furnishings.” They
of the large jails of

say that not
the state the

lives

tyiles

few

a

ready to

is

needle to

a

sell you any-

train.

Charlie

from l’hilbrook.

He lias

mule

a

sheep ranch and lots of sheep, and 1
glad to say is making a success of the business.

am

Charlie is

a

good runlet* and is sure to win. The
they will be able to plough next
if they do it will he snow. Apples are

farmers think

month, but

worth s7-.'*n per barrel, and hard to get at that
price, t ider, •_*."> cents per glass, and they look to
me like small glasses too.
oh for a camp in some

faraway New Fngland farmer's cellar.
A

San Francisco subscriber writes under date
“We are having a severe snow storm. It

Fell.

has been

snowing

II

now

since

before daylight and it Is

ami

snowing very hard. Allowing
for what has melted, some ten inches have fallen
-im e the storm began. It rained very hard all
day
yesterday and far into the night, when the wind
changed to northwest and it became very cold. At

stating that they have a vessel for him as soon
expire-.”
In the matter of jails the inspectors
say that
“even and just treatment has not I teen meted out
to prisoners in all cases.
It does not follow that
because a convict prisoner has money or frictidthat they should be provided with luxurious apartments and

are

first class

a

his sentence

m.,

sunrise the

indicated -V4 above and barThe shade trees and telegraph wires
One large tree in front of my house

morcurv

ometer

sutlering.

•‘•re

is

entirely ruined by

noon

long

and

there is

no

the

weight

of

snow.

indication of the storm

no

At

ceasing

doubt it will

cause much damage.
-aw
heinous crime “enjoying a
The
lines
of
ol.
(
l’hilo Horsey and family, fordouble cell with carpets and portieres, ami extra
furniture and two poodle dogs.” The inspectors
merly of Hella-t, have fallen in pleasant places,
s.av that it seems strange to them that “counties
j judging from the photographs of their home in
Santa < lara. ( a'ifornia, recently received here
without jails seem to have le-s crime than counties
by
that have jails.”
relatives, one photograph gives a front view of a
They make the usual report concerning the Wal two story hou-e. with a hay w indow beside the endo county jail:
trance and a verandah extending from over the
Phis jail continue- tola* the poorest jail in the
front door along the side to a projection of the
stab in most respects. With the building at his commain building, in which is another hay window.
mand, such as it is, we do m>t feel called upon to
The house is modern in style, with inside blinds,
blame tiie sheriff', who would, without doubt, in a
respectable jail. -Imw much better results. The and presents a very attractive appearance. In this
law provides that tin* jailer shall live in the house
Col. Hcrsov i- standing in the open door,
•provided for him.’ I .ie evident meaning of the picture
Mrs. Ilcr«cy is seated in the porch, and the sons,
law i- that a house ahull in* provided for him, but
a
through
‘penny wise and pound foolish' policy,
l.alpli and Fdward, are seated on the front steps.
the county does not own a liou.-e lor the jailer. The
There are trees about the house. The second picjailer’s house was burnt in |ss.! and lm-tcp- hav <■
been taken to comply with the obv i«»u- intention of
ture is a ~ido view, show ing a w indmill in rear of
tin* law. The sheriff' cannot do his duty b\ a jai!
the lions* and beyond a commodious barn and a
unless he re.-ides on the ground, near by. Tin* <• --t
tw o inT-e team harnessed to a wagon.
The fatnto the county to put the jail in decent condition
would not be large, ;md th Inspector-hope it may
iU are all out of doors in front of tin* house, the
be done before another year.
youngest son holding the head of a line looking
In speaking of the Kennebec county jail
they horse. The ground about the house seems to have
Phis
is
one of the finest structures of
*•’*.'
jail
been ploughed and harrowed for cultivation, ami
it- kind iu the state, beautifully located, an honor
row s of stakes would indicate that
grapes are to
to the county.”
he the crop. When < ol. Horsey went to California
Now let us look at these two institution-, the
he look material to build a house, hut on arrival
one
the Inspectors call the w or-t and the other
exchanged hi- land for one with
and
one

a w email coin

icted of

a

the best in the

state.

jail there

committed

were

In the

Kennebec

buildings

county

fruit trees well advance 1.

year ending
of that number .!<>:> for

Nov

Hi- home is

one-eighth
oiodemmgli. The Alta Calito
something
say of this
region w hich indicates that ( ol. Mersey in locating
him-elt her** has ehos*-n wi-cly. Santa Clara is
hut throe mil*.- from San do-**, of which the Alta
say-: ">an dose ha- already a larger local trade

for the

of

;;u, Issij, •;*;j people,
drunkenness. In Waldo county for the .-ame time
there were 217 committed, 11.> for drunkennes-.
We presume it is the ..at Augusta as in liel

mile from Mr.

a

fornia of

la>t, the

recent

<

date has

great majority of ilm-e committed f«»r
are tramps,
nur jail is quite good
than Oakland, as attested by its crowded streets
enough for this cla.-s, ami those who do not like it
j and store-, and it should make a eity of
are welcome to go to the
palatial quarters at An
people witliin live or -ix _\*-ars provided its people
gu-ta. It a better jail will bring u~ an\ more
makegood us** of the wide -pread repute tin* eity
tramps we had better let the old one remain. «>ur has l»y some means
gained in the Fast." And
jail, assuming the report of the Inspector* to be | flirt her
correct, complies with the ideas of the foundersanta t lara Comity, in the range of it- produc
of the State prison. They -aid that “state
pris- lion-, i- not casilv excelled bv an) in the state,
"’e have all known of its bcrrie-. it.- -tone fruits,
ons should be so constructed that even their adrunkenness

|

pect might heterrilie, and appear like what in fact
they should be, dark and comfortlc-> abode- <*f
«rniIt

allil

VV

retebeitill**

Knox, Piscataquis and Sagadahoc < <*unti**- have
no jails.
T in* jail in Franklin county \\n- burnol
in October last. Hancock county has anew jail
completed in .Ian. I"*; at a cost *.i .si>,onu. of
1 »xford
on ■..r* the
county jail tin* Inspector- say
most

remarkable e-capos

we

liav

c

ever

know

u

took

place at thi- jail. A prisoner wa- -afely iocke<l in
his cell, while the jailer was ab.-ent a few li airs,
ami

upon his

return

he

escape*!, while the *lo*»rs

fouml tin*
to

e*

11 and

prisoner ha-i
jail ami gate

all -ocuielv loeke*l." Thev -ay if tin- i"ibis <*scape is m*»re wonderful than the open
of tin* jail in the ilays of Paul ami >ila.-." *ln

were

the marvellous returns from its lands devoted
seed raising, and the fame of it- vineyard-ha*
'•'ecu establi-hed I. t he excellent wines and bran
dies thev produce, which have been approved in
competition with the he-t vintages of Kuropc.
lint no one. m-t in frc.|iient contact with santa
« lara County and observant ot itdevelopment,
was prepared for it- appearance in the field a* a
At the tir-t
producer of citrus fruit- and olives
Northern and Central California Citrus Kair at
sacramento, the olive oil >-i santa ( lara took tirst
pri/.c, and since then has appeared in commerce,
wi’h result- gratmtng to its producers, and now
sail -Jos*- pome- tor ward with her own Citrus Kair,
and her street- arc tilled with Fa-tern Winter
i"in i-i- in -e.nivh -i ;i land w here Winter is not.
I He advantage- ot that count) are a- varied as
it- -url'aee and it- -mien ami it i- capable of
-u-taining .1 vci\ den-e population.
>•1
to

true

-ome

"This jail -e* 1 i-. in
county they .-ay
degre**. t«» run itself. Pri-«uier- -cm to have

faeilitic- for escape

w

Worthy

hi*'ll sin*u 1*1

not

In* allow o*l."

of Emulation.

Journalists ami nm-iciatis Inqm ntly meet.
Customarily the footlights intervene. acro->
which narrow glllf one i- expected to judge of
the other’s merits. The derision i> coronieled
on the printed page and appropriated by a

rending public. How queerly the verdict **ft« n
appears, this summing it}* of Fut.-rp* *s disciple
by the winged Pegasus ef the pres-! Both
exacting master-; eaeii i> usually hotu*-l
in endeavors; yet more light than ravs from
the screened gas jets emit i> ncccs-ary t<* endow
the critic with power to under-tarn Iiugly accomplish his task. Assumption at all time- ill
supplies tin* place of capability, and -1 utbly so
in such an instance. Personal preference often
displays itself where analytical skill -hould
perform its office. The tone of unfounded
superiority grates harshly upon those who read
faulty ami misleading criticisms, know ing them
to be such; yet keener -til! falls the injustice
-erve

upon the ear of a competent musician who performed for public gratification, and find- -tumadvancement thus unkindly
strewn in hi- path.
This too common lack of

bling-block-

to

sympathy between the artist and hi- eeu-or
may never he generally supplied. In some
instances, fortunately, remedial agencies are at
work, it may be deemed an event worthy of
notice when a writer for an inllm nlia! paper
strives t*> wring from tin* irregular interval
between exhaustive hours at his desk and re-

storing slumber

opportunity, however

some

limited, to pursue musical studies. -*m h an
instance may he cited in the person of Mr.
iiichard

Aldrich, the talented and versatile
writer who i- pushing his way with sure steps
up the journalistic holder. After graduating
at Harvard he seen red a position on the stall’ of
the Providence Journal. Among other work
he finds congenial employment m editing
the musical and dramatic departments of the
Journal and Bulletin.

Pin* field of the dramatic critic is very broad,
it will not In?
claimed tint Mr. Aldrich cither *y inheritance
or divination has at command that comprehensive knowledge of the drama's

raditions born
with tin*
monarehs and customs of tin* stage, such as a
score of year-* acquaintance
will endow, is
with scholastic qualifications alike indispensable

by long experience.

A

:

familiarity

the ready critic. With better trained colleagues to fill these larger demands, Mr. Aldrich finds in musical matters lesser obstacles.
His linguistic attainments enable him t*» place
before readers the latest news from Fitn*h
ami Herman publications, ensuring a freshness
of translation unknown in news departments
less happily equipped. To broaden his abilities in mu-ieai analytics In* has recently c >mmcneed studies upon the violoncello, under the
competent instruction of Miss Webster, of
Conversant with the difficulties
Boston.
his courage in attacking them iovercome
of
worthy
applause. To whatever -kill lie
may attain little interest may he felt. Probably
self-gratification is the highest anticipated. At
best his performances would delight only a few
persons; hut the rcsultance evidenced in a
stronger line of musical criticism should be
wide-reaching, encouraging to artists as it iedueating to the public. Mr. Aldrich’s example is worthy of, and should receive, judicious imitation.
m. m. u.

Mr. 11. K

Morrell devote-

lug Florida letterof

Tho Mexican Pension Act.
Gen. Black, Commissioner of Pensions, ts
preparing a circular to explain who arc entitled to the provisions of the Mexican Pension
act.

He has embodied in

tilt; circulars

the

portions of the act which indicate who are to
eniov its benefits, with explanatory remarks

calculated to make such sections clear. He announces that only soldiers of the Mexican war
who served sixty days therein and art; now
sixty-two years of age can secure a pension
unless they can prove a disability or dependence. The widow of such a soidier is also
barretl from the benefits of the act unless she
has reached 02 years or is dependent upon others for her support.
The Commissioner also
informs the surviving officers of the war that
the act places them on the same footing with
the soldiers, anti they can only receive pensions upon the same conditions as they. The
amount of i>cnsion can in no case lie greater
than that of the soldier, that is, eight dollars
per month.

the

of hi-entertain

one

.Journal
Daytona, a place in which -ome
Waldo count) people are interested. He
to

c

.ardincr 1 Ionic

descrintion of

io.i

our

-a.\
D.r loini i- built light ;n ;t ‘-Dry Hammock,"
and the view ot the tall cabbage palmettos, one
•I
nature'- b. anticiive oaks, and water oaks,
with oilier e\ rgreen trees are worth a trip from
Mime io Ha. Iona. The main street runs right
along tl.c hank ot the river about six feet ahovo
water le\ cl. and ha- liou-t
old) on one side of it.
It i- a shrii road, ami i- a hard and moot Ii as the
If. ,-e tlool\ '.ill)
believe it y
V good smootll,
hard road, tor mile- in Florida. It in incredible,
but I will prove it .1 called upon to do so. The
back -tiei-ts ;iir broad avenues with all tree*
'landing ii -l a.- tlu v nuturallv grew, and the view
a.- om trat e- tie road throng!, this
vergreen mid
w niter-mi.op\ --t leave- i- indescribable. It would
take a thousand stereographs I" give one an idea
of the -tree!- of Da) tolKl.
1 had been told that all there was of Daytona
was one -treii up and down the riv it, ami this is
true "i the main part ot the village, hut there are
a
good ma'i other street*, enough for a fit\ of
•"», hi 'll it.iui -it.mts, with prices high enough for a
city of ."»(>.inh». ,\ lot of land -t an acre and a
Muartcr near the pro-pective depot ha- just been
pureha.-ed f« >r s.'i.uOU.
«

I.oreu/W

Dow formerly of lie I last, write- from
a-hingt'-u Territory, that he recently vi-ited -i
mill

'aw

the mouth of the

at

in the boom
"f lumber.

lumber each.
the

c

oiumbia river and

logs enough t<> -aw I.ikmi.ikhi feet
The logs would average I.'.iJh f*-« t of
were

Tw

"lumbia,

rafts had

o

recentl)

comedown

containing 1logs that *ealed
Ml.nun, and the other 1:ill log- that sealed -7*»,«HN'.
Mr. Dow saw one log that mea-nred ."».o7o feet.
The average cut of one circular saw is 7n,OHO feet
-la'll). 'e-.de- nueli -mailer lumber.
c

one

i;inmit t "imty iva.ier,
Be.'konndgc.
f February
I publishes the
oh-rado, in it- i.»items
emu
tonne
residents of
following
ng
«

<

Belfast.

W

<

ongratula

Mr.

"onihs

t

on

hi*

strike
Mr. I C. ( • omits has struck a big hotly t.f ore
in the Whale n'
cut which inter-cels hi- main
.-haft at a depth "t several hundred leer. Thi*
ros--cut ha-ltcen driven by Mr. Coombs for the
past lour or live years, and rcijuired a giv.it deal
of nerve as well as money to complete. Tlie Dis
pa'.di congratulate- Mr. ( oomit.- upon bis -ucecss,
tldnks his mine well named
The win i- a very
large, strong one, and contains stringers "I very
lino ore. ^Leadville lUspatch.
Mr. (dmiih- is father "t Mrs. Kol.'t Met olluin of
thi- place, and is know n to the Ivlitor of the head
« r a-a thorough rust ler and
good mining man. We
extend ongratulations.
The dramatic cantata •‘.t. -eph's Bondage.” was
well rendered and patronized Friday and Saturday
nights. The east wa- well chosen, the parts crtectivcly su-tained and the stage action generally
good. The rendition of parts was so uniformly
good, that prai-c of prominent parts would be unjust to those who supported and by combined e\
celleucc made tin* whole a success. Mrs. o W.
Hitcher's excellent work at the puino received the
hearty appreciation ot both audience and perform
t—

ers.

Flsti

to

man,

The report of the sale of Munkacsy’s painting, “Christ Before I’ilate,” to John \Vanamaker of Philadelphia is confirmed.
The picture
will hang in a room at Mr. Wananiaker’s store.
Oyer $100,000, it is said, was the price paid.

behind the counter and

ers

since in

17 years of age, and

west young man, but don’t herd sheep.”
F. J. Morison is doing a good business in the
thriving town of Fhilbrook. Deorge stone stands

17o

letters to his wife and children, and ought to be
better able to steer his vessel, as well as himself,
over the setts, and bring each into a safe harbor tit
the last. He hits received letters from former ownas

only

are

pilgrims, but they stood it like old timers. Jack
Frost caught them a little ou their cheeks, but
otherwise they were all right.
he boys say “Do

uo

at

agents.

dteep iu
faithful herders and their
dogs remained with the -beep all night and next
day it cleared away and the hands got home.
Among tin* youthful herders who camped with
their hands were Johnnie Webber and David

...

Escaped

number of bands of

a

that direction, but the

2:10

Snow and ice
not only floods

The Commissioner of Pensions intends to
give Mexican veterans opportunity to establish
their claims to pensions without the aid of

and started quite

the year by expiration of
sentence.!.. ..'>3
Pardoned. 3
Removed to Insane Hospital.
I
*>
Deceased.

urges several amendments by which assistance
may be rendered to help him make it a ■success,

in Montana and Dakota t hreaten
and disaster in the spring, but
sutlering and death during the present season.

many of the young men. About two weeks since
gentle blizzard came along on its way to Dakota

a

Discharged during

killed at the burning of a
a hearse built for
Abraham Lincoln’s funeral was destroyed.

Louis, and

of Maine

....

>«unersel

were

History

Abstract of the

tics of tlie state prison:
Number of convicts in custody Dec. I, |ss.Y
M
< ounnitted since.*.4S
Returned to serve sentence.
I

ing

at St.

an

Prison, lS2*JMsse», by J. W. Porter. The latter
valuable document. The following are statis-

I

men

an-

state

ly.

Three

and

the South and West.

In

Journal reader writes from Chet, Montana,
under date Jan. -1st, 1SH7: The good old Journal
comes regularly every week and I can assure you
it is a welcome visitor to all of the Waldo county
settlers who have homes iu this far away country,
and quite a number have staked out their claim
and intend to camp until they make a stake. Mr.
Thomas IJ. Ihissey is spending the winter at the
ranch of his son-in-law, (.'has. Severance. He is
hale and heart} and steps around as lively as
A

reports of the Inspectors of Prisons and Jails
of Maine, and of the Warden and subordinate officers of the State Prison for tin* year 1SSU, which
make a pamphlet of 12f» pages. The appendix eontains an extract from the report of the bureau of
labor statistics of the state of Illinois for the year
1 !■**>; a letter on convict labor by Z. IS. Ilrockway,
general superintendent of the New York State Re-

formatory,

Folks

Home

Our

Jails.

nual

The British government has refused to permit C anadian militia to participate in the
(Queen’s jubilee in London next summer.

livery stable

and

cratic ticket was magnanimously omitted. To 1
The convicts are serving .sentence for thirty-live
place Mr. Page in his opponent’s chair was different grades of crime. Twenty-one are for
|
one step further than
partisanship dared go. murder; .'Ware in for life and one is under sentence
Hence partial unhappiness in Democratic cir- to he hanged. The 17" com icts are divided among
cles, and urgent appeals from that faction fora the counties as follows: Androscoggin, 14: Aroostook, 14; ( innherland, 4.'»: Franklin, I ; Hancock. .!,
new election.
Kennebec, 10; Knox, t>: Lincoln, 4; Oxford,.!; Peit
may in- rememoereu iiiiu no election was
nobscot, 12; Piscataquis, .!; Sagadahoc, s; Somerconsummated at the trial in the same District
set^; Waldo.*!; Washington, s; York, Is; Lnitcd
last November, therefore a vacancy exists in
states Court,.!.
the remnant of the Forty-Ninth
Congress, and
The teacher report.- improvements in the educaatter March 4th a similar
vacancy will prevail tional branch of the institution, although the averin the Fiftieth Congress. What with two specage number committed need instruction in all the
ial contests staring us in the face, and the gen- primary branches. He
A sea captain has
says:
eral election of state officers and assemblymen learned hi- A lie's here and is now aide to write

When all was at last concluded, the exhausted pair retired to the sacristy, to receive
the congratulations of friends who crowded
around them; after which they left the church
in separate carriages
the husband hastening
on ahead to welcome his wife at the door of the
home he had prepared for her.
The wedding festivities are often kept up for
a week, in a continual round of feasting and
dancing. After that is over the husband claims
his wife,
and right jealously does he guard
her, the doors of the rasa being henceforth
shut against all mankind but himself. He may
continue to flirt like a veritable Don Juan, but
tin; future life of the wedded Juliet is spent in
strict seclusion
eating, drinking, sleeping, so close at hand, it is no wonder that the politismoking; and as the acquaintance of the mar- cal caldron boils
wrathfully. For the first
ried strangers progresses it is not improbable I
that the conjugal atmosphere is cooled by oc- there is not a particle of need. Indeed, it has
casional breezy disagreements. Romeo is des- been a mooted
question since Mr. Pirn* was
perately jealous, and his wife might as well be ejected from his seat whose
duly it was to issue
a nun, so far as society is concerned.
Indeed,
according to Northern ways of thinking the life writs for a new election. The Legislature reof a Mexican married lady is so insufferably
ceived official notice of the vacancy, yet did not
tame as to be hardly worth living
unless she
recognize its duty under the constitution to till
be very, very much in love yvith her husband;
the same. Governor Wetmore was likewise in
and the heroine of Verona yvas not unwise
yvlien she retired prematurely to the tomb of doubt as to his
jurisdiction in the premises,
the Capulets.
Fa NX ik 15. Ward.
t'pon solicitation the Supreme Court yesterday
informed the Governor that it was within his
Generalities.
province to issue the writs, but, as only some
Tlie Italian cabinet has resigned.
twenty days remained in the term of Congress,
suggested that lie might exercise his discretion
Reach has accepted Hanlan’s challenge.
if such a step was necessary.
Inclination
from
the
winter
wheat
are
favReports
crop
would lead His Fxcellency, doubtless, to spare
orable.
the people the task of going to the polls for so
Kmperor William’s condition is reported to be
bootless an object; but the eager Democracy
very weak.

cause

Prison

State

Correspondence of the Journal.

“si, sexor.”
Then lie questioned the groom in the same
manner, and his deeper voice responded with
equal promptness. Then one of the blackskirted attendants presented a silver salver, upon which sparkled a diamond ring of extraordinary brilliancy. This the Priest handed to the
groom, who placed it on the little linger of the
bride’s left hand. Then the Priest put a similar ring on the third linger of the right hand of
the groom, and a plain gold ring on the third
linger of the bride’s right hand. Then, folding
the two ringed hands together, he sprinkled
them with holy water and crossed them repeatAnd

Rhode Island.

—

*•

'finis the Nott s from New Fngland, the Middle, Western, and Pacific States taken together
stood 24 yeas to 41 nays; nearly txvo-thirds in
favorof woman suffrage; xvhile the Southern
Slates voted sol it I against it.

sources

The Somerset Reporter says lire insurance
rates have been reduced in the village of Norway an average of 25 per cent, since the construction of water-works in that village and in
Rockland nearly as much. It pays to have a
good system of water-works. The same paper
remarks that lloulton’s recent tire would have
Ikjcii a disastrous one but for the water-works.
It was in a quarter of the village that was a
Held for as large a tire as oik? of two years ago,
but tl»e ready stream of water from the hydrants confined the tire to the store where it or-

week,

testimony.

recently

Kelej-tic Medical Inlirmarv; as “the Very \ n.
Prof. s. N <*rk. M. D.. Dean of the Faculty of
tie Druidi* l i»iverbify of America, state of

MATTERS.

Matrimony

NUMBER 8.

and

Pishing.

The Kenuehee .l"iirn;il report- that sex eral of the
local -port-men are making <piite exten-ive prepar
ations to indulge in salmon fishing at Bangor the
coming spring. Mr. W. s Badger is one of the
gentlemen who will angle for the noble IVnobsrot
lish.
mackerel hill has passed
Congressman Keel
the Senate by a vote «-t :14 to II.
The I till as passed
provides that for a period of five year-from and
•after the lirst day of March, 1 sss, no mackerel
other than what i- known as •'punish mackerel,
caught betxx een the lirst day of March and the fir-t
day "l dune, inclusive of each year shall be imported into the l nited state- or landed upon its
shores.
Almost without a dissenting voice the House
Committee on shipping resolved to make a favorable report on Mr. hinglcy’s bill to protect the
lisheries of the Cnited States.
The bill makes
liable to seizure and forfeit lire any foreign v essel
found taking li-h of am kind within three marine
mill's of the shores of the ( nited States.
The Koeklnnd Courier (iazette reports that the
h»hster shipment from that port by rail during the
hist three months amounted to P.ion barrels. The
number sent by boat is not stated. Considering
that Rockland is only one out id' many sources of
supply along the Maine coast, it is no wonder that
the lobster family is greatly reduced in size and
numbers.

Heavenly
This is the

recipe

llaxh.

for “heavenlv

est fashionable dish

:

hash," the

new-

Oranges, bananas, lemons,

apples, raisins and pineapples are cut up into little bits, worked just enough to thicken their juices,
and then served with a little grated nutmeg. But
the serving is the pretty part. Cut a hole just
large enough to admit a 'spooninthc stem end of
an orange, and through this hole takeout all the

inside of the orange, which you then till with the
hash and serve on a pretty little glass
fruit dish with lemon or orange leaves. [ Missouri

heavenly

Republican.

The Supreme Court Judges gave the most attention in the great telephone ease, it is said, to
the point of the difference between the George
Brown specifications and the Bell patent. This
point, in the opinion of spectators, was not
made clear.

___—e-:-
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HEALING

I

run m w i.njri'i; 1:111..
BELFAST, TlirKM»AY, FEBRl ARY -'4. 18s7
The temperance committee have reported to
the Mouse, as the result f their labor.-, a very
j lT HLISHi:i> l-.VKUY THIKSim MOKNINU I;Y Till
lung hill embodying several more stringent pro- !
visions than have ever ytt been incorporated
in the Maine liquor law. Tin* act is entitled
“An act amendatory and additional to Chap.
*27 of Revised Statute-, and amendatory to CHARLES A. PlLslil RY.Kiutok.
< hap. Hob and of
Chap. Hi Hi of the public laws Rl's>ELL (1 DYER.. Local Epitok.
of 1SN>, relating to the sale of
intoxicating
liquors.” That i-. this hill not only amends the
statutes as they Were left by the revision of
The Railroad Question at Augusta.
3 SSL but al*o amends tin: amendments that
were made by the Legislature two
years ago.
Belfast is deeply inP rested in th" extension
The bill i- very long, comprising ten sections
in all.
of the Sebasticook and MooM-hoad Railroad
Section 1 provides for amending Sec. In of
from ilartland to the Lake, and when it was,
Chap. 27 of the Revised Statutes, so as to have
a liquor commissioner appointed with a
salary learned that Bangor was opposing this road, it
of sioOO yearly, whose duty it shall be to lur- was an
easy matter to secure a delegation of
ni-h the municipal oilieers of towns w ith pure,
unadulterated liquor- to be k- pt and -old for leading and representative citizens to y> to
medicinal, mechanical and manufacturing pur- 1 Augusta for the purpose of aiding tin* enterposes. At present the liquor commissioner i- | prise. Accordingly about twenty-live of our
paid from the profits of hi- sales.
citizens took the morning train on Thursday
So* 2 amends See. 2b of < 'hap. 27 of the lievised Statutes by striking oil the last portion last for the State Capital. (In arrival there it
j
of the section. This i> the section with the was learned that tie;
hearing in t!ie Munson
part stricken off printed in italics:
matter had been
ailed, contrary to the pubThis chapter does nut apply to the sale of tin- j
adulterated cider utile." the* same is sold to he i lished notice, on tie day lu fore, and that Banused as a beverage or for tippling purposes. nor j
gor had withdrawn her opposition. But there
r.rfiiiil to /In noin n rio f u -, miii salt ui' u mnhift' rut
<i <n/<
in anil rns< ,r/n u so/i/ in '/nit n t if it s «>r* fin
or iijnraros, o'ri in n d mol talin
atrmj at
<

!

|

I

Sews

COMMITTEE.

Everyone who owns property and pays taxThere was a hearing before the legislative comes, even a poll tax, is.directly interested in conmittee on legal it flab's at Augusta last Thursday on
tinuing the policy of the present city govern- petitions from this city asking that the law s gov-

Everybody

who wants to see Belfast
progress and prosper will vote at the coining
election to continue this policy. The railroad
question is no longer an issue, having been
taken to the courts for settlement. I'mler the
low tax rate of the present year the city has
emerged from the gloom and depression which
ment.

erning the police court of
that trial
far

so

Belfast be

so

issuing

relates to the

amended

of warrants for

petitioners were represented by Kev.
G. W. Jenkins, Kev. B. C. Wentworth, and G. E.
Brackett, members of tin- G. T. committee, and
what the petitioners claimed was, in substance, that
the present police judge by his methods of issuing
warrants, his personal treatment of citizens requir
ing his oiliciul aid, and his positive refusal in at
least two specific cases to grant warrants against
two notorious rumsellers, when asked to do so under Sec. 40 of Chap. 27 K. S., was fatally obstructive to the efforts of said committee to aid in the
enforcement of the laws against rumselling in Belfast, and they asked that trial justices in this city
be given authority to issue warrants as well as the
police court, under the law for search and seizure,
&c., it being specifically stated in tlicir petition
that jurisdiction in the matters pertaining to laws
bearing on drunkenness, and also on that section
sometimes called locally the “tramp law,” shall remain as now under the entire control of the police
court, thus preventing a recurrence of the unnecThe

sclling.

pre\ailed during the preceding four years, and
confidence has been inspired in the future of
Belfast which has already borne, and will continue to bear good fruits, if the good work done
i* not undone by restoring to power those who
seek control for the spoils only. This and the
gratification of private animosities, with the
opp«;rtunity_for spending the people’s money
in litigation, are the only motives which actuate the t ing now seeking to regain the offices
from which they were deposed last spring.
The higher the taxes the greater the amount
that will find its way into the pockets of those
who manipulate affairs, and the more to he
r'-ali/.t .l by shaving claims against the city.
The methods of those who controlled the city
for the four years prior to last March were litwas to be a hearing Thursday on tin; Mogantie
heretofore so justly complained of.
matter, in which Beifa-t is indirectly interest- tle -belt of highway robbery. Kottenuess and essary expense
The remonstrants were represented by Mayor
ed. and so the \ i-it to Augusta was not in vain. in* impciciicy were the rule. In striking conBaker, Judge Johnson, Representative Wil on, exThe Megalith* road Ini' a «-harts r to cross trast is the dean, holiest, efficient and economiconstable Ellis, and others, backed as their at
Moo'cln ad Lake at i>t r Islam!, with a branch cal administration of the past year, in which
torney, Ilamman, said by over 40 of the promintin interests of the whole people have been
to < An enviile. Tiny limb however, that tin
ent citizens of Belfast who had come to Augusta
in
view.
The
made
before
the
kept
promises
that day. This assumption of “hacking” is liable
'•oimtry on the east side of tie* lake i- sm h
that they cannot build a road that w ill comply election ha\e been honorably kept, and every- to a slight modification when it is known that the
has
shared in the benefits of a reduction whole number of tickets sold to
as p> grades and curves
with their charter body
Augusta from Belfrom the Canadian y-’\ rnnient and umlci of taxation. The prosperity of Belfast depend" fast that day was 4.1, and we venture the assertion
that not more than a dozen of them knew of the
which they receive a subsidy, The y want now upon a ontimianee of the present policy.

Section H proyides that Sec. Hi of ( hap. 27 of
the R. S.. he amended by adding a elanthat no servant or any employe of any railroad
corporation or express company may rei.tova
intoxicating liquor from any car'ur other place !
than the usual and olabli-hed stations, depot- |
or place.- of busita
of -ueh companies on !
penalty id* a line of snd f..r every oUem-c.
Thi- section is intended to do away with a
custom, which is complained of by York county oilieers, who think that train*'haw slowed
up west ot IJiddeford to allow liquor- to 1m
to buihl their road from Cn-mvillc to Brown(lumped oil* in unfrequ-.nted places whence vi 1
h•. then--: around lie 1 wer end of Schondic
could
be
carried,
to
the
tlicy
city
Section 1 amends Sec. :»:> of Vlmp. 27 of the
Lake to Maltawamkeay. The city of Bangor
so that it shall read as follows:
R.
oppose- on the yroun ! that the proposa l M»
No person -hall, at anv time, le
han-clf. hiantic line World be parallel to the Banuor and
e erls. serv ant or
or
'indirect
-ell
l\.
direclly
any intoxicating li«|Uor- <>i w iiutt \rr origin, c\Tiseataquis and interfere with its chartered!
e. ot a- hereinbefore
w
ale.
me,
pro\ii!c<l:
porter,
riyhts ami Lusines-. It was exp: ied tliat the
beer. and ail otm-r malt 1J a* r-.
strong lieer. lagt
j
and eider when kept or depo.-itcd with iat-ml to B. A 1*. road would heroin- a conn- -tiny ink !
il the same f<»t tippling pnrpo-e-. or a- a lu-ver
between the Mi-yantie at Mooseli. mi ami tli
age. a- well a- all di-tiiled -piiits. are declared
thi- chapter:
Maim. Central. The Megalith* pc. pb -ay that !
intoxicating within the meaning
iat tlds enumeration shall not prevent any other
pure or mixed li.ptors fr-.m living consider) d in- the grades ami curve- f the B. A !’. arc Mich
toxicating.
that tliey.anmd u-> it. and that it w-mld «.»sl
Section 1 aim ml- see. 2 of chap. H<;«; of the Si.uiMi.onn to briny it within tin
n-juirene.-nts
public laws of Is*;-,, amendatory of -re. 24. of their charter.
so
lid see. HI shall read
chap. 27 of the R.
If tli* M- yartic roatl i- !.u?ii to eonm t with
a- follow-.
Whoever, Ip nim.-elf, (Merk .*r -c-vant, or agent, the Maine ( cntral at Maltawamkeay. ca>P rn i
soil- any intoxicating liqtn.r-in thi- Mate in vio.
freight ami travel will of eours. y» that way
lation ot law, shall
a; a tine of not hs-tban sio
and the western tratlie via. tin Seha-tieook and
and costs, ami in addition thereto l»e iu:en-one.l
thirtv day-. In delault of -aid pa\mem i.
-hall
Moo-chead from <f r«o tjVi!!**. This wei.il 1 leave
he imprisoned .1" days additional',
ml <<u each
Banyor with a very -ub-tantial elephant on
subsequent conviction lie -hall lie pam-hcd h\ a
line ot .f-ioo and e<»-t-, and in addition t i ercl.f he
her liands ami w hi li she i- naturally desir m-i\
and
in
deta
ill
»i
mint
months,
ilnprisoiieo
pa}
to y< t
i«l <»f. We are sorry for Banyor, but j
of said tine and easts lie shall be imprisoned -i\
months additional.
\n> clerk. -•rv.-iht. agent or do not think her investment in tit- B. A 1*.
other person in the employment
11 the premises
-hould be allowed to stand in the wav of the
of another w ho violates
r it. anv maio.er aid-or
assists in violating any provision- of tin- act or ii P*rests of other stations of the Mate ami of
anv other act relating to intoxicating liquors, icqnally guilty vv itli the principal and -hall suffer din ! means of communication P>r f.might ami
like penalties.
pas'cny r irailie.
Section »; amends
tion
of chap, bin; < f
the plihlie aw- of 1
atnelnialorv < | -ee.
A
Petit ie::.
of
27 of III. I!.
:!."i -Imll
t! i;.
read:
W< ai\•• elsewlu i.• a report of the heari’.a. at
No person
'mil he a e<.nmn.;* -i
!' intoxiea
Auau-ta on t! 1.* p-dice court math r. 1" f-uv the
tioti -hall
ting liquors. \\ In.ever violates inis
he lined .*Inn and impri-oned ;;n da\-.
• oinn.-itlee on
in-tead
i.eaal Alfairs. The i* mperame
ot such line mav hi* imprisoned three lm-nth-. <m
a second and e\cry -ahseqtient com i.ib n la -ha!!
people of l‘>< il'u-t. ami of Waldo county. l;:iu
he lined .*2no and imprisonc 1 |..i,r nm-i ; ii-. and in a-ke«! that
triai justice- 1
aiven concurrent
-•

♦

.■

Temperance

default

ot

punished

1
-t- in- -hull he
pa' nient of i] •«•
h\ f.. nr months ad* bin mu! u. prison nient.

.*> amends -ee. -1 of eiui11. :\ry, uf the public law- of iss;». ametidatorv id
;;7 of hap.
27 of the li.
so that who* -. r
ke. |
a drinking hou-e or tippling -hop in am hitil ling, vessel or boat shall In: lined
-n lii.-t conviction
SoOO ami cost- and he imprisoned ho dais, or
instead of siteh tine he itnpri-oiie<I three months.
And in every subsequent eouv i-lion shall h.
punished I*\ a line ot s2oo and he imprisoned
six months. The
lion continues:
See.

<

-<

>

I>ruggists and apothecaries mav keep alcohol jn
reasonable quanfit' for eomp.mnding medicine.-.
l,ut not for sal.
'Any !iito\i.ating liquor other
than alcohol kept or depo-ited h\ druggists or
apotheearie- in or upon tiieir pn mi-e-. when taken
in connection
meat tax a- dealer

with the payment of a govern
in iutoxient'ing 1; |u..r-, -iial’ he
/irmni fa- i< evidence that -aid liquor- are intended for sale in violation «>t law

amends -ee. 10 of chap. 27 of the i‘. >.
hy adding to the -eeiinn :
The pa' nient of the lb
-peeial tax as a Honor
seller, or notice of'any kind in aiij place of re.-ort
indicating that intoxicating liquor- are there sold,
kept or given a wav unlaw lull} -hall l.e held !■ he
/'I'iiinl f'tii ii evidence that die per
or pei'.-ol!..r panics di-pla\
paying said tax and tin* pari
ing 'uid notice.- shall he deemed eomnion -ellei"t intoxicating liquor-, ami the prcmi-c- so
kept
>ec.

s

..

juristlietion with the police
seizure

court in

search and

fully -et forih heretofore. and which an 1 »ri< lly -tated in the report. This would not allV-'i the salary of the
judae. hilt make hi- place lmT. of a -ineeuie
than before.
li would. lieWeNer. natural!}
le»i

n

eases,

for

l'ca-ou-

ill.- ii; liiieiiee

wit !i

explains the opposition

a

certain class, and 111i.the petition and a

to

for the presence ai Auau-ta of tlm-e
who opposed it.
The committee repre-er.iina tin
Templar-of Waldo count} pre- lit* d tlnd;- a-e <»n

counts

merit-, ami received \aluahle aid from tlu*
testimony of their opponent-. Foi <xamph
(•eo. |
.lolin-on. former judae id ih<- police
court, said that 1:. i-sued warrants:.! hi> residence, ami wa> read} ! i-su*- tliem at any tiim
and place. The- present judae. after -t:d»li-hisia certain days and hours for this bu-im
its

refused to i-sue warrai.i-

a-

rnjuired by ihc

and lias iiiswlPd mini-P i- of tlm ao—
pel and others who have asked for warrant-.
hv them common nuisances.
<'ol. W. II. Foaier .-poki wed of tin* police
><•(•.
repeals -ee. N „f chap, do- d'll.e public juda• per-onall} hut w Ie r, a-ked if. a-a lawhtWs of Ms.*,. and re-i naels -re. -11 of
hap. 27 yer. In- would put the same interpretation upof the J.\ s.. widt h wa- at. tided two vear'.go.
This relates to the -pilling of liquors. on the statute-, prompt!} replied that la would
’I wo year- ago the statute- Were amended -<> not.
Mayor linker did md le-lp Is I- cause mmh.
that seized liquors might he sent to the Mate
He hi aan l»y blowing h
ow n trumpet loudly
agency and sold. 1 hi- i- believed to have worked Inully or not at ail in pract ice. -n the MM m.vv a-a temperance mau.hu! wa- forced to admit
that a- Mayorol* lie]fast he h:nl mo <-r i:ia !e the
goes hack to the old method of spili ng.
> f.
10 amends s. e. u ..f < Pap. gr.c, of the
sliahte-t attempt to enforce tli
prohibitin'}
public laws of Ms;,. am< i.dap.rv 1 See. 1* of
<
tiiat >, <•. Is shall law-. A- he has invited attention to hi- teiuhap. 27 of the K. S..
read:
be aid of iiim
peranee record llie -ame ma
Anv per-, n foil ml intoxicated in au\ -tn et. high
w hi!e -heritf of Waldo count}, ad hou/h prior
w ay or other public pluct shall he
pun,she, tor tinlii'st -tl'enee hy a line not exceeding ten dollar- or to hi-election to that otliee lie wa- a Very arby imprisonment m»t \< ceding thirty <1.
ami
dent tied Templar.
An ex-State eon-table
upon anv subsequent conviction bv imprisonment
who drew <jUite all alii-umt of money from the
for :>u ilav
Any pei-on found intoxh-ated in hi- own house city for wiiieh he perf nam d n * service, and an
or in anv -.ihcr building or
place, v n«. i- qnarn 1
^oine
and l- disturbing the public pence or the individual who ha- all.Hated for years w ith tlm
peace ..f iii- own or anv other land!} shall !..• pun
rum inti rest,wereamonuthose:.dive in -i;-t irislied toi tlx* lirst and anv subsequent conviction
ainjr the police judae in obstruetimr the cnfoivrprovided in the preceding clause of thi- see
lion.
nient of the law-.
Any -ueh intoxicated pi-r-on ma;. hi taken innAt this writing i i
action of the «• in a.tier is
eu-tody I-} any -In: !’. depot} -if, rid. cm-table,
marshal, deputy mar-1.ai. police <.»iic* r.
watch
not known, but we do not see how they can
man. and committed !«=
watch-hou-e or police
station or n -trained in -mm* i.tiicr -nimble
place, well refu-e 1 lie n 'pa -I made by the tcmporaiiee
until a complaint can he made and a war ant i--tipeople of Waldo n nit}. irrespective of party,
ed against him upon which he m.r ! am-tchiiid
tried.
based as it i- upon th« strongest possible leaal
ll will be observed that thilion a .mid do and moral ground-.
away with imprisonment lor tin- lir-l oilerne
in drunkcniie-s.
The 1 lo-t on Herald seem-to have charm of
sih»t lot; v r.riuii.vu.
the proposed coast fortilieation- for thi- secWilliam IS. drove-, who wa- -hot i.yCapt. tion, and it has allotted to Portland iis share of
W
II- dlark, in \\ :-e:i--et. Thur-dav night,
fort- and Ida' 'aims. 1 Cl fast wants a
p< und"die trving to « tl. et an entrance into tinlaiter"-h-ni-eat midnight. died from id- wound er to celebrate the extinction of the live per
Friday. droves had be* u married to < lark's cent, rimr in this city next month, and Seursdaughter, hut the couple were divorced on
port wants an old fashioned brass-mounted
account of droves* intemperate habits. 'I'mhorse pistol to keep foreiirners oil' her clam
lay night he went to < lark*- hou-e while intoxicate.!. created a disturbance and tried to llat-. The ili-rald will oblige by shipping tlmse
claim hi- divorced wife.
IMttuning again articles without delay.
Thursday night, in was shot under the imthat
he
waa
pres-ion
burglar. < lark i- under
1 ongn -snian Millikcn's bill providing lh:;l li
arrest.
A coroner’s jurv Monday afternoon 1
found a verdict that Wi'l-on 15. drav. came shall be tin* duty of the Secretary of the
to his death from a wound caused
hy a pistol Treasury to in* orporate ;■ it*.> c.mtracts jm.: !•*
hall from a pistol in tin* hands of W illiam H. I
with the government a stipulation that, the
< lark.
The po-t mortem examination found
contractor shall pay hi- employes weekly
the hall heeded in the loW.-f part of tile hack
hone.
wages, has been favorably reported to the
.\ HKiM.iA.vi i:i:< i:i*!i«»\.
House and notwithstanding that the sc-sion iBcpresentative and Mrs d. II. .Mank y gave so near its close, Mr. Millikcn will -pare no
a large and elegant
party at Augusta Thursday efibrl to secure the pa—age of liis hiii.
•
.-veiling to those number* ol the LcgNluturc
who had accompanying them their wives or
Then* are many men 1m -idi < old soldiers
daughters. Among the distinguished gm sis who think that
“pauper” i- a harsh word to
present Were lion, dames <L Blaine and wife.
to a man who served his emintrv in the
Miss Dodge, <iaiI ILimilt.m) <iov. Bodwell apply
ranks during the war, simply because he has
and wife. President of the Senate Marble,
been so unfortunate a- not to he able to earn
speaker of the House Littlefield, Attorney his bread. [Boston Journal.
General Baker. Secretary of State Smith. State
Yet “pauper" is the word u-ed by the DemoI reasiirer Burleigh and a large numher of
Senators and
Representatives, accompanied cratic newspapers, almost without exception,
either by their wives or daughters.
Manx in
speaking of the Dependent Pen-ion bill.
newspaper men xvere also present. It was a
and
brilliant
Very large
reception,
The investigation of the Texas outrages has
in (.1 M l:Ai..
brought out evidence showing that a number
The appropriation for the State College has
of Republicans were drive n from their homes
been scaled doxvn from >d'.).<i(KI to $:ft>,400.
The Portland Republican* have renominated through fear of personal violence, that the
Charles .I. (.'hapman for Mayor b> acclamation. ballot boxes were
stolen and the successful
The Norway Tannery shipped recently 100,THTO pounds ol pelts to Liverpool and Loudon. candidates counted out, and that .-hot guns
A Baptist church edifice, a fine structure of were freely used to intimidate voters. This is
wood, is to be built in the spring on Ledge true of other States as well as of Texa.-.
Laxvn avenue, Bar Harbor.
The winter term of the High School and
At a special election held in the 2d Rhode
Academy at Blue Hill, which has just dosed, 1 Island district
Monday to till a vacancy in the
was a successful one.
There were 77 pupils.
Charles Webb, of the insurance linn of House of Representatives in the 4*->tli Congress,
Chamberlain A Webb of Lewiston, is said to ( has. H.
Page, the Democratic candidate, was
be a defaulter, the amount
being from S1000 to elected
by a plurality of 21)5. \V. A. Pirce,
$•‘>000.
[Phe Maxim gun, which tires 700 shots a Rep., bad 5,7sl votes, and Alfred (’horsy. Pro.,
minute, is named for Hiram S. Maxim, the 4<>s. The Prohibitionists elected Page, a- these
Maine inventor, whose father still lives in
figures show.
-t itiiti

-■

The next

meeting of Waldo County Grange will
held Tuesday, March sth, with Mystic Grange,
IJelmont. The following is the programme: 1st

fast shoe

opening exercises; 2nd, music; 3rd, report

death last

granges;

Question:

The first reunion of the Bates college alumni
of New York was held Feb. 10. L. W. Green
Was elected president, ami G. W. Stockbridge
vice president.
A movement is being made toward establishing another shoe factory iu Richmond. A
meeting of citizens is to be held to take action
iu the matter.
The Grand Army Post and Ladies’ Relief
Corps of Mechanic Fall* are to erect a soldiers
und sailor*’ monument. They expect to dedicate it on Memorial Day.
For

the

Relief of Ranger and

Belfast.

The financial committee will report a bill providing that when a railroad is leased to another
road, the state tax on its stock shall be returned
to the cities and towns where that stoek is owned,

and not he distributed to cities and towns where is
held the stock of the leasing road. This bill is to
relieve Bangor and Belfast, which once received
returns from the tax, one on the European &
North American stock, and the other on the Lax in
the Belfast branch stock. When the Maine Central leased these lines, hoxvever, the two cities
ceased to get their share of the .state tax, the distribution being to other cities and towns where
Maine Central stock was held.
This is the matter in which

City Solicitor WilHouston have been
City
active, appearing before the committee at Augusta week before last in the interest of Belfast, and
It seems that their labors have not been in vain, if
the claim for back tax is allowed Belfast will receive quite an amount, and about $2,000 annually.
liamson and

Treasurer

Acts Approved.

following acts and resolves have been approved by the Governor:
An act to incorporate the Belfast Water ComThe

pany.
An act to

prevent persons from unlawfully using
or wearing the badge of the G. A. K., of this
state.
An act to ilx the salary of the judge and register
of
for Waldo county.
An act additional to and amendatory of Chap.
522 of the private and
laws of 18K5, relating
to the Camden and ltockland Water Company.
An act to incorporate the Liberty and Bid fast

probate

special

Telegraph Company.

An act to authorize the town of Brooks to fund
Its indebtedness at maturity and to issue new

bonds.
Hesolve authorizing the
cure a loan.

county

of

Waldo to pro-

The Maine Senate passed by a vote of 17 to 5
the resolve to submit to the people a proposed
amendment to the constitution to confer upon
women the elective franchise, hut later reconsidered its action. The result of the second
vote, and the fate of

the resolution in the
to with interest.

House, will be looked forward

The New South is the name of a handsome
illustrated monthly published at Birmingham,

Alabama, the centre of a great iron industry
which has sprung into existence since the war.
This publication is devoted to the industrial
development of the South and is in itself
strong evidence of progress and prosperity.
It is predicted that the “Star of Bethlehem"
will appear this year for the sixth time since
the birth of Christ, hut the Brunswick Tele-

graph says that some astronomers declare
there is no evidence that the “Star of Bethlehem” has ever been identified.

.*.1*1*

>>*

publication

It looks
war

though the anticipated European
has been indefinitely positioned.

Secretary Manning has resigned
ident is not.

but the Pres-

court

by

That the Horse is

More I'.seful and Profitable

Templar,

ufactures vests and

fairs committee did not view it in that

j

ami

heard of

ir-t

al-o

want- to

been

know what has become of General

on

Powderly and his policy. It is
that Mr. Powderly for some reason
was

eminently

the

it

boomerang

a

and its

Hatters

ith

w

A

of those weapons.
expressed himself as

one

ability,

“peculiarly

and

technical”

r<

turned

t.-

work

mind

of

police judge, yet the questions of the committee brought out answers, facts, citation of
laws, and opinions which sustained the petition-

Men in that line of work in New York have
dccnh-l to (put the Knights of Labor. The journeymen
w ill pr«>!

brewers have also decided to leave and ]

ably apply

admission to tlie American
In this determination they

air

Federation of Labor.

up by the boss brewers. There are
of them who were attached to District
No. 41*. The transatlantic steamship

hacked

arc

about

anno

Assembly

companies have taken steps toward discovering
how many of the New York pilots are not Knights
“f

Labor.

-trike, it

This is

is

in

consequence of the late
to be safe in any
The New York builders are

said, for they wish

future emergency.

organizing lor protection. The strikes on the
< 'ambridge and South Boston
railways are practically at an end. The companies refused to take
the strikers back in
tm

ning

hand.-

J

to

arc

a bc.ijy, and many are now Klwork upon the old terms while the new
retained. "*Tite Allegheny, Pa., tanners,

"'ho struck three weeks ago for an advance of
twenty iivo cent.- per day returned to work Monday at tin- old wages.
--rue >. \\

ardvvell,

a

Rockland

ship carpenter,

j

The

XII.

Club, of ibis
city, at the Belfast Opera House, Tuesday evening
very enjoyable affair. The galleries were
well tilled with spectators, but the dam e lloor was
not crowded. The storm in the afternoon no doubt

was a

kept

[

home some from out of town w ho would
present, Imt the attendance from abroad
quite good under the circumstances. Many
at

have been
w as

of the dresses
the

costumes

were
were

very elaborate and sonic of
brilliant and striking.
The

Journal, for obvious reasons, will not venture to
say who was the best dressed, or who was the
“belle of the ball.”

Where there

were so

many

pretty, well dressed and graceful ladies it would
be invidious to particularize. Sanborn's orchestra,
ten pieces, with Miss Mary Fauncc as pianist, began the concert at 8 o’clock. This was a musical
t/eat which the audience greatly appreciated and
th ?y testified their appreciation by liberal applause.
We are all proud of our local orchestra. The
following selections were played: 1. Overture,

>. Overture, “Belle of the
work, writes, “WeVome,” Catlin;
Village,” Bouillon; :j. Concert Galop, “Dash,”
4. Grand Selection from “Martha,”
11:' ,l'
■
a
'1' inainl for more
good workmen, Weigand;
Man.«• n.erl,anic> especially. A
Potpourri, “Tar’s Farewell," Schlopelarge majority of, Flotow;
ll.c workmen here are (anadian
Frenchmen.' grell.
iiih-all agtyc that no one shouhl be
deprived of
At J» o’clock the grand march took place, led off
it i.- t«* he hoped that’American workemployment
men will at least receive as much
encouragement bv the members of the club. The order of dances
a«'iiiall\ g*Mid workmen from other countries. contained
thirteen
"ho

recently

fr-un Detroit

l.'-

went

t<>

to

the <

.Michigan

for

ourier-Gazette:

of ordinary intelligence knows that
1" the foundation of
prosperity to all conceMMd. ami it seems to me that
nothing could
stimulate the patriotism of a man more than to
prosper in the laud that gave him birth. IIow an
American ran join an organization
..posed of
:in'l "Utrolii d by a foreign element for the
purpose of injuring American industries is a mystery
s'

unfathomable.
L. M

s., the Democratic correspondent of the
lUmocratie I'oitlaiid Argus lias
something to say
also ot this dangerous
foreign element, and expresses himself vigorously as follows:
1<
many years the people of America were at
the feet ot the slave power, and few men dared
>peak against that power. Are we not to-day at
tin feet of an organized band of
rioting foreign
born workingmen?
>•.mew here w ithin these :is States there lives a
man who it he will make
good and vigorous declaration:-, of American sentiments, and the
rights
-■I every man to earn a
will be elected to
living,
the 1’ic idenc\ in isss by the
largest majority ever
seen.

I

s. gives a practical illustration of the
orking of the recent strike:
hi Brooklyn where I
unfortunately live, there is
M,*dc much suffering for lack of coal, and no coal
can be had
because tin* drivers of coal carts have
-ituck. Now if some bright, clear,
enterprising
hu m boy from Maine should come into the
city this
morning and should seek a situation as driver of
one of these carts, and the owner of the
yard
hould hire him and send him with a load of‘coal
to,si.me family w hich is sullcrieg for want of it—
what would be the result? The strikers would
not allow him to work.
He would be a “scab,”
and would not be allowed to earn a living here.
Tln-y would mob him and perhaps injure him for
Id*’. Yesterday I saw two coal
carts, driven by
new men. and there were two
policemen on horse
buck guarding them, lint we must not condemn
any of this lawlessness you know, because there
will l*c an election sometime, and even Messrs.
Kioters have votes.
w

The

Wafer

Works.

Mr.

Parks, one ol’ the contractors for a water
supply for Belfast, accompanied by Mr. Frank C.
Kimball, civil engineer, arrived in town Saturday.
Mr. Parks returned on Monday but Mr. Kimball
will remain to make

survey of the streets to ascertain the exact amount of pipe needed. While
the source of the water supply is not known
Mayor
Baker thinks it will be from some point on Little
a

Ifiver, either at the site of the present dam above
bridge, or at Perkins Mills. A dam twenty-five
feet high from the river bed, above Little river
bridge will How a large pond, and the water fall
will furnish the required power for pumping purthe

poses nine months in the year. Perkins Mills will
be one mile nearer, but the pond will not be so
large as at the former place. Both steam and water power will be used for pumping and an iron
stand pipe will give the elevation and power to the
hydrants. The water of Little river is pure, the

“Our Home Folks iu the South and West”

contains news of Waldo

county people in Montana,
San Francisco and Santa Clara, California, Florida,
Washington Territory and Colorado. The review
of the reports on the State prison and jails is of load interest.

Maine

news

and

miscellany

make up

the first page.
On the fourth page will Ikj found an original
poem by Mrs. Packard, Literary New s and Notes,
a

pieces

man

r\

synopsis of the Interstate Commerce bill, etc.

carried out.
were

served

continue!

Ice

the

during

was

admirably

and other refreshments

cream

until the

and

evening,

and

small hours of

dancing was
Wednesday

second

The
F. T.

following

are

the members of the XII.

<

lub

:

Chase, J. 11. Ilowes, XV. R. Marshall, If. 1..
R. II. Ilowes, G. I. Keating, W. II.

Woodcock,
Quimby, C.
nian, K. 11.

J.

Burgess, G.

A.

Bailey,

C. A. Ilarri-

!

Dunbar, F. A. Harriman.

Capital Punishment and the Game

Laws.

Representative Wilson, of this city, was at home
the first of the week, returning to Augusta yester

day morning. Mr. Wilson thinks there is a markchange of sentiment with regard to capital pun-

j

him in

fully

imbued

w

ith the idea that

our

fish and game should be protected, and advocates
more liberal appropriations for this
purpose, that
wardens may be better compensated. He spoke of
the money brought to Bangor by the salmon

fishing

at that

our hunting
place
showing
fishing grounds to the State at large by attractfrom
abroad.
The
ing sportsmen
Committee on
Fisheries and Game had promptly granted an ex-

the value of

as

ami

tension of the limits

on the Penobscot w ithin which
nets are not allowed, to afford more room for those
who fish for salmon with a Uy. lie
thought tin*
committee would also extend’ the close time in
Moosehead Lake to protect the fisli at the time
when the ice goes out. The fish then seek the
shoal w ater near the shore and are taken in
great
quantities by bait fishermen.

The

W.

€.

T.

II.

Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union meets every Saturday at 3 o’clock p. m. in
the Unitarian church parlors.
Officers: County
President, Miss A. A. Hicks; President local W.
C. T. U., Mrs. C. Moore; Secretary, Miss A. A.
Hicks; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Limeburner. The
The

work

of the local Union is various.
It has a
for Charity work, a department for

Sabbath school

work, one for prison and jail work,
work, one for Scientific
temperance work in public schools, one for Evangelistic work, a White Cross League, a Literature
department and a Press department. Our p urpose
and aim is to uplift and help all with whom we
come in contact and to this end we
cordially invite
the women of the city to join our ranks and assist
one

Mi.

for Flower Mission

£7.'»,000, and

to

A. A.

lent to

lo

Hon.

James

0.

Gilmore'.- orehc.-tm

the dance.

and

one

indebted to .1. T.

are

new

a

Pensions have been granted a- fol
Ephraim L. Kincison, original, >toekton.
George W. Kalloeh, re-toration, Warren: Kli <
Merriam, original, Belfast; Nel.-on Curtis, in
crease, Monroe; .Joseph N. llarviman, inerease.
Pensions.

lows:

board of directors

half times around the

a

I

quently goods

from Jacksomille.

br.rriM.
laid up in

Ri

privately
arrived

generally

are

The

arrival

vessel-

hauling out of their

w

a st.

ill

w

shortly

Army having

M

'"ii,

r. (

harles Clark and the
came

to Belfast

evac u-

Lincolnyille Band.

Saturday

horse team and drove about the

discoursing

noon

with

four

a

in the after-

excellent music.

|

city
They attrac ted

quite a crowd to tin* rink and furnished music* for
skaters. The evening of March 4th the* band
w ill gi\e a c oncert and ball at the rink, and if the

the

weather is favorable

they

will have

water

her

on

ami the

Sibley

went to

Boston last week

on

Silver* ross Lodge K.of 1’., which ha- been meeting in the Knights of Labor hall, met in Pythian
Hall, their new quarters, on fue-day evening.
'1'he Knights have leased for live year- ’.lie hall re
cently vacate«l by the Grand Army, ov.-r ( haiTelilack’s store, High street. New urni! ure has been
made, new carpets laid on the Moor and the room
has a very inviting appearance.
Corvn

Finances.

With

j?2(»,uuo

years, and permission
missioners to hire .Sb.iiuO, it warn Id

coming

full house.

a

finish

relating to the brig II. C. Sibley, hetorc
reported ashore md damaged on the shoals. Mr.
Sibley wanted the brig brought to Belfast for re
pairs, but the work will be done in Boston. lbMi
thinks the repairs will reach nearly ST.onfi.
Sibley concluded not to repair and abandoned biportion of the vessel.

ated the Coliseum Rink i-= again open for .-kutiug !
under the forme r arrangement between Mr MoriThe band

cut

business

haul out of the tier.

The Salvation

no

John's wood boat.

Mr. Edward

standing rigging w ill give way to a gang of w ire
rigging. Sehr. A. Rayford, at Swan’s wharf, is
loading for Philadelphia, (.'apt. Magee is getting
his coaster, the ( limit}, in trim.
(.'apt. (4eo. F.
Ryan is lilting out the Bo?, t.011 packet Jas. Holmes,
Tilt: Rink.

sin* has

only parti.ill;

captain writes that forward his yc.-sel re-cmbles

in-

quarters and getting ready for business. Schr.
\braham Richardson i- at the lower steamboat
wharf w here* she lias been stripped. Her hemp

ter

and others

Belfast,

was

will

Jacksonville and

at

at

sibley

each for the
for fie-

two

-*•<

m

m-

that the

Thompson, of this city, who returned county of Waldo ought to make both ends meet,
from Louisville, Kentucky, last week, says that
'flic commissioners will build a jailer’- resatem-e
'■ily ha> one of the hot street railway systems in and will probably put -team heating apparatnMr. II

I'.

the

country, hut in other respect." is hehitid Nortliern cities.
The water i- particularly had, and in
color resembles mauila paper.
Mr. Thompson
was made sick by drinking it.
lie says the native

intoth

one

A

uoai)

N*

A

ii.".

been built

fifteen feet has

at

It contains

bridge. Mace's
city Point for

at

below

just

City

a

her route between Portland

arrived

now

from

Sunday

sons

repair, including new furniture, carpets, electric
bells and new bulwarks, and will be placed on the
Bo-ton iV Bangor Steamship Co's route between
Boston and Bangor, \pril loth.
Potatoes ami 1! w. Mr. Geo. \V. Gorham, of

city,

In
on

of the

York.

visiting

at A. II. Dunbar’s_t

plimentary

notice of the

B.

resident of
Mr. A. C.

course

Winterport

Sibley

a

and we are glad to
good business in Uockport.

has returned home from

a

business trip to Michigan-Miss Annie Frost, of
this city, is at home from Rockland_Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. II. Saunders, of
Portland, are in Belfast on a visit, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
ljuimby. Mrs Saunders was Miss Annie, daughter of Horace Noyes,
formerly of Belfast.
Lkcislativk. Waldo’s six Representatives votagainst increasing the salaries of the Justices
of the Supreme Court....The Committee on Fisheries and Game have voted legislation
inexpedient
ed

in relation to

a

lish vvay at the foot of Goose River

Camden-An order passed the House
last week directing the Committee on Fisheries
Falls in

gusta, and this led to quite a discussion. As the
yisit was an informal one, and merely intended a-

profit

to

all

educational institu-

The occasion

\va-one

present.

Mr. II. J.

Locke, of this

a

partially by bis grandfather,
In overhauling some old

the back of the manifest

John

Lime-

two items

lias not been the destruetion of property and loss
life which have characterized the season elsewhere, and particularly in the far West. We print
In another column news from Montana which

inquire into the expediency of granting a charter to R. T. Carver for the purpose of
growing lobsters in Carver’s Pond in Yinalhavcn.
...Mr. Libby, of Burnham, has presented the
petition of O. Learned, of Clinton, and 20 others, in
regard to protection of sheep from dogs; referred
to the Committee on Agriculture-Senator Nickand Game to

shows

an

alarming condition

lican. It may be added that Mr. Blaine is apparently in vigorous health, and although his hair ami
beard are silvered his form is erect and Ids eyes

bright and

of affairs in that Ter-

ritory. In Dakota also the winter has been a terrible one, and it is said that the suffering cannot be
realized. Last week a despatch from Fort Pierre
reported a blizzard raging, all trains abandoned,
and the snow drifting badly* A gale prevailed in
New England Friday and much damage w as done
to shipping at New Bedford. At Rochester, N. V.,
two spans of a bridge were blown away, and two
persons are knowm to be killer, while several others are missing.
A terrific gale prevailed in some
portions of Colorado on Thursday, doing a gnat
ileal of damage to property.

the R.

Murder

and

S.,

so

that the section shall read

Owners of shores

or

Hats

bordering

as
on

follows:
the

sea

coast may extend their lish weirs into tide waters
below low w ater mark, provided that they do not
obstruct navigation nor interfere with the rights of
In the debate on the labor question last
others

clear.

Suicide.

—

At Great

Works Tuesday evening Fred L. George,
aged about thirty, shot ids wife, aged about twenty,
and then shot himself. Domestic trouble was the
cause of the tragedy, the murderer and suicide
leaving a letter showing that the deed was premeditated. The shooting was done at the residence
of Mrs. Alexander McIntosh, where Mrs.
George
was employed in general housework.
She came
front Michigan where her parents reside. A man
named Edward Plaizes is said to have been the
cause of the trouble lielwecn rnan and wife.

Wilson, of Belfast, took part. lie favorweek
ed the Heath hill, and said the laborers of his district did. His remarks were greeted with some ap
plausc from the lloor and considerable from the
south gallery. Mr. Kells, of Camden, the Labor
Representative agreed with Mr. Wilson.On
substituting the Heath for the Looney bill, the
Waldo delegation with the exception of Mr. Wilson, voted no. There were 11!) nays and 22 yeas.
Mr.
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citizen.-
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F. O. Harris and wife of sk -wln-gan

Fim-am.
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i-iting friends in this town.
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Liberty, we think, and w as a long time a
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The ]illieif meeting .it ill- i.rni ..
Wednesday evening nmlei thcaiispn--

"f the H range was a Micec-s. The hall wa- we.j
lilleil u itii »i.-iting patrons from M ntv ill*-, Wa;

|

llelfastand Lineolnv ille.

cheaper

ed. that it is

Mi-- Hattie Madd-eks made and pre-i nted
the camp with a handsome guess cake and for

was

tiii- and other favor- the company

ette

argued

thank-.

eg
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Mcdicai

ollugt

<

L. Haker

Mr.

I fay ford.
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era! others to«.k part
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at (

hu

graduate from a
is vi-iticg at Freeman

ago.

.The Selectmen

a

are

in session this

the farmers

eel,

w

corn

settling up the town accounts.... (h-orge WA (.onhi.
hailing from (M rington. is at the poor farm with
his feet badly frozen.... The Town House doorha v *. been changed to swing outward as required
by law.IL L Haley i- seen on tne road everyday with the fast nags md colts In is breaking_
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ied out the part to perfection. Hen. Dav is furn
ished the mu-ir. The camp realized a hand-om
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son

H. Park's.

Hillings were the winner-. There were man
grotesque looking costumes, and no end of merri
■Stevenson w ent

it
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Mr.

A Mr.

decitit-il

t

u<

l-. ac Park, -ccon-l.
ing, aged nineteen
came home from
\iigu-ta Monday f->ra visit.
Mr- -ophroni.a -m-w n*tuim-d h--mc from ( lint-c.
Mas.-.. Mon-lay.
C-d. (.ranger has iuvitc-1 the
-t ekton people I-- a union sociable at tin- (.range
a ii
-aim
The .-lockton people hai> ev cuing
been invited to the church -om..!-!»• in Sears port
Harbor D.strict Thursdav evening at ('apt. Wn
liv

sm

ment-, and a h ather medal to the man who had the
hardest looking suit of clothe-. Mr-. Wilkins and

ment.

rent,

ami oldest
(.rand

lift ecu rent-, wliieh included a halved
A silk quilt was given to tne woman

beau -upper.
who wore a costume

wa-

-•

Veterai.'.

ol

hard times dance

and that the ladies should

and Mr. V-alev has

which

ofl'-Ttm:

pretty establishment and one that did credit to the
...shermuu Ha-keil, aged twenty-two, died
Saturday afternoon. He wa- sick only a few daywith. I think, the pneumonia-Miss Ada MDonald, .aged twenty-live, the only daughter ot
t
apt Wm. McDonald, died Sunday afternoon
onsumption. ( apt. M« Donald lias lost his wife

at
Arm;.
evening. There were •2.‘»n people
pivsent. '1 he requirements for admission were
that one’s clothing should he worn ami patched,
a

week tied
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Hall on Tuesday
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open it
as reported.
Mr. Kr\e ran it as a market and rtaurant cmn!»incd and made it a very neat and
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Densiovv hall and supper

Their music consisted of

Hammonds, v iolin bv H. P. liichards, and --r_
b\ Fic-l W aid. It was evidently a goo-1 time aim

county and played for all the
dam e- of any eoiiseqtu uce. In tho-e days one or
two v iolin- coin posed the w hole orchestra.
.Mr. IT
H. Chu-c. of thi- city now has in his possession
Doiigla--' violin, whieli i- said to hr a tine in.-trumrnt.
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Martin -J. Patterson debtor t>> one puncheon of hu.-ines-.(>uite a goe<l lot ,*t farm produce h..
c
lie -,ii.
been di-po.-ed ol here thi- winter
rum 122 gallons SS2.JJ: Mr. ( base to one puncheon
The -T thing -hopof rum l!'.»gallons i?st».JJ.”
apples has been very good
I
h di-lav the
an,
are doing a good husille--.
Mr. .James Mitchell, the builder and superin
al-uit l■ v\ ii i- unumber of bright pretty fact
tendent of the Hartland railroad, was in Bell,,-!
I lull ,d
in cubic
Mostly local In Ip 1- «• Il}pb
Monday and made the Journal olli e a plea-ant course .-ome inme in from out ot tow
Lmpln.
call. He says the new road from Pittstiel l to
ment i- given i,-all who w ish it and good w ageHartland. eight miles, has paid its running < x
are obtain* d.
The
usines- i- a help to tlx town.
ponses and two per cent, on its cost. The e >m
(.co. Hrigg- ha- recentlv titled up hi-boat ding
pany now has secured the Cnited States mails and
house in good -hap,- and it i- rumored that he lwith a steady increase of business the outlook iit as a hotel. The Hose ILm-e i- doing a
good. lie says another woolen mill w ill be erected open
! -uug little lm-ine--.... Dr
\. W
liieh and !aiy
in Hartland, and Moor's wood wanking I'm-tory
-I. Do.
are -topping at Augu.-ta.... M
in m
will be built as soon as the frost is out •!' the
! home much <•! the lime engaged in lm-ine-- for
ground. Work on tin- Harmony branch of the road
the Hood Templar-. II.• has put a g.1 .-lock of
will begin as soon as spring open.-ami be pushed I
; new goods into his store, vv hieli i> the place to ob
forward as rapidly as possible. The whole line
tain all article- of ladie-' wear u-uully t" l»e ob
Moosehead Lake is now under contract to be cum
! taineti in the country
Fred W. I*row u is uianaplcted Jan. 1, lsss.
facturiug -nine nice harnesses in hi-simp. ( Ii.
Cm uni Notes. The subject of J. A >avag.'Lane i- having some harnesses made by Mr. ( tin
sermon at the IJiitarian church next Sunday morn
ninghain, w h,> i- said to lie a good workman. So
will
be
“The
of
Jesus."
\t
the
ing
Martyrdom
It -eenis
we now havt two harne-- -hop- in town.
I'niversalist church next Sunday the .-abject of the
as if there might he hu.-ine-- for tliem.\n-el
sermon will be, “Symbol and Reality.’*
A colletHettingill i- doing va ry well in hi- hoot -hop. lie
tion will be taken....Mr. Hack, of Bangor, will
does repairing and i- a very convenient addition
till the pulpit of the North church next Sunday
Mr-.
to the hu.-ines- of the place in that line
morning and evening. The usual monthly envelope .John Lane is in
very poor health. >he i- attended
collection will be taken
A five days’ Holiness
by Dr. Kilgore, who called in Dr. .Johnson, of He!
Convention w ill be held at the Methodist Church,
fast, for consultation not long since.There is
l*.
beginning Wednesday, March 2d, at 2.Jo m. Be\
talk of reviving tin H range, vv hieli is dormant....
H. X. Brown, of Norwich, Conn., and Deacon Geo
Friends Charles Hoddard
Kdvvard llueker and
Morse, of Putnam, Conn., arc expected to he presothers have lately held meetings at the (junker
ent to aid in the services. Rev. A A. Lew i-, ot
meeting hoii-e.
Winterport, has been invited to take charge of the
WlMKKloui. Till* Miiwoii.s of Howard Lodge
singing, and several clergymen from adjoining
towns will be present. A cordial invitation is ex- gave a very pleasant reception at their now In furtended to all Christians and to the public general
nished rooms Wednesday evening the h>th inst.
ly. Three services each day w ill be held, and at The gue.-ts were entertained with music, leadings.
each evening service a silver colh rti,m will be taken
Ac. the first part of the evening, lee cream and
cake followed and pleasant games and social chat
to defray expenses.
finished up a delightful evening..
A masked ball
Tub Salvation’ Akmy. capt. Hulme ami hi*
was given at Lnion Hall on Monday evening.
co-workers, who were at the Coliseum Kink last
There was a large number in attendance and it
week, now occupy the hall over Frank It. Know l
was quite a success.
Among the many pretty
toil’s store, on High street.
The Salvationists
costumes were a very nice (ieorge and Martha
found the expenses too high at the rink. Capt.
Washington and a real Japanese costume brought
Hulme announced that while he could not remain
from Japan. ..I)r. Edmund Abbott left on .Saturat the Coliseum building he had come to Belfast to
day for Providence, it. I. w here he is to take the
stay. The Salvationists have obtained quarters
practice of the late Dr. Weeks. It is said to be a
and gone to housekeeping, some of our citizens con
very line opening for Dr. Abbott. We wish him
tributing furniture and bedding. Saturday Major success
Miss Ada Walker has some Chinese
Hampton, of Lewiston, came over and conducted
lilies in bloom which are quite u curiosity. The
the meetings in the evening and on Sunday. The
bulbs were sent here from Arizona
imOn

[
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some

Mr

Walter-, Jak.
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then

of them had

two.

lark

-ay

it

remind

-ong
"our Krout iSour krout

bud;
i-

line

1 thinks I ought to kin a him
For I eat- him all the time.
t

where the services were continued. One of the
audience said it w as worth the price of admission
to hear Major Hampton
sing. The Salvationists
went among the audience
during the services looking for converts, but thus far few are reported. At
the evening session the hall, which
only has a capacity for about two hundred, would not hold half
of those who sought admission, and if the interest
continues it will l>c necessary to secure a
larger
room for the
Sunday meetings. The Salvationists
have certainly had a favorable
reception here, and
there seems to be a general
disposition to aid them
In their work and a desire that their labors
nuiv
fruitful.
prove
Major Hampton left Belfast Tues
day for iliuiKor.
While here he made many
friends. The Major is an excellent sinner ami
earnest worker. lie is but 2S years of
age.

an

but

were

ported from ( hina and are held in great reverence
by the Chinese. They grow on rocks placed in a
dish of water, tin* roots running dow n among the
rocks into tin* water, but they w ill not grow at all
in the earth-Mrs. Abbott Campbell recently re
eeived a present of a very handsome friendship
(.razv quilt from a number of her friends and
neighbors. The donors of the quilt met at her
house one afternoon last week to put it together,
and a very pleasant social ev ening w as enjoyedMiss Lula E. Atwood of Monroe

was

married

on

The

vstivi.
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th.

delivered
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I’l e-ldllig

JYopl,

Y

ion;-e.

W.dm-dav »\ei.inI .idle
-ti!
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I

very interesting md instructive nn Ihtir»‘i ..i. \
day evening, the -»■*•• »nd wa" deliver
1- (.'hast
HneKspoil, suhieet. :( ells at1'! Align
M\"11Tin -udj. et \v;i- very aldy aid clear.;
presented, and u correct idea given I the hadit-.
Ii

v. a-

o.

ancestor*peculiarities and language ot our car
fhe ti'ud lecture on Monday evening.
lb
\
>■ Ladd of
I>ueKsport, -object, '"hie little -in,
was a practical sermon to all. -bowing up the in.
prevalent practice of judging the actions of nther-

vvitliout know ing th* ir motive... .The Lev

|

.1

Madison, Me., preached at ti,.- Orth* «!••
church on "umliiya dotit morning and .veiling
<>n Tuesday
v
VI
it In o'clock, at the Ortho-Ichurch, the Uev J. L. Kvun.-, and Julia, daughtt
Lvans of

Mr. John Hrcy, were united in marriage
I*. Cushman, assisted by the Lev.

oi

by

L'ev. J
Ives.

There

were

three cadi,

I

A

bridesmaids

an-;

The wedding party pn--ed up tl.«
altar, to the uill-le of the weddii g
march, played on the organ by Mi- Marv Win g

groomsmen.
ai-lc to the

The church wa- decorated with tlovv- r-. and •!.»•
The happy
ceremony wa- impre.-si v <■
p-i
-tailed in the afternoon for Madison vvlut.- Mi
I wan-i-at present .settled apa-tor.... Mr. ( I
■

l*eudletoii arriv ed home from

having spent
Id

the old

-tale of

~

-ay

Maine

to

friends would have been
near

lii

<

alifotnia la

-1

week

part of the winter with relativ
there i- nothing the math
win

a

there.

them, he prefers

live in, ami although
t«> hav e him sen

pleased

me

Atlantic side.

An

attempted assn*Mnutiun i* n
ported at the village. The Intended victim \va~
t
the
Jackson,
aptain "i the Salvationists
J>
liMlvM.

Mr.

appears, as
that Monday

near as

the

facts

can

be ascertained

veiling Feb. 7th after returning from
meeting Mr. Jackson went to his room preparatm
to retiring and seated himself near a window.
!i<
had been reading ftom a book but laid his book
aside and was leaning his head on hi> hand w hen
suddenly a missile came crashing through tin
window, just clearing Mr. Jackson's head and
plowing a furrow through one oi his lingers. An
alarm

badge measuring

k.

Parties

<

raised but all that could be found

was

A.

—

meetings are well attended. Sunday afternoon
a mark of
respect lo the foremost man of his day,
Capt. Hulme, Major Hampton and one of the woit would not he appropriate to report the conversamen marched through the streets
singing, with a
tion. That Mr. Blaine is heartily in favor of everyconcertina accompaniment by the Captain. Near
that will promote the prosperity of Maine
the Phoenix House they knelt upon the snow and
us to make war against the
enemy intemperance. thing
goes without the saying. There were a few Demoengaged in prayer, attracting quite a number of
[Supt. Press Department.
crats in the party, and one of them remarked on els voted no and Senator Rich
listeners. On the return to their hall they held a
yes on the woman’s
Wild Winter Weather.
leaving the house that if he remained long in the suffrage question ...Mr. W is well, of Ellsworth, street session, singing, praying and talking, and a
The winter 1ms been severe in Maine but there influence of Mr. Blanche should become a Repub- has presented a bill to amend sec. 26 of chap. 40 of large crowd assembled and followed them up stairs,

of

older

—

and pronounces
Prot. D. a “master of his profession.”_Mr. s. J.
treat, proprietor of the Carleton House, Hockport, was in Belfast Monday. Mr. Treat is a for-

know that he is doing

York

■

...

Ilnzcltiuc, Ksq., arrived in Jacksonville, Fla., last
week from New York-Mrs. Marshall Davis, of
this city, has gone to Roxbury, Mass., to visit her
daughter... .Mrs. Daniel II. .Strout, of this city, is
visiting relatives in Portland_Prof. A. A. Drury
finished a course of lectures in Canton last week,
and flie Telephone of that place
gives a very com-

brings so many of you Belfast people over here?”
Fogler explained the railroad question w hich
had taken a nunftjer of our leading citizens to Au-

have chartered

Starrett. No

....

ville last week

Col.

founding

in tin* matter.

mi

Islesboro,

late of

..

1T:i:sonal. D. A. Billings, Swamlllc, has been
appointed a Justice of the Peace, and Tileston
\\ adlin, of Belfast, a Deditnus Justice.Mrs.
Brier and daughter Isa, of Belfast, were in Water

While at Augusta last Thursday some twenty <>i
citizens called upon Mr. Blaine at his home
near the State Mouse.
Col. W. If. Fogler presented the party individual!} to the distinguished
statesman and they received a hearty welcome.
The first question Mr. Blaine asked was, “What

the circle i-

papers Mr.
Locke found a manifest; of a voyage made in Feb.
1 TDD from Pdentou to .Jamaica and thence to New

ready.

our

woman, as

claimant in the French .-spoliation matt*
account of the loss of the sell. Two Brothers

burner.

they have mixed stock. He was
recently o lie red a lot of good potatoes but could
not take t as it contained several kinds.
In sell
ing seed potatoes lie must ha ve them pure. The
Aroostook farmers keep their stocks clean. Mr.
< lorham will
begin to ship in March, and Is now
loading schooner A. Ilavt'ord for Philadelphia. He
shipped 2 >,ouu bushels in March, issti, ami expects
to do as much or more this season.
He ships ail
along the Southern coast... Hay came to market
in large quantities last week. The
price, is the
-ameasearly in the season—sl-2 per ton for the best,
with occasionally a shade above for
prime lots.
Net much bay has gone
South, but shipments will
be made later in the season, when the ice
crop Is

—

tor

Vi: Olden Time.
is

owned

tanners is that

mer

rather

read and discussed.

been taken from Portland to Boston where she is
to be thoroughly overhauled and putin first class

bushel since last < >e.tober. Mr. Gorham ships seed
stock wholly, and he says the trouble with our

Blaine.

celebrated

tions

largest buyers of potatoes in
the >tate, make- hi- shipments from Belfast during
the w inter, lie reports the quality of last season’s
crop as line, and says he never knew tlie price so
uuifoim.
n.o price has not varied ten cents per

course

or

composed entirely of females,) papers wi re read,
descriptive of Cambridge. Oxford and London
Cniversities, and extracts from the lives of per-

of interest and

one

-.

(

the “inner man"

morning and proceeded up river. She left Monday
on the return trip....The steamer Lewiston lias

Bangor,

!<•

haiitauquans o Belfast met at their otu
Baptist Church, on Monday Feb. _'l-t !•
celebrate Founders Day, and enjoyed a feast of
good things, for both mind and body. After pur
taking of a bountiful supper at 0 o'clock to satisfy
The

at Rockland.

Boston

mi

some

In the

in all weather in two hours. The craft will probably be built at Bath; $.‘>0,000 is the estimated cost.
-The steamer Mt. Desert has been putin line

Boston, and is

with the music and

at the dose it was raining so hard that the
company remained until four o'clock, the orehes
tra playing some six or eight e\*ra pieces.

evening at II o'clock.\ new steamer, to resemble the Sappho of the Bar Harbor service, is being
planned by the Frontier steamboat Company, she
is to ply between Calais and Fastport, is to be propelled by twin screws, and is to make the 30 miles

Katalidiu

delighted

on-

and

Tuesday, March s, making two trips
week, leaving Portland Tuesday .and Friday

-The

mar.

A
superior to ( handler
speaks enthusiastically
of their reception and says they never played hot
ter music or were better satisfied with the eve
ning’s entertainment. There were fourteen dam-eon the programme in addition to the concert piece-,

and Maehias

condition at Fast

oven.

of their

member of the orchestra

Kami it Notes. The P., M. & M. S. Co.’s steamCity of Richmond has been put in first-class

per

rear

dared the orchestra

Si

on

foundation for their

a

will be built in the

city, play ml
dance in Rock port last Friday evening. The

zens were

Point

passenger train down hauled up
half an hour ami sidetracked for

order and will go

illi-

Co.,

Sanborn’s full orchestra, of tbi-

Sullivan to pass.

er

A. Jones A

ket and the oven will be of the most approved
pattern. Their specialty will he pa-try and white
bread, although the business will be that of a gen
eral bakery and a lir-t class baker w ill be euq»l«o
ed. Bread 'art- will be run t«> all points in tincity.

buildings are painted it will]present a very attractive appearance— \s Sullivan’s freight train was
on the outward trip Saturday morning one end of
left the rail in the cut

bakery

The

many needed improvements. Work at the station
i" now nearly thiislicd. and when the awning and

a ear

II. A

ST'A I KMKNT-.

with pons for light or heavy work.
>ond f«u
de-criptive circulars. The pen may in- m |. red
through our h>eal ion.kseller.- -r direct by mail.

\ twood'.-

a
bakery in connection with
business, and mi Momffcy began the

hauling of rock for

baggage room ten
westerly end of
city.

F.

are mov e\

start

their other

the

ill" Maine Central station in this

KTT’S

<

out.

House, wliieb will greatly ’.-eduee the

New Bakery.

cit}, will

perfect city in the country. The ambi-

I.mi'ai. Raii

Court

danger from fire to whieli the recordposed by the use of stoves.

tion of several persons with whom he.talked was
to settle in Bo."ton and there spend the remainder

by

■

Dodge,

mover

it; y ilid
p’, uuum « d hy them the ;•••-t pci
It is made in varying sizes and .-tvles and

tin

The

Bartleti, of this .it..
Saturday, seven da\s

on

The

so

l'or £ 1 in from his friends
Oliver

of the Heila-t Host oilier and se.eral Mher-

>.

Legal A Muirs.

on

Sibley

New London

at

repaired
Bisinkss.

ioi:

the Committee

to

Sell. Charlotte T.

load up.

ai.v

harbor

our

but he

i

ln

order and would bear illustiation in that paper.
It should, however, have been communicated

shipped to him,

!

good many people have enquired as to the
story of the barrel of liquor before referred t".
We must again say that it i- ot tiie l*<»lire Ga/.eitt
A

globe. His

(apt. Anthony Coombs, who has
long, ha.-been the recipient of a cheek

ISLKSUoito.
been sick

Fi ank ( lap)
pendingn few days ,n town
again assumed the reins of the ( lough c->lt.\ young man by the name of Morrison ln-m
The attention of ladie- who are de-iron- of
South Freedom has been holding meetings in tinlearning dr» -s cutting is tailed t> tin advertise
plate for the past three weeks with iuditVercnt -limi lit ol Madam DcFortl, on the third page.
>he !
ce--.
If we were called upon to express an opin
claims that her .-y.-h m i> a perfect urn
Call oe |
ion in relation to him we should say that ho waA. ( arh
her at • ;>* High street, Beiia-t.Int) honest, dneerc young man win- had mistaken
Belfast, oiler.- for -ah- the Hodgdoi
pia-a on i hi••abing... .There has been .some talk of forming
a
the
The
is a good one and
!
Norlhport avenm
a huihiing association under the law
of the >laU
house was reeentiv
r> built.
Chapter 47, it. -. The main object is to buy tl «
"i \> I»\l:I> i'iMt
A
t\v ha pa- ed
brnneiicWilliam Ayer dwelling and convert it into a tir-t
of the Legislature which piov; le- that all the
class hotel for the accommodation of summer vi-i
nirt-. all Mate, county and town olhrer-, and their
tors an ! the traveling public. More w ill be said n
e:npl<‘\«>s, in tiic transaction of idlieial lui-inc.--. relation to tliis subject later-Mi.-- Nellie Hum iall contract-, unle-s otherwise provided for. and
spending n few weeks in ltoekhmd... Mrs. I 1
all proceeding- in law and equity, -hall he govMitchell has Urn quite sick hut we arc pleased Perned by iM-tcru tandard time. Tiii.- law takelearn that -hi' is rapblh recovering.
c!l« * t .'lo day- aftei the ch .-e of the -»--ion.
A party of twentv-st \cn cm pi-Tn<kTn\.
The Haul l.. Wirt Fountain I'ca i- u--d b;, Mr
mi.Irm.i scar-port Momiav cv ei.ing au-l
o\m
W
11. (Juimhy of the Nation:.! l.ank. Mr <
H.

Hast Orland.

In miles each way from Belfast,
and he- supplies near!} every store with confecib n. iy, Mr. Pierre manufacturing all the higher
grades of candies. Mr. Hurd sells directly from
the c art and has built up a large business. Freare

curately.

<•

shortly.

to his

come

ilurd, of this city, who for fourteen

comes to tow n to

Am inhabitant of the State, with the consent of
the adjacent riparian proprietors, may plant o\ s
tors below low-water mark in any navigable waters, in places where there is no natural oyster
bed; enclose such ground with stakes, set at suitable distances, and extending at least two feel
above-high water mark, bur so as not to obstruct
the free navigation of such waters, and have the
exclusive right of taking such oysters. Whoever
trespasses on such inelosure or injures such oyster
beds, is liable in an action of trespass for all the
damage; and if he takes am oyster" therein without the consent of the ow ner lie shall forfeit not
less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars, or be
imprisoned not exceeding three months.

Visit

thought to have

running on full time
plenty of business for months ahead. People
coining from a distance are able to get their
load sawed to haul home. Charles is gaining a
reputation for sawing lumber smoothly and acwith

held

***T A It It

thick and very clear. Several cargoes -'an he taken from the pond, and will be it vessels arrive

circuit is about

Legislature could not and would not grant; and
this, together with the fact that the statutes airead\ afford protection, earned the committee to
vote “leave to withdraw.” Chap, -to, see. *is, It.
8., reads:

A

We

years lias driven a confectioner} cart for C. <«.
Fierce, I as in that time traveled a distance equiva-

the

lie 1 fast

department

private landowners, which of

the Custom house and

on

visit to his farm here last week—C. It.

Nickerson’s steam mill is

closed

copy of the
of Monson

has been elected.

This does not appear to have been the
Purd asked for a monopoly of the busifor twenty live years, and the use of waters
to

leaves the

snow

will furnish the music.

m.

His brother is

reduced

Mr.

belonging

displayed

was

were

before

concert

paid up the delieiencies, thus putting an
end to the legal proceedings. The Aldington Nation.!! bank is now to resume business with capital

Game.
ness

closer relation to the law.

squeeze out the holder of a
It is a ca>e in which the biter

aid and

Planting.

ease.

Mr. XViison is

estate.

From the statement

views since his services

brought

an

Kentuckian thinks Boston the hub of the universe

given la-i week it would
II. Purd, in the matter of hi- apseem that Mi
plication to the Legislature with regard to the cultivation of oysters in Pel fast bay, had been unjustly treated by the Committee on Fisheries and

flag

—

Hying

Tuesday Washington s birth- Main street, Belfast, announces a large assortment
day—but the post ohioo w as open. ( 'vim..- deriding of >pt iug goods in his line. The Captain >ays lie
that tin* department did not recognize 'die -J.d as a ; iloom>t claim t*> sell cheaper than any one «*!-.•
legal holiday.
in town, imt he loes -a\ lit- will -til as good a Hi
The Belfast Banjo t lub will give a m..sMm rade
ole- and u> low a- the\ can he iioiight elsewhere.
skate and ball at. I'nion liall, Scarsp-.it, on Mon
P tw" '.vtvks lir w ill ivei\e more goods from New
day evening next. The club will give a banjo York and Boston

Mr. Richmond .1. Lane's friends have efleeted a
settlement with the heirs of the Washington Reed

occur, it is believed hundreds would succumb to its terrors. As it i-, more people have
been frozen to death this winter than for a
quarter
I lie -now \\ di he a long time
o! a century.
disappearing, a- a solid sheet of ice an inch thick formover
it
ed
late in .lanunry, and sinee that time nearly two leet have tailci 'l'he cold has been inten-e,
varying from -lit deg. below zero at Livingston and
Helena to tin deg. below at Fort Shaw and Fort Assimtboine. In the vicinity of the Little .Jennie and
(.rand Central mines on Paid mountain the -now
i- eight leet deep on the level, and travel is
impossible except <>n snow-hoes.
A \anktoii (I>ak.) dispatch -’ays: Tin* unu.-tialh
severe winter and the large amount of snow which
lias fallen on the Missouri .-lope from the Yellowstone country to ( nnaha are tlie causes of grave
apprehension of overtlows and inundations of the
bottom lands along the river for 2u() miles above
and below this city. The river is vers low. and
where there is no current the ice measure- ii\ e feet
in thickness. In the channel four feet is the average thickness. Tin Indians wh<» make their home
in the Missouri bottoms above thi- cit\ are
moving
to the hills, claiming that the water will be higher
than at am time since 1-"!, when the water cov ered
the low lands for
da\ s.
A Pipestone Minn..' di-patch savs: One of the
worst blizzards of tin- -ea.-o;, has been
raging here
for the last :}<: hours. All trains (,n the P.urlingtoi,
road were abandoned yesterday. It is thought that
there must be considerable sutiering in tin-country.
In round numbers there were, .Jantiarv I, 2ou,(U)i)
head of cattle and JA.nun sheep on the ranges north
and south of the Yeliow .-tone Liver, within a radius of loo miles ,,f thi.- point.
Fp to that date stock
had nor su Ill-red much from the severitv of the
w inter, but during .Ja iuarv and the halt of February just closing sionus have been of unprecedented
frequency, and the temperature lia- averaged the
lowest for lb years. H is not>possible to accurately e-timate the losses, but they have been enormous, in some plans amounting to the practical
annihilation of whole herds.
A Tongue Liver
stockman says. “Ai Lignite, where mv herd is !o.
rated, I saw a piteous sight. As far as I could see
up and down the river eaiile were standing knee
deep in tin* .-now, unable to obtain a blade of gra
for sustenance, and gnawing the wood of the willow.- as a ia-t resort. In a space of .'»u yards square
I counted '-•> dead beasts, and a cow'bov told !•..<•
there were fully lueu dead between Lignite and
Moon creek, a few miles above. The living eat tie
are almost unable to move, as their feet and ankles
are almost raw masses of bleeding ilesh, from having been cut at even step by the cru-ted snow.
They occasionally go upon the ice in search of water, and finding an airhole tumble into the river.
Men cutting ice saw t>0 cattle drowned in tw o hours.
They could not be driven away, as the*v were mad
with thirst."

Protect Oyster

the

as soon as

Sprague, E.~<p. for a
Monsonian, published by the students
Academy, and which speaks well f->r
Mr. Fied A. Carle, of this city, will go into the |
their literary ability. We shall publish some c\
bakery business at the store on Main.street formertracts from it in an early issue oi the .Journal.
ly occupied by loo. O. Bailey. Brick and stone
have been hauled t>» tin* premi-es for the ovens.
Mr. 11. E. Pierce, of this city, lias completed ice
We understand that crac kers will be made a spec
cutting for the present, having stored 111,000 tons.
The ice is from eighteen to twenty two inches
Salty.

o'clock p.

Most of the

to

The

the banks

to

mortgage.

of their live".

Law

city, in which

storing wood

speaks in high terms of the school
and the people of Dexter.James Pomeroy is at
home from Moose head Lake where he has been
F. \V Miller, of Poston, made a
dri\ ing a team

...

ground.

ing. There will be work in the Royal Arch degree,
followed by refreshments. Meeting called at 7

in the middle of November. There is now
on the ground than at
any time during the

The

for

The ollicers of Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter
will be installed at the Temple next Monday even-

|H

ishment and looks for the repeal of the present
law. The change he believes to he due, in part at
least, to the recent convictions of women and the
repugnance of people generally to their execution
on the scaffold,
lie was an advocate of capital
punishment but has} seen reason to change bis
as coroner

made

w as

falling

ed

Mr. Holmes Is t«_'

He goes back the last of

vacation.

lie

...

bought Mr. Newell Mansfield's interest in the I"t at the corner of Spring
and Front streets and w ill erect there a building

bitten.

was

--

morning.

the house.

to

city, is ill at the Windsor Hotel.

Mr. Ben lla/.eltine has

bread cart

a

attempt

storm

The concert and ball of the XII.

eontined

now

real estate transaction in this

stage road- are entirely
closed up, and trains are running at irregular intervals, some being four and live dn\> apart. The
snpph «.f fuel i- ulmo.-t exhausted'. Tiiree .lav>
ago coal was selling at $00 a ton at Fort Itenton,
and now it can hardly be purchased at less price,
l'he -now i- itriftcd to enonnou- depth-, aid people bring at mountain base.- are in imminent danger of meeting a horrible fate lie in ai h an a va la neb e
or freezing todeath,
should another protracted

Bali.

Hub

1

this

Holmes, father of Mrs. Nelson Rich, of this
a slight shock of paralysis on Sunday and

and the

past 10 years.

|

them.

i:

legit

Turner, of this city, who

Mr. James

Tiik sick.

hail

special from Livingston, Mont., -avs There is
serious apprehension that there will l>e an appalling loss of human lives in Mon ana. >i:ow began
nn-re

the

the old

on

\ V tl'I'Al.I.lNi; I.oss
MANY ( AITI.i: l.oM'.

run

eek,

w

adjourned session of the Insolvency Court fully received. His friends also had a donation
on Wednesday, in this city.
At the regu j for him last week at
Orange hull.Wm. I*.
lar term Barnard Norton, of Palermo, petitioned |
Sprague, who has been routined to the lnmsc for
for a discharge, but objections were tiled, and the the last two weeks with an
abscess, is out again....
hearing was held yesterday The.ludgt doubtless, j A. I*. (lilkcy is quite sick. Old age and general
will not give a decision until the next regular scsdebility seems to be the trouble.. ..The Tree Will
sion.
Iiaptist sewing circle had a levee and supper at
The following are the new i\ elected otlicers t»t
Mayo's hall Wednesday and the evening was very
the Baptist Working Cluh of this city
pleasantly spent. The gross receipts were £40
President,
Miss Fannie Rich; Vice President, Miss Belle There was a levee and supperat {’nion Hall Tues
Then* was some smart trotting
( after, Ser'y, Miss Nellie Parker; Treas., Mrs.
day eve. Feb. 12
on the pond last week and ( apt. F <
Pendleton's
Sophronia Parker; Work Committee, Mr-. Annie I..
Burges.-, Mr-. Nellie Perkins, Mrs. Ella Twumbly black l.azartts was the winning hors**.Schr-.
Mark Pendleton and Win. Flint, now at Salem,
and Miss Lena Fernald.

has been

Higgs, the Bel fa .-t baker, will soon
running, to deli\ cr warm bread
in all parts of the city, ami is making other preparations for the corning season's business.
There is quite an interesting story concerning a

A

terms, and they j
ers in
every' particular, and specially in
arc getting rid >»f tlie non-union men by
treating I their nearly
right to be granted warrants under the law
them brutally—tipping boxes against them,
run-j as given in Sec. 40, as above referred to.
ning into them with trucks ami calling them vile
The hearing lasted until nearly * r. m. and the
name-.
The Old Doini '.ion steamship company
committee will probably make their report this
refii-c to take hack any of the strikers. They
week.
have J.'»u new nun at work and intend to keep
j
have

1.11 l‘N SION S OK
MAN I.IVIS.

suits.

Mr. Asa F.

Montana.

In

will

Mr.

have

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
.'< ut
to Fro. Mitchell and
p, the Republican
.Journal for publication and Iso inscribed on our
records.
.John S. Cook.
> Committee
Mu>. P. A. si aukkv,
on
Mi'S liii.v fiiNNou, \ Resolutions.
Cnity, Feb. 10, IssT.

Fogler
opposed
general principles to amending laws relating to
court
to
witness
police
jurisdiction and gave

the

eoii-

at,vc, and is now only nominally the head of
order. Many of the striking longshoremen

-en

fooling

While Col.

.Master Workman

pretty evident
has i -t his influence, which

weapon called

a

packet

Morrill arrived home last

An

was

larly hereafter.

years of age.

sorrows.

peculiar method of operating and we think the
remonstrants must have felt as though they hud

trouble.

very ill, is recovering... .Councilman
Benj. Black, of Ward 5, has been very ill during
the past week, but is improving. F. W. Berry, of

is

on

Miss Emily H. A Men of this city has won a
reputation for the manufacture of pure confectionery, including all the fancy varieties, and has
orders from Boston and other places out of the
State. Her candies are for sale in this city at
Swift & Paul’s, Masonic. Temple.

The

this

can

If the person who for the second time lias taken
away a small ladder used for lighting a street
lamp does not return the same he is liable to get

The annual

city,

which he has mi stained.
Resolved, That we a* a (.range, extend our sinand heartfelt sympathy to Fro. Mitchell and
his motherless children w ho remain to mourn her
sad loss. And at last may the brothel receive a
reward which shall over 'balance till his earthly

“Yes. sir.”

boys’

.Saturday.

buried at Mon-

was

from

days during

Tuesday on business.
begun issuing the invita
his Aroostook meeting in Boston one week

procure reduced rates over the railroads and special rates for entertainment at the Quincy.

Alien, reported sick

I).

Tuesday and

on

Damariscottn, where he has taught
school four months. Mr. Morrill reports a very
pleasant school_Fred II. Nickerson, \. It., principal of the Dexter high school, is home a few

has returned to his home in Brooks.

A. W. Ellis and

fast and Yinalhaven.

Saturday

in Belfast

Holders of the invitations

Lorenzo

week, »lied

the time-Hilbert L.

Probate olliee will be closed.

Templars,

was

from

Capt. Burgess, of the packet P. M. Bonnie, made
trip of the season, last week, between Bel-

meeting of the Masonic Temple Association, advertised to rake place Tuesday evening,
was postponed to Tuesday evening, March 1st.

March

come

lion. Fred Atwood has

his tirst

Mr. W. M. Priest, clothing manufacturer of this
city, makes up 7"»,000 garments in a year. He man-

cere

they began asking the Mayor questions.
“Von are the Mayor of Belfast?”

will

He

tions for

into

nesday evening, March -id.

Sandy stream Grange has a lopted tho f.,Mowing*
resolutions of iv.-ncrt
Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in his infinite
wisdom lias permitted 'lie angel of 1 »»*;:th to niter
our community and remove the wife of our Froth
er, H. 1*.. Mitchell, from out midst, therefore.
Resolved, That as our brother has always been
a faithful son, loving husband. kind father, good
citizen and a dutiful and obliging member of our
ortler, we feel to mourn with him over the loss

j

given by the ladies t«* the Knights
take place at Masonic Temple Wed-

The ball t<* be

Farm than the Ox;” affirmative, Rro. .J. A.
Tolman and sister Alice Mayo; negative, Rro. W.
A. Luce and Sister A K. smith.

at-

particularly

to work. This is

regard

true of the Odd Fellows.

the

torney
Mayor
omu peculiar self laudatory style, after which it
would seem as though there Mas nothing left lor
the committee to do lmt to report the petitioner“leave to withdraw.” But somehow the legal al

light

this winter in

flood

was

Capt. Ephraim Ryder is to command the schooner
Capt. James Ferguson, the schr.
George B. Ferguson. This is an exchange of
vessels.

havinga boom

are

roe, where he lived many years. Mr. Allen was
sick just one week and was unconscious most of

He will

.Swanviu.k.

Marcell us J. Dow, (_;. c. T., who has been spending a few days in Sagadahoc county instituting and
visiting lodges and lecturing in the interest of the

hill.

railway Co. in this city,

The secret societies of Belfast

Sister A. Gurney; song by Mary A. Rice; unwritten work by W. M.: question. “Resolved,

Baker who “sailed in” in his

v*as

15.

by

question hut went over
railroad hearing, and

the remonstrants

All., M.

place in the surhurhs.

branch store in this city.
lath If he secures a store.

Register of

recently granted
Belfast, and owns a
He moved here from Blue

Mr. Nathan W. Pettie who
pension is a resident of

a

last

Dr. Edward M. Field, of Bangor, formerly of
Belfast, is ill, and II. P. Field, Esq., his brother*
of this city, goes upriver to-day. Mr. Field may
be absent for a week, and during that time tin

Mr. II. E. McDonald’s horse has had a genuine
attack of pneumonia. All horse men say she was
the sickest animal they ever saw recover.

present engineer at the Bel-

is at

The Merchants Marine

Grange, of Knox county, will
meet with George’s River Grange, Thomaston,
Tuesday, March Sth at one a. m. If stormy the
Sth it w ill be postponed one w eek. The follow ing
Address of welcome
programme will be given
by Rro. Erastus Lernmnd; response by Sister
Alda Rlackington; music; poem by Rro. T. S.
Row den; declamation by C. E. Jameson; reading

goodh majority of the delegation M ill liardlv feel
complimented In being included among the “barkers” of the police judge.
The first witness called

Maine.”

Wiley
factory.

Mr. J. Waterman, of Bangor, a large clothing
dealer, is negotiating fora rent in Belfast to open
a

S. A. Lowe, of Belfast, formerly employ'd In the
laundry In this city, has with his brother, C. A.
Lowe, opened a laundry in Waterville.
City Marshal McDonald has ordered the carcass
of the dead horse, mentioned last week, removed.
Several complaints were made to him.

is recciv ins many «i •plications and the outlook for
business is good.

Cnioii Pomona

a

supposed.
Foolish,” “stupid policy,”
;i w',ly running it- head against a stone wall,"
"i n a.p.•!(nt leader.-,” are some of the terms
applied by the Herald to Assembly 40. The Herald

.a

women.

as

police

The Unitarian society will have their parish
party next Wednesday evening in the Belfast
Opera House.

Vicinity.

tramp Tom Collins, at the jail, was sick unto
w eek but is now recovering.

The

of

Hunt; Nog., T. Rurns; Gth, declamation by F. I.
Wilson; 7th, recess; sth, conferring of 5th ilegree :
bth, select reading by Nettie Alexander; 10th,
Question: “Resolved, That women have no time
for literary work." Atl'., Sister Wadlin; Neg.,
Sister M. 15. Hunt; lltli, five minute speeches.

in-

Tile Maine House lias adopted an order that
Edgecomb and other springs flowing into it.
hereafter no member shall draw out his speech •Shaw,
It can be truthfully said that work has begun on
on any subject more than
fifteen minutes. our water system.
Some of our Good Templars think this order
The Fire! and Fourth Pages.
is directed at the Belfast Representative.
Matrimony in Mexico is the theme of Mrs. Ward
An elegant building lias been purchased for this week and the letter will be found one of the
£40,000 in Philadelphia for a permanent home most interesting of the series. Mr. Reynolds sends
of the Knights of Labor. It is faced with us an interesting letter on affairs in Rhode Island.
brown stone, is three stories high, and will be A new department is captioned The Woman’s Column.
it will be devoted to items of Interest to
used for offices and a
bureau.

Vassalboro lias shipped 10,101 barrels of first
quality apples this year and claims the banner.
Is there any appeal?

the

on

Mr. F. E.

4tli, lecture by Worthy Lecturer; 5th,
“Resolved that a protective tarilf is a

benefit to the farmers of

citizens interested in the

as

News of Belfast and

iUlCI IIUUII.
“Is rumselling common and open in lie if;*, t aI'WII' U
I’llllW.lJ
mi!
quently some of tlie policemen were set these petitioners say, and nothing done by the
upon l.y roughs while making arrests and so officers to
suppress it ?”
-<
riou-ly hurt that they had to he taken to their
“Well, yes. .Some liquor is sold there.'5
Maine’s Deal Mute Teachers.
homo. Several of the rioters were locked up.
“Have you as Mayor attempted to perform your
None of the endangered passengers in the cars
T«* mi: Fihtok nr tiik .Joiunvi.
Maine ha*
wen
injured.The House committee on duty and enforce the law ?'
lur.ii lied quite a large number of deal' mute
inviiid pen-ion- Saturday, by unanimous vote,
“No. It’s no use. And besides the law is en>;i <-ibed to report back the
dependent pension forced as well in Belfast as in any place in the teacher.' abroad and should he proud of the record
bill with the recommendation that it be passed
she has made in this respect.
over the 1’re-iitent‘s veto.
It will he called up State.”
Melville Fallard, F. A., a native of Fryeimrgh.
At this last answer at least four members of tin
to-day. Thursday.\s the time for starting the
where his father now lives, i- one of the corps of
gn at ocean yacht race draws nearer, the work
committee representing di Here lit sections of the
teacher* in the Columbia, D. C., Institute for the
of getting i!n two schooner-. Dauntless and
State, almost in unison emphatically entered their
< orom t. of New
York, ready is pushed with .protests of; “Not so,” “you are mistaken,” etc, i»caf and Dumb, ami lias been in the *er\ ice mauv
more v igor.
The start will be between March
rears.
He obtained his education in the Hartford
l-t and lotli.The comptroller of tin.* currency etc.
school, and later the National Deaf Mute College.
It is not often that members of a legislative comha- declared another dividend of 10 per cent in
Mr. Samuel T. (ireene, of Wat* rford, is teaching
favor of the creditors of the Pacific, bank of mittee “sit down” so solidly on a w itnc-- testify
Bo-ton.The bill to retire trade dollars from ing before them, and only strong provocation ami ! in the P.elvllle Institution for the Deaf and Dumb
in Ontario, Canada. He was a pupil in the Hart
circulation has pa.-sed both houses of Congress.
unjustifiable statements would warrant it. The
.\geut- of the Herman government arc in
ford School and afterward attended the college in
wilted.
Mayor
tlie \Ye-t buy ing large quantities of wheat for
He addressed the deaf mute
Washington, !> (
immediate shipment to \ntwerp.The direetJudge Johnson in an extended plea explained
convention held in Itclfa.-t four year* ago.
"i1' of the
Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad his personal methods when police judge, referred
.John Ii. < nine, M. A a native of Whiting, w bile
iiavc d* cided t.. survey and locate a railroad to the high
standing and legal qualifications,
a clerk in the publishing house of 1
from Milo to Bangor under their charter as of the
(’.Alien :it
and
hi>
>-ai
;•
present
police
judge
prop
amended hy the Legislature of lss7.
The
Augu.'ta in DTP was ealied to till a vacancy caused
work will be pushed a- rapidly as possible. submit the legal questions to the S.J. Court, etc.:
the
death
of
a
teacher
in
the Hartford School,
all of which is fully admitted and in regard to J*y
Tne ice crop on the Hudson has been harvested
and i* still teaching there. He lost his hearing at
ami is the tine-t ever gathered. The cakes are which there is no question presented.
ten
of
l»ut
continued hi* studies at Hart
year*
age
Hear and average eleven inches in thickness.It
Representative Wilson explained how the pclord and graduated from the National College
is probable that Speaker Carlisle will succeed tition and remonstrances were
sent t*« him and by
Mr. Manning, a- -ocretaryof the treasury. ...The
witil honors.
his request referred to the committee on legal afN\ »\ bmmllan I House ot Assembly has passed
Miss Mary F. Haskell, of Portland, entered the
fairs, objected to changing the jurisdiction, testified
a bill prohibiting the sale of tisli bait to AinerHartford School as a pupil about twenty-six years
to
the
of
the
call
has
as
citizens
been
issued for ten milgood standing
petitioners
ly.'!:-.\
lion- of three per cents. The call will mature and closed by claiming to be a temperance man. ago, and finished her education just in time to
April I ....La-t year was a bad one for Maine -Vs he is a Democrat he must be a temperance man :ill a vacancy in tin* orps of teachers there. She
served faithfully about live years when failing
for tin■>. The Insurance Commissioner's anfrom principle.
nua! statement shows that the eighty-three
health compelled her *o return to her home in
Kx-Constable Kills referred t<> his official rela“ompauies doing business in Maine lnnl *77.Maine, and then to her final re-1.
tions
with the police judge several years ago,
:’7»i.M)7.Jl in ri-ks; received as premiums >1,Miss Nancy A. W ing, of Wayne, who was about
077.Hbu.tL! and incurred losses of over *1 .1*2,- while he was attempting to enforce the liquor laws
to graduate, succeeded
IIa*kell and continued
"bb, thus losing over a hundred thousand
here, and said that the judge’s actions then were her labors with much
dollar- bc-ide- the costs of commissions.Mr.
ability for two years when
her health yielded to the inroads of con*umpiion,
•lame- H. Oak. of Presque, Isle, who has late- entirely satisfactory to him.
Col. Fogler, w ho had been attending the railroad and she returned to Maine where she died a few
ly become linam ially embarrassed in lii- lummonth.* later, sue was not born deaf and dumb.
bering operations, owes his misfortune to the hearing in another room, came in and was called
Mr. Ccorge W ing, of liangor, wa* for thirteen
fn quent and heavy snow storms which have
real
one lit the
upon to test ify in the matter. 11 is statements and
*•«up* of teacher* in the Miiine\i-in d 1 iiat section of the State, ami which
“••ta Institution for the Deal and Dumb, but was
were evidently received by the committee
i.avc obliged his crew to do more work with opinions
ealied to the Illinois Institute, lie served
recently
with much interest,especially by the legal members,
there eighteen months, receiving the higlie*!
-new -hovels than with axes.
-alary
ever paid to tiny mute teacher* in America,
lie
w ho plied him with questions upon all points redied quite suddenly last December and his remain
The Story of the Strikes.
lating to the matter in it- different bearings, the were *ent to Fungor for interment. He lost hi*
result of which may best be summed up in the hearing at thirteen year* of age and was a pupil
Tin- Rostmi Herald criticises District Assembly
deci-ion of several bystanders win* bad listened to at the Hartford ... four years.
K. -f L. for causing the recent strike in New
C. A Fit' iwn.
the bearing, as a “dead give away.” VVc have
"rk. and -ays its defeat is more severe than was

—

Wayne.

hearing

In Btm:r. ( apt. Oren Perkins who died in
New "t >i k last week, was a native of Winthrop,
•i_ed about sixty, and has followed the sea
from hi" youngest years, commanding many
title vessels, sailing into every section of the
globe, lie lias relatives in Winthrop and in
other parts of Maine.The Continental Mills.
!.< wi"ton. which have 1km n running with about
ha if their rapacity for the past two years, are
about to be started up to the full extent of the
marhinery. This is good news to many people,
b -tii business men and operatives.*..The
employes of (raft’s shoe factory at Auburn
are on a strike because the firm has introduced
labor-saving machinery.\ mob of 2000
nu n engaged ill stoning the ears of the Cambridge Uailrond in Cambridge, Mass., was

!

Granites.

be

»

--

(he

trustees of the Waldo Agricultural Society
THE WEATHER I’ROI’HET.
will meet with Ritchie Grange, Waldo, on SaturAmi now when a thaw comes anti balmy’s the air,
day F«k ofith at 1 o’clock 1*. M., and 7 P. M., to I The weather observer believes it a token
discuss the following question; Resolved, That That the winter is gone, ami we hear him declare
With a laugh, that the back of the winter is
hay raising, to sell, is more profitable than stock
broken.
raising and dairying, to the Farmers of Waldo
But soon comes a blizzard and three feet of snow,
county. The following gentlemen w ill open the
The ice forms again on the brook and the river,
discussion: Affirmative, s. A. Payson, Joseph The mereurv drops down to fifteen below,
And the fame of the prophet is blasted forever.
Ellis; Negative, I>. A. Wadlin, J. G.Harding. All
are
respectfully invited. If stormy postponed one
Yesterday was Ash Wednesday—the first day of
week.
Lent.

justices may have concurrent jurisdiction

as

ur

The

search and seizure process, looking towards securing a better enforcement of the laws against rum-

1

ijallons

LEGISLATIVE

UE1UKE THE

an

was a

inch in diametei

fhrn set forth

to look for tin* would be
traces could be found of the guilt}
The affair is .-till veiled in m\ >tcry bu! it

assassin, but

no

parties.
hoped that the cowardly ussa-sin will be found
out and brought to justice ...Finery Cook, an
employee at the M. C. K. k. station at this place,
had one of Ids lingers quite severely jammed w hi V*
in the art of sharkling gars u short time ago.
Lincoln A. Pease iljed of typhoid fever Feb. Inth,
aged 21 years. The funeral services were held ;if
is

tin*

.Mount school house

Thursday the 17th at *2
Thompson oiliciating. Mr.
Pease was one of our most worthy and promising
young men and his loss will he deeply felt. The
family have the sympathy of a large circle of

o'clock

m., kev. Mr.

i*

Monday afternoon to Dr. A. L. Baker of Chicago,
111. The wedding took place at the residence of
her brother, Dr. C. F. Atwood of this village and
the ceremony was performed bv Kev. A. A. Lewis.
....Most of those who were reported sick last
week are on the road to recovery. Mr. Ed. Elem-

acquaintances in this their sad bereave
deaths of aged people ha\c
occurred in this place recently—Calvin Morgan,
aged upwards of IK); Mr. Joseph Hull, aged nearly

ent and Mrs. M. L. Crockett

!X>, Mr.

list.

arc now on

the sick

Mrs. Isaac Davis is not

expected to recover,
and her husband who is in Florida has been tele
grupked for....Mrs. It. A. Rich returned on Mon

day from her long
by Mr. and Mrs. S.
Of Hock port.

visit to Hock port
J.

accompanied

Treat of the Carleton House

friends and

incut.Several

Allen

The funeral of
aged $8
Weymouth of Troy was held at
this place Saturday Feb. iJHli. Mr.

Klisha

—

Deacon John F.
the

.church

at

upwards of !X» years old....The sahath n
ists arc still holding meetings at the village. More
than one hundred have been converted and ref
claimed under their preaching.
W.

was

Thorn hike.

Loral*.

Snnrtrt

T.

Oolite have been very

here of late.

eoinmon

KUh.

.Sargent left Moinlay by boat for Merkee.

.lames
Texas.

livery stables did
evening.
'I'lie

good business Monday

a

in

a private school
Monday.
having secured a position
cars left Monday.

hool house next

sc

Charles Sullivan
on the horse

Boston

forget the supper, entertainment and
sociable at I'nion Hall, Thursday evening, Fcl). *24.
l)o not

to

Mrs. Charles McClure left for New York Monday
join her husband on hoard ship Tillie E. star-

buck.

Any
the

finding

one

them at the American Ex-

by leaving

owner

keys will liml

hunch of

large

a

press oflice.
who brought in ship Henry S.
Sanford, has received from the owners a handsome
cash present.

^Samuel Curtis,

K Remember the supper and entertainment given
by the Methodist society at I'nlon hall this (Thursday) evening.
Haskell, (weather permitting) will

E.

Rev. C.

Saturday even-

lecture at the Porter school house

ing. Feb. *2f,tli.
pastor of tli«* M. E. church w ill lecture next
Sunday evening on the history and character of
The

Numbers of

citizens

are

In tin- Maine Benefit

insuring

are

taking advantage of

and Provident Aid.

owing to the very severe storm last Friday the
masquerade, skate and dance was postponed until
Monday of next week.
The programme given at the (i. A. R. entertainA
ment last Thursday ev ening was a good one.

large company

present.

was

by Katahdin Sunday
very large safe from the well known manufactory of Mosler, Bahman A Co., Cincinnati.
harlo II. Monroe received

<

a

The
of

first intimation

our

citizens had of the loss
was read by them in

our

apt. Alanson Ford’s
local column. Score

(

ship

for the Journal.

one

Eliis, who has had

Amo- H.

a

dangerous attack ot what came
gulated hernia, is, we are glad

being stran-

near
to

and

severe

very

say, somewhat

better.
J

H. Lane ha- about
hand and

on

here.
the

Ills

have

we

prices

hundred tons of coal

one

fear of

no

just the

are

coal famine

a

they

same as

were

in

summer.

dance

The J. O. J. club’s ride and
a

w.a-

enjoy

most

Stockton

at

pronounce it one of the
able occasions ot the winter. Twenty-

hoys

The

success.

couples participated.

live

The members of the *2*'.ih Maine Regiment in this
vicinity will he sorry to learn of the accident to
Chaplain Bowker, who slipped and fell on tin- ice
receiving severe injuries.
Mi." Addie Hilkey has been very sirk at Lowell,
Mass., w ith a species of cholera w hich has been
prevalent in that city. Letters received recently
she is

sa\

hat better.

somew

b. William

llutnam, which has been hauled up
for the winter at the harbor, lias been brought
around and will preweed to Ibwklaud where she
M

ill load lime for New Y ork.

w

( apt. Isaac F. Clilkcy arrived
by train Monday
evening from Havre, and left Wednesday morning
with Ins wife for San Francisco, where he will
take command of ship Continental.

Tile bark Abbie

Carver, ( apt. IJenj. Pendleton,
Nearsport, from Hong Kong for New York, and
before reported overdue, lias not been beard from.
n|ic is making a very long passage.
of

There lias been

quite a boom in land in the vicinit> of Santa Clara, Cal., w here Messrs, illake, Loss
and (irant bought their bio acres. We are pleased
to note that our friends located in the
right place.
Nee notice of this region in “(»ur Home Folks in
the South and West,” on the tirst page. Ld. Journal.
ill luck has
tains

happened

to

In addition

lately.

several of

to

the

ship capreceived last

our

news

sociable was held at M.
and evening of Feb.
present.

were

Bangor...

arrived home last

week.

ing in Prospect-The following officers of Bethel

Lodge were
T. Higgins,

installed Feb. 12th

by G.

pair.There

has been

a

lively

trade in

bourne but
out

was

near

Mel-

ket.

Legislature.

Augusta, Feb. 10. Tin* Senate passed the $.V*,ooo
appropriation fur the Insane Hospital, also the
$.14,400 appropriation for the Maine State College.
In the House an order was passed authorizing the

Committee on investigation of tuberculosis to
purchase four animals affected with the disease for
the
purpose of investigating the nature and character of tlie disease. The Looney Ten Hour bill was
sent back to the Committee on l abor, loaded down
with amendments. The committee was instructed
to re draft the bill, incorporating tin* amendments,
and also a bill creating a state bureau of labor
statistics.
This is practically a defeat for the
Looney bill.
Thursday. Feb. 17. The Senate occupied its
session on the Portland Bridge hills. It was voted
not to accept the minority report and finally it was
voted to indefinitely postpone the whole matter.
The Hulls,- debated the bill raising the salaries of
Judges of the supreme Judicial Court to
carlo spccrhe- in favor were made by Messrs.
Noble, Wiswell. Barker, Wakefield, Looney, Allen,
Hickey and Powers and against bv Messrs. Walton, O’Brien and Talbot. The House voted, 74 to
not to raise the salaries.
Friday, Feb. is. The Senate devoted the morning to the resolve authorizing citizens of the state
to vote on the constitutional amendment for female
suffrage. The committee stood five for and five
against the resolve. It passed the Senate, however
by a vote of 17 to •”>. The House again discussed
the Gettysburg appropriation. Mr. Wakefield, of
Bath, supported his $s,ooo amendment in an able
and patriotic speech. Messrs. Sawyer, Clark, of
Saco, Hickey, Moore, shaw, Wright, Warren and
smith joined in the debate. An appropriation of
$ l.i.ooo unanimously passed the House. The following hills also passed the House: Bill an act to protide for the hurial expenses of honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of Maine; hill an act
amending chap. To, R.
relating to insolvency
proceedings; Hi 11 an act repealing sec. 4, chap. "»2,
R. s., relating to returns by treasurers of steam
navigation companies, each* to take effect when
aimroved.
Saturday, Fel». in. The Senate reconsidered its
vote on the Woman Suffrage resolve and will debate the question on Wednesday next. The House
did no important business.
Both branches adjourned to Monday at II a. m.
Monday. Feb. 21. The Legislature has enacted a
law providing that all courts, all State, county and
town otlieers and their employees,.in the transaction of ollieial business, all contracts unless otherwise provided, and all proceedings in law and
equity shall he governed by eastern standard time.
This law takes effect ft days after the close of the
session.
The Legislature has also ordered an
investigation into hazing at the state College.
Tuesday. Fcl». 22. An act was introduced by Representative Nobie regulating railroad commerce.
It> provisions arc very similar to those of the
interstate commerce bill. Both bouses adjourned
after routine business. In respect to the day and
the event of the (iovcrnorV reception the State
apartments are beautifully decorated. The (iov
en tor's staff and state ollieers are in attendance.
Crowds from all parts of the State are passing
through the building.
Many distinguished individuals, including Mr. Blaine, are present. The
event is a success.

Ship carpenters from Hath. Thomaston.
Brunswick and Bowdoiuham are going to
Trenton. Mich., to work on a contract which
lasts till September. The wages paid arc $2.50
per

authorities have at last taken the matter in
band to stop the illegal and wholesale destruction
clams

oi

shores, and Ii>h wardens Whitcomb and Sullivan arrested two of the
diggers last
on our

Wednesday.

AMcr paying a tine and costs thc\
let oil upon their promising not to visit our
shores again. This is a step in the
right direction,
ami we hope our oHirers will follow the matter
up
until the last foreign digger is driven from our
shores.
were

\\ illit* Curtis of Frankfort, who has 1 >«*<*n
vi-lting
liis aunt, Mrs. l'elcg l». Nichols, came near his
'leath while

Monday,

tin* hill

sliding
becoming unmanageable slued,
on

near

the sail loft

liis sled

carrying him toward the end of the wharf, liis
|»la.\ mates all shouted for him to let go of tin* sled.
Imt he

unable

do

and went oil' the end of
twelve feet. The tide
was out and he struck in the flats mud, and
though
-mnew hat bruised the other
boys succeeded in

the

was

wharf,

to

drop of

a

so

ten or

get-

ting him up all right. Nearly forty years ago a lad
by the name of Melius sibling near the same place
ofl'

thin ice and breaking through was
drow ued before iii> companion could reach him.
went

on

SOUTH

William .1.

SKAUSTOUT ITKMS.

Hodge. Ksq., is quite sick. He will be

nimtv-tvvo years old in
<

I

l'ew

a

days.

apt. t.corgi* Flowers Is at home at present.
not stop on shore much of the time.

■>

<

Fd.

apt

He

(

hapin has been storing ice for his lish
business vwhich lie intends to
carry on next summer.

Jt is

quite sickly
town.
Mrs. |
part
rowell i- quite sick and failing day by
day. Mrs.

(

in this

<.f the

IF M. Black lias been sick but is better.

Ml-s hita s! in son lias been
very sick but is bet
at present,
she is thankful to members of
met Crange for their visits
through her sick-

tor
<

ness.

I In

M. K.

Scavev's

>.

>.

recently.

Thursday

ami

w

enjoyed

ill meet

w

dam

a

They met

at

-tew at

(ico.

K. W.

Scavey's last

ith Mrs. Black

Thursday

next.

A

visit

the mill of Arthur

to

The l »gs have

bu-y.
do.*-

not

more

lumber

keep

got

them clear.

out

of

a

Jioyd

to come

It

found him

in fast when he

is said he will

log than any mill

man

get
living.

nice trout have been caught on this side of
the pond of late. It requires some nerve and
>,>me

stickioativencss to sit on a cake of ice when the
old is below zero and bob for a lish ten hours and
perhaps not get a nibble and more perliapses than
trout, Imt they w ill do it.
visitor

n«*

me farm

\\ m.

Illack .V Son will

good oxen and other stock as there is
in this county or State. They have six
yoke of
youngoxen,all white faces but one; one pair three
years old girl over-even feet; one pair, four years,
over eight feet, and
weigh 44(X» lbs.; one pair, six
years, girt eight feet and weigh •Klou lbs. Th :y
M e

some as

are as

stout and smooth

They have

Hourly

as one

could wisii to

see.

very nice young cow that girts
feet. Mr. Black lielicves in keeping

one

seven

the best and knows how to feed them,

lie has

lately

built a nice sheep barn and intends to
keep
sheep in the future. He i» doing quite a
business lumbering this winter.
more

I mt>

C. W. Clark of tlds town has sold his
hue. two years old hull to Nat Cates and Belt
Higgins of Thorndike, t nity loses and Thorndike

gains by the sale of this line animal, and we hope
some of oitrgfMMj farmers will take
steps to replace
him.
Montvillk.

The last session of the Montville

quarterly meeting met with
church last Sunday. There

the South
were

Montville

not many pres-

from abroad* Mr. d. C. Knowlton, the clerk,
waa not able to attend on account of sickness. The
next session will be held with the Yinalhavcn
church in dune....Rev. Mr. Washburn will preach
ent

at

the North church

next

Sunday

forenoon_

Some of the young people of the town went to
Freedom this week to attend the spring term of
school at the academy.
Bivksport.
The Portland Transcript began
last week the publication of a story entitled “The
Farm at Buccaneer Cove,” written by a native of
Bucksport. The Clipper says: “Many local incidents, well known characters and localities are
easily recognised. |t has some line word pictures,
grand characters, and enjoyable humorous incidents. ...Professor Chase will begin next term to
run the .Seminary on standard time.
The town
clock will!«' Bet to that time March let. By a general

understanding among

|ie»|de, standard
time will lie adopted and so understood, when time
Is mentioned, after March 1, 1W7—a
very good
move
.The new Bucksport Water Company met
Saturday and elected directors as follows: Hon.
our

O. P.

Cunningham, Hon. Parker Spofford, F. II. C.
Reynolds, Esq., O. F. Fellows, Esq., ami James
Emery, Esq. The directors then elected Hon.
Parker

Spofford President and Hon. O. P. Cun-

Sarsaparilla

ts

AKKIVKI).

Wilder,-. Portland.

NAll.KI*.

WE

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. the combination of
remedial agents; 2d,the proportion; 3d,the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my Mood, sharpens my appetite, and
seems to make me over.”
J. l\ THOMPSON,
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
Is worth its weight in gold/’ I. 1>.\ HR I NOTON.
130 Bank Street, New York City.

IOO

^SPRING GOODS !*

Dollar.

Howard I» lack stone, who stole $80,000 from
the ( anal National Hank of Portland, was released at Winnipeg Friday, the Court declaring that his offence was not extraditable.

1*Y

C. II.

PRICE

8ARHKNT,

the Journal.
8

NO.

MAIN

Price Paid Producers

.'10nM I lav W ton,
0.00a 12.00
Apples ^ bush
dried *f lb,
fu'» Hides 4Mb,
ag.l^
Beaus, pea.tfbu.l.tJO <j 1.75 Lamb V 1b,
7§8
1.40 g 1.50 Lamb Skins,
medium,
SOgl.40
OgT
yellow eyes, 1.20a 1.:10 Mutton V tt»,
Butter 4f lb,
1Sg22 i.kits W bush,
.‘iSglo
Beef If lb,
5fjS Potatoes,
453.10
«*, u7
50gt»0 Hound Jlo-rtf if,,
Barley ¥ bush,
( heese
li>
12 « 15 straw W ton,
0.00&7.00
Chieken ¥' lt>,
leg 14 Turkey, W tb,
14310
Calf ’skins ¥ tb,
sale Veal V It,,
73S
Buck ¥ !b,
12314 Wo,.l, washed V lb. 3*2333
hi Wool,unwashedlPtb.24g2a
Kirjfs •f do/.,
S a 12 Wood, hard,
Fowl 4f It.,
4.00§a.00
Geese If It.,
12 314 Wood, soft,
3.00g:i.50

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

goods

aro

be desired In

and

In ovary way honest and reliable.

We

goods

could be

bought

closer.

“

8.

9.
10.

“

“

“

“

“

“

MEN’S HATS
“

“

“

11.

“

“

“

12.

“

“

“

13.

“

“

“

14.

“

“

*■

.75.
1.00.
1.10.
125.
1.00.

“

.62,

“

.50.

“

“

“

.75,
.50,
.75,
1.00,
.147,
.50,
.75,
1.00,
1.25,
1.50,

“

YOUTHS’HATS

$

PRICE

“

.37,
.50,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

1.00.

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

1.25.
1.50.
1.87.
2.25.

1.25,
1.50.
.75.

-ALSO-

NOBBY STIFF HATS, WIDE BAND, NEW STYLES,

No first-class

-JUST CAME IN AT VERY LOW PRICES..-

will be sold CHEAPER ANYWHERE.

-Special Bargains in-

MEN’S

and

1 Bale 40-H Semite

CLOTHING!

For tin? Next 30 Dnvs.

as

—-PLEASE

At 5 1-ac.

CALL

for

new

AND

goods which 1

EXAMINE

XTew Boston

CHEAP and
1 Bale 40-Inch

to be as

1 Bale 36-Inch

II PhcenixRow, MARK

Extra heavy and fine, subject to
slight imperfection, at fa.

At

am

receiving

GOODS

every day.

AND

PRICES._-

Clothing Store,

ANDREWS, Prop., Belfast.

BOYS'

Unbleached Cotton, Remnants UioaiM Cotton

REPRESENTED!

room

FIRE!
SMOKE!

sc.

lift ail Market.
« S'.i
Ifeef, corned, F it
Butter Salt, F box,
*20
5S
Corn F bush,
Cracked Corn F hush, 58
Corn Meal F hush,
58
Cheese F It,
I5gis
Cotton Seed F'ewt., I..‘>5
Codfish, dry, F lt», 5g7
Cranberries* F <jt0§l*2
Clover Seed F It, J2<jl0
Flour F hh|..
5.UOgC».25
II. C. Seed F hu.*2 d0o*2.t0
Lard Fit,
SgllS

Lime IP I»i>1,
Oat Meal V lb,
Onions tP lb,

LOOgLOa
5

§4

HI,Kerosene,#’gal.,10gl3

<

Our chief desire is to have customers go out of

Pollock IP lb,
3*£g4
Pork # lb,
Wgli
Plaster 4P hhl., l.OOgl.lO
live Meal, 4P lb,
3
l.OTi
Shorts, 4P cwt.,
Snjrar tP tt>,
ago1?
4-‘»
Salt, T. I., 4P hush.,
S. Potatoes # tb,
OgO
Wheat Meal 4P lb,
3>£g4

store

our

Do

satisfied.

fail

not

40-Inch

a-

IN TWO WEEKS

of the Loom

Meached Cotton Bennants
We

A

Mortal

Enemy.

How many sutler from Constipation. II breeds
hundreds of other ills, but it can he cured. Hell's

Sarsaparilla

will

give

the

greatest relief.

shall have

we

Mr. John

Brown, of Bangor, Me., says: ‘*1 used it for Constipation and it worked to a charm.” Hundreds
have said the same thing. (Only Abets.)

are

selling

Bleached

Black

and BOSTON, and to make
shall offer

for them

room

Skirts

Marked down from $1.00.

SOe.

H V were neither burned out, smoked out, nor
-drowned out in-

AND-

Cotton, 7 l-4c.

Lasting

at fa.

goods from NEW YORK

more

WATER!

to see the Remnants 36-Inch Fruit

SPECIAL NOTICES.

OVERCOATS.

In this citv, Kelt. 17, by Bev. .1. A. Savage, Mr.
Walter II. Itichards and Miss Mvra B. Wise, both
of Belfast.
In this city, Feb. 1!*. b\ Bev. B. C. Wentworth,
Mr. William II. Blodgett and MissOrinda A. Wing,
both of Morrill.
In Winterport, Keb. 21, at the residence of Dr. C.
K. Atwood, by Bev. A. A. Lewis, Dr. A. L. Baker,
of Chicago, 111., and Miss Lula L. Atwood,of Mou-

-A small jolt lot that will

soon

All Linen

quote a hundredth part of our stock, so will
not attempt it.
simply ask you to call and see us before purchasing elsewhere and promise to sell the same article as CHEAP
The large sales we have had the year past
as any one in the city.
confirm our belief that the public appreciate a fine quality of goods.
to

room

But

No. 5 Main

St., Opposite

CARRIAGES! FURNITURE!
IS

TIIE NCMBER OF CARRIAGES

I Promse Id Sell Id 1887!
AND TO

Undersell

I

shall have

no

rent to pay,

I

as

a-

Having made large additions to our former
salesrooms, \vc are in better condition than ever

over

room.

12,000 Square Feet
I

am now

finishing out

70 TOP & OPEN CARRIAGES!
every person who intends to buy
carriage to call and see them. 1 can show
-you the-

and 1 want

a

Bleached Table Linen

I

LOT

DAMASK.10x38

1

LOT BLEACHED DAMASK. .18x30

at

SOc. Per Yard.
Wo invite

comparison

with

goods

sold at 75e.

•UMIVCII

[43-IN. TABLE LINEN] CM fierier Table
Linen,
18 1-2C.

16 1-20.

is

Covers

Red Table

Now do not confound these with the CHEAP, UNNVASHABLE GOODS too often
sold, they are strictly first-class and warranted to wash, 15-8, $1.00,

8-4, $1.25, 10-4, $1.50.

we are

giving our customers.

GROCERY,

-WE ARE

Come (t lid see them

Absolutely Pare.
varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More ecouomieal
than the ordinary kinds, and eanuothesold in emu.
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
runs.
Bov At, BakINO l’OWDKIt Co., ]<K> Wall St.,
X. Y.
lyroi
never

Good weight, at only f>()c. per yd.

Temple, Belfast,

Iand

painted
before they
telliny the truth.
are

-AT PRICES TO SELL.——-

AT T1IK OLD

want any

style

built 1 will

guarantee to supply you
than any

I WOS* T BE BEA T OX 1'llWE FOR
FIRST-CLASS WORE.

After the depletion of niy stock by the large trade
of the Holidays I am again fully assorted up with
NKW and KILH goods, all bought at greatly reduced prices, making my stock, as I intend it shall
lie, one of the larj/est anil most complete to be jh mini
in Eastern Maine. If you are looking for

Gold

or

Silver Watches,
or

goods usually

iu

Store.

a

When you visit Belfast do not fail to give me a
call. For line quality of goods and low price*, I
compete with any dealer in the state. My
store is headquarters for
can

and Eye Glasses,

Spectacles

Bifocal, Perhcople Double Convex, Concave,
Parabola and Colored Lenses for neuk eyes.

m

E. P. HANSON, Belfast.
Feb.

done in

the best

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as D4aainess, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eativ,
Tain in the Side, Ac.
While their moat remarkable success has been shown iu curing

SICK

Headache,yet Carter sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
1 regulate the bowels. Even if they only cared

an

GOOD LUCK FLOUR
NOW COMING IN.

A. A. HOWES & CO

C. HERVEY, Phoenix Row.

very easy to take.
are

One

or

tw o

pills make a

In

vials

at

25 centa; five for 81. Bold

by druggists everywhere,

or

sent

lyrtSnrm

Ladies Attention!
DE FORD Ik-rs leave to Inform the
ladles of Belfast and vicinity tiint she Is preMADAM
to teach her
pared

VERY * LOWEST * PRICES
-AT-

Perfect System of Dress Cutting
all its branches
She
$

-SOLD LOW IT-

ft.

Prescription * Business

■as Itibki Ik. past year. Ml by MW PSI0I8.

A. A. Howoa Sc Co.

BELFAST.

SOAP

at 88 llgb Street.
will lit
In
linings free to test Its merits. Also Imu the All
•IIJ8TAKLK SKIRT FORMS for sale.
Belfast, Feb. 34,1887.—4w8*

Our

ADAMS,

^JEWELERS, ►*
HIGH STREET,
Feb. 23,1887.—lyrttia

HOWES A

ft.

CLOCKS !
If

I H.

you want

a

ALI.

ITS BRANCHES A SPECIALTY.

OUR KID GLOVE. 4-BUTTON LENGTH.

CO.

CLOCKS !

good clock very cheap call

at

E. MCDONALD’S, MASONIO TEMPLE.

3 Pieces wiiti India Mall,

ON Northport Avenue, known
the UOlHjOON place. House,

and by return mail
cloth, direc-

gressivc labor picture

card

unique pro
representing labor in

7*>, ’80, ’!*>, and a line linen tape measure. The
pants we offer at $J, are wonderfully cheap, only a
manufacturer buying goods direct from the mills,
would pretend to give such line goods at so low a
figure. Pocket the middlemen’s profits yourself
by sending your order to

W. t. CLARK, Belfast, Me.,
HA /< ERS.

H.

HOWES <C CO., Belfast.

our

8TOP! I

-BUY YOUR-

—SCISSORS and SHEARS !—
the finest in the world, every pair warranted, at
H. E. MCDONALD’S,
Masonic Temple.

New Line

IN

Watch This

Space!

For It will be for your Interest to do so, and buy

something usrful

as

well

as

ornamental for your

worth of bankrupt slock to be sold at retail

a

•/. It. Wadlin's, H7 Main St.
Belfast, Dee. lit, 1880.—3m.j0

Hold On 1!

Marcellus J. Dow,
BROOKS, MA1XE.

-OF-

Only

15c. Pei* Yard.

Hamburgs

-A LINE OF-

25c. dry4^fmcMoods;

at

Comment is unnecessary, except that

price quoted

will only last dur-

ing this sale.

Regular price 17c. to 80c.—marked
to uniform price of lOc.

Ladies’ Furnishing Store.
New and fresh goods added to my stock weekly.

Millinery

and

Dressmaking Departments

In connection with the store.

AT A. A. H0WE8 4 00/8.

ed not

guilty. Trial by .lurv. Verdict guilty. Ex•eptions filed and allowed. Marked “Law.” Recognized in the sum of $500.
mate vs. Henry Wyman.
Common seller.
Pleaded not guilty. Trial by jury. Verdict not

m ate vs. Nathaniel W. Holmes.
Common
nuisance. Pleaded not guilty. Trial by jury. Verliet guilty. Exceptions tiled and allowed. Mark
d “Law.” Recognized in the sum of $500.
State vs. Nathaniel W. Holmes.
Nol pros
by order of Court.
state vs. Nathaniel W. Holmes. Common
■teller. Pleaded not guilty. Trial by jury. Verliet guilty. Nol pros as to former conviction. Fine
*100. Costs $15 84. Fine and costs paid.
state vs. Henry Wyman, Applt. Keeping Inoxicating liquors for unlawful sale. Warrant

plashed.

Thirty

_

NAPKINS!

At Q l*4e. Per Yard.

A NEW LINE AT LOWEST PRICES.

-TO

FOUNTAIN

PEN!

PRICE $2.50 EACH.
The

foUftSATINiRHADAMES]

At

$1.00, $1.25 & $1.50,

Simplest,

the

Cheapest

and Best, and
DOS'T YOU FORGET IT! !

H. M. Smith & Co.,

AfftN.,

Terms and Outfit Free.
2m8*
Address, F. W. CHASE & Co., Augusta, Me.

h

sent a few of the

bargains

we oiler yen.

We have

no

A. P. Mansfield, Masonic

McDonald

new

h. e. McDonald
samples, they only

e

HAS THE FINEST STOCK OF

and EYE GLASSES
In

are mere

WANTED"
SELL-

SALARY and EXPENSES PAID.

This is not an “Ideal,’* but a Beal, Common
Sense Pen, that does the business. An entirely
principle—durable, practical and reliable. For
Stenographic work it is unsurpassed. Every business and professional man should have one.
Try
it and you will use no other.
3w8z

-ARE TIIE BEST VALUES IN THE MARKET.-

Iw8

WADL1N, Clerk.

Fruit Trees, Ornamentals, &c.

137 Broadway, Room 4, Now York.

Samples given above

continued.
Attest :—T1 LESTON

cases

AGENTS

The Paul E. Wirt

-Dormet Flannel!-

repre-

Inclina-

Watches,

*

Clocks,

*

Jewelry

Temple.

Particular attention paid to fitting the
-eye.-

the city.

Masonic

Carries Ike Kaest assorimeat of

And SILVER WARE
-If you want a linetion to bluster or brag concerning our goods or prices. We do
Gold Bing, Pin, Ear Jewels, Cuff Buttons,
la tka city, at Ike LOWEST PUCKS. Call aa< get
and Watch Chains,
prices. Me treakle te skow geeOs.
not need such aid to sen our goods when once you see them.
-at bottom prices, call atMASONIC
TEMPLE.
H. E. MCDONALD’S,
Masonic Temple*

lhe Best Plain and Saga Cheese

State vs. Leander-staples. Keeping drinking house and tippling shop. Pleaded guilty. Fined
*ioo. Costs $11.13. Fine and costs paid.
state vs. Leander staples.
Single sale.
Pleaded guilty. Recognized in the sum of $500.
state vs. Leander staples. Common seller.
Pleaded guiltv. Recognized in the sum of $5o0.
STATE vs. IIexrv W vman. Single sale. Plead-

Come and see Vs at the old stand of C. V. MONROE
t HAH.
8

What everybody says must be true,
and they do say that a DOLLAR wiU buy MORE goods
at our store than any
place In town.
A. A. HOWES Ac CO.

Office Sir. Jid. Coirt,
.January Term, A. I>. 1887. »
accordance with the provisions of Section i»,
Chapter SHU of the Public Laws of 1885, I here
hy make a report of all appealed oases and all indictments for violations of the law regulating the
use and sale of intoxicating liquors, finally
disposed of at the .January term of the S. J. Court:
State vs. William C. Vose. Single sale. Fine
$.‘{o. Costs $5.87. Fine and costs paid.
STATE vs. William C. Vose. Keeping drinking
hotise and tippling shop. Noi pros.
State vs. William C. Vose. Common seller.
Nol pros.
STATE vs. Charles O’Connell. Single sale.
Pleaded not guilty. Trial by jury. Verdict guilty
of selling one glass of
intoxicating liquors. Nol
Fine $50. Costs
pros as to former conviction.
*10.22. Fine and costs paid.
State vs. Charles O’Connell. Common sell
er.
Nol pros.
State vs. Leander staples. Common nuisance.
Pleaded guilty. Recognized in the sum of
ss— (lekk's

*500.

keeping
Apply

On!

once

guilty.

At

as

shcil anti barn In good repair, good
well of water, dne lot for garden,
and good chance for
bens.
Will be sold for cash at a bargain.
to
F. A. CARLE.
Belfast, Feb. 41, 1887.t-t3w8

Look at

Very nice quality, regular price .‘17Jc.

short notice and at prices LOWER than the LOWEST.

House for Sale !

~Hold

stamps at

NOTICE.

Tan Shades, New, Fresh Goods, 50 Cents.

on

STOP!

cent

Just received and selling very low by

-'(HOLIDAY PRESENTS !!-

Doslgns

70 MAIX STREET.
Belfast, Feb. 10,1887—4wG

Jewelry!

THAYER ft

give you MORE for your money than
you can get elsewhere.

R. H. Coombs & Son,

-

KIXDS ARE SELL1SG AT THE

by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City*

will

Procured

dose.

strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
by their gentle action please all who

purge, but
use them.

STOCK IS-

Fresh. New and Stylish !
Oar Assortment is Large and Complete !
LOOK US OVER

IN

littlepills

OF ALL

Household Decorations!

we

Send :>

you will receive circulars, samples of
tion for' self-measurement, the very

Mom ORANGES & LEMONS

Belfast, Feb. 10, 1S87.—">w<>

ARTISTIC FURNITURE

Cut Flowers A Floral

Clocks

HEAD

They

200. Each.

A few shades only.

ASSORTMENT OF

Undertaking !

Watches,

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
vainwho once try them will find these
able in so many ways that they will not he willing
to do without them. But ai ter all sick head

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure It while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and

Silk Tissues at 12'e. Long White Aprons

Remnants of Unbolsterr Goods SEE

ami

Made to Order.

or

Belfast, Jan. 20, 1887.—6m40

®“#.*5,000

-OUR

In Stock

manner.

-AND-

300 Barrels of that

CURE

ALSO A LARGE

17,1887.—7tf

& Retail

WA XT ED—TAXI'S

PL AIX .f ORXAMEXTAL EXdRA i/X(,

pieces

Como nii<I Sec Me.

living

$3 PANTS,

PLATED WARE,

Kings,Chains
Finger Rings,Pins,Ear
kept
Jewelry
any

Wholesale

Waido

in sizes suitable for chairs ami other small
of furniture which we will sell WAY BELOW COST. Call at once anti secure the bargains liefore the assortment is broken. In

ITTLE

customers at

HERYEY’S Jewelry Store.

for CONSIDERABLE LESS MONEY
man.-

our

STAND,

LADIES’

K-A SMALL LOT->

TASSELS APTmHctLF

and

sell to

CHEAP.

CLOSING OUT OUR-

FRiWGES^SlLK^CORDSj

Uc I am now sending in orders for “CUSTOM
WORK” such as I furnished last year. If you

ran

til* Main Street.
Belfast, Jan. 13, 1SS7.—3m2

Me.

.1.

then yon trill k now I am

-other

[CARTERS

1 MKAN IT.

one member
of our firm is in the
York market all the. time, we get the
NE WEST STYLES, and buying to the best

prices.

Or Portland Wagon,
-| YOU F.VKR SAW.

a

New

eyes properly fitted with
good spectacles at fair prices.
Clocks, Watches and Jewelry Repaired,

A few

Second Hand Parlor Saits

will make

we

Come and have your

Quality art Lowest Prices! All Wool Pant
Cloth, Rem’nt Dress Goods

what

articles damaged by

which

Gold & Silver Goods

or

carrying a larger stock than ever before, and at prices that cannot be beat.

Honest

Masonic

COIN SILVER

are

VERY

BEST

many

^Money Saving Bargains!^
We

Repository

our

some

on

P. Palmer, J.
C. Thompson & Son,

Dwight

-WE OFFER A-

Heavy and good, <14 inches wide,

HUCK.18x37

R. H. COOMBS’ & SON.
to show

-sc.-

1 LOT

THIS END SHALE

Ever; ReMle Dealer

EOIt TWENTY HAYS.

■I

-AT-

as-

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

-3001- Hello! Hello!
GREATER BARGINS THAN EVER IN

well

prices which defy competition.—

advantage

At 25c. Per Pair.

National Bank.

as

BIG REDUCTION.

BLEACHED CRASH Unbleached Crash GREATLYRECBCED PRICES

3 Bargains in Towels

H. A. STARRETT,

smoke

TO HE SOLO AT

Heavy All Linen

4 34c.

before,

Caskets, Trmmgs, k,

he gone.--

—and at

-:||«||:-

We have not

[furniture 0

—than ever

We have

-have built

powder

but stilt live, and are offering a BIGG Ell
-and BETTER stock of-

GENTLEMEN’S

we

^ BARGAINS"YOlTC ANNOT AFFORD^TtTP ass:

in the State.

This

He Fire of Dec. 16,1886,
Au»

MARRIED.

day

ningham Secretary and Treasurer.Thursday
evening a bencilt tendered to Mrs. Hopkins, the
organist of the Elm street Congregational Church,
and for many year# a music teacher In the
village,
took place In Emery Hall, under the management
of Parker Spofford, Esq. The programme consistgradually
ed of vocal music by a ladies' quartette, and by
completed
Master Hanson, Instrumental music liy the Buckscorresponding
poft orchestra and readings by Miss Blanchard, of
islmprovBangor. After the programme, cake, coke and
Ice cream were sold.
*120 was realized... Friday
evening the public meeting of the Kulallsn Society,
the ladles’ literary society connected with the E. M.
C. Seminary, was held in the vestry of the Franklin
street church, and although the weather was unfavorable there was a large attendance. An attractive programme of exercises was very successfully Portland.
Local charters: Ship David Brown,
and refined oil. New Ydrk to
presented....The ladles of the Franklin street M. 5,500 bills,$8. naptha
3d. 8eh. Abbie C. Stubbs, 328 tons,
Loodon,
K. Church gave a very pleasant entertainment in New York to Savannah, stone, $145. Bark Beatrice
their vestry on Wed new lay evening, Feb. I*, con- Havener, 835 tons, New York to tilliara in ballast
and bank with sugar, private terms. Capt. Conant,
sisting of vocal and instrumental music, followed of bark J. M. Clerk
at Samarang has chartered to
load for Falmouth, E., for orders.
by cake and lee cream.

goods

guarantee the goods

of floor

her chains during
storm night of Fell. 8,
losing four anchors. 8he drilled into the entrance
of the harlior, landing over the outer and sticking
Two tugs went to her assistance,
on the inner liar.
and Feh. 15 brought her safely to the railroad
wharf. Kxtent of damage to snip not yet ascertained. The America had finished discharging a
cargo of coal, having on board 300 tons as ballast.
Freights. The Weekly Freight circular of Snow
A Burgess, New' York, for the week ending Feh.
10, says that: Tonnage is wanted to load Lumlier
at the* South for Kio Janeiro, hut shippers limits
do not exceed $12-50j$13, and this is soinewdiat
below' vessel owners’ views; general cargo tonnage hence is in light demand at the moment. The
Culm trade improves very slowly. From N. S.
ports to X. of Ilatteras the rates remain aliout $3
for Sugar in hlnls., 14 cents In bags, and $2 on
Molasses. Upon the outward voyage freight is a
trifle more plentiful, but rates undergo no improvement. The Windward trade is
doiug
better. A fair business has lieen
during
the week at full previous rates, ana for outward
cargoes, which are more freely offered, rates are
somewhat above those ruling
period
last year. The coastwise Lumber trade
lng. Orders arc more plentiful and tonnage is in
better demand, but shippers are strenuously opposing the views owners entertain, say $5.75 from
Brunswick and $0.75 from Jacksonville, and where
early deliveries are desired, a preference is shown
to steamer shipments at a higher cost. The Coal
trade is working into better shape, though free
shipments have hardly been resumed. Tne rate
remains $1.50 and discharge hence to Boston and

trading.
quality

can

At 3e. Per Yd.

cheaper than any

else, but do promise to sell

one

STREET.

brig sparkling

| niru, |i.uwi

our

“

In order to make

We do not claim to sell

CURRANT.

ifeebly for

Produce Market.

ship Kennebec reported last week lost in a
gale Wilmington, Cal., was valued at $ so,000, on

r5.n1

no

ONLY * .25, FORMER

BOY’S HATS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Unbleached Cotton! Unbleached Cotton! 1,000 Pairs Paats to Os Sold at Very Low Prices,

The bobbin factory of Waterhouse and Wentworth at Berwick was destroyed by tire Friday
afternoon.

at

at

to make

to do your season’s

1600 Yds. 28-Inch

MI SC 1.1 .LA N V

iM'imiiaii,
a severe

as

spared

NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

BOYS

The

Aiiimc i,

Our

No first-class

lyi-30

paired.

r*nm

have

we

expense te secure such Inducements

place

with it many

Sold Wholesale and Retail by

Matan/.as, Feh. 13. Arrived sell. Herald, Cray,
Aspinw all.
In port sell. Kdvv. JohnRio Janeiro, Jan. 24.
son, Warren, line-.
Melbourne, Feq. 1G. Arrived ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, New York.
Samarang. Jan. 10. in port, bark John M. Clerk,

expressly

or

neglected,

brings

have secured every article at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

A. A. Howes «€* Co., Belfast, Me.

Corrected

LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

ARE SELLING AT>

^WHICH WE

Pitcher, Cieufuegos.

which there is an insurance of about $40,000. She
had a pail of a cargo of coal on board. One-half
of the vessel belonged to the Augusta Savings
Bank, on a foreclosure of mortgage. The bank is
fully insured against loss. Mr. E. ('. Allen of All
gusta who owned one-sixteenth of the vessel was
not insured.
His loss is $7,500.
Capt. 11. M. Bean has contracted to build at
Camden a four-masted center-board schooner, for
Capt. W. H. Phillips,.). M. Phillips and others in
Taunton, the same parties for whom he built the
“King Philip” last year. The vessel will l>e of the
following dimensions: Length of keel 210 feet,
1 tea in 40 feet, depth 20 feet. It will be launched
about next September. She will measure about
1,500 tons and will carry 2,500 tons of coal.
Steamer Winthrop, *1,300 tons, owned lty the
for the
Maine Steamship Co., and built
Portland and New York route, was launched Tuesforenoon from the yard of the New England
Ship Building Co., at Bath, and towed to the New
England Iron works to receive her machinery.
Her dimensions arc; length, J92.il; breadth 38.8;
depth, 23.3. Captain Bragg, of steamer Eleahora
will command her.

pains

goods

Bock-j

( apt. Charles J. Jameson, of Rockland, has purchased the master's interest in selir. Helen and
will take command.
Sell. Austin I). Knight, Drink water, which put
into Charleston 7th leaky, completed repairs and
came off the dock 10th.
Henry R. Hyde, of New York, has sold a 24-04
share in the ship St. David to Hen Flint for £17,2.'n>.
.nr.
nones n. .uanorv expresses me n|umim
that few if any, more wooden ships will he built
in the I'nited States.
ship liiehard 1*. Burk, from Nanaimo, arrived at
San Pedro, Cal., Feb. HI, leaking badly, having
been ashore.
Capt. Thomas C. Williams of ship M. I*. Grace
and Capt. .Fames
Speed of ship Alexander Gibson are at their homes in Thomaston.
srh. Mary A. Drury, which arrived at Providence
Fell. 17th, reports a rough passage, and in a
heavy sea on Saturday night, 12th inst., ofl'Winter
Quarter shoal broke her foregall'.
The ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, from New
York, stranded at Queen’s Cliff, Australia, but was
got off and w as safe in Melbourne harbor Feb. IS.
She sustained no apparent damage and is making
no water.
Schooner Blondel, Capt. lingers, arrived at Wellfleet, Mass., Feb. 2h from Bangor via Portland and
Gloucester, after one of the longest passages on record, sailing from Bangor, Nov. 22d,
Arrived at Provincetown, Mass., Fell. 20, schooner s. a. Paine, Capt. Hawes, from dockland via
Plymouth, for New York, with a cargo of lime on
fire. The vessel has l»een sealed up.
8c.hr. Howard Williams, Foster, from Booth hay
via Portland for Savannah, which put hack to
Portland Feb. 7, w ith foremast and maintopmast
gone, booms and gall's broken and sails blown to
pieces, cleared Feb. 20 for destination, having re-

ASSORTMENT!

arrived which

now

necessities which cannot be

style.

OIE.LJ_

sailed

A^

Our NEW STOCK Is all that

SARSAPARILLA

BELFAST

Having made one of the largest purchases in Hats ever bought in Eastern Maine, am prepared to offer GREATER BARGAINS than
has ever been attempted before.

-op-

lt »e.
Warren, Colson, I’oston.
in Edgartoii, Jail. 25, ('apt. Gilbert.!. Hart, forKIIK'AN 1*0 KTS.
Smith, both of
merly of Belfast, and .Miss 1 lara
New York, Fell. I."». Arrived sell. l>ora M. Freneli,
Edgartown.
in Koekland. Keb. 10. Patrick J. Manning, of
Freneh, Connives; Feb. I*'*, arrived bark Clara K.
Mei ,i'very, (.ritlin. Cardenas: cleared sell. K. H.
Providence, K. L,and Marv G. MrA till tie, of Bockland.
Hcrriinau, Wood. Nassau: F. C. Pcddlcton, FletchIn Tlioinaston, Keb. 7. Klhridge K. Winehenbaeh
er, Key West: Fell. Is, cleared sell. Florence Iceland, \danis, Calveston; ship Henry S. Sanford, ami A'la F. Copeland, both of Tlioinaston.
In Deer Isle, Feb. 1, Bichard J. Colby and Mary
( ojeord, Sydney, N. S. \\ .; Fell. Ill*, arrived sell.
II. Judkins, both of Deer Isle.
Nettie Langdon* Hagley. Fernandina.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 12, Abraham C. Fornald, Jr.,
Oloiie»*ster, Feh. in. "Arrived sell. Mary Farrow.
and Miss Julia s. Heath, both of Mt. Desert.
Condon. Huston for Helfast.
Port Townsend, Feh. 13. Arrived ship Ivanlioc,
Carter. San Francisco for Se attle.
Pascagoula, Fell. 4. < haired sell. Lester A. Lew
is. Moody, Fall River.
New London, Feh. in. Arrived sell. Charlotte T.
In Scarsport. Feb. 4, Mrs. Nancy D., wife of Mr.
si 11 lev, Rartlett, Jacksonv ille.
72 years, s months and 12 days.
Pensacola. Feh. He Sailed sell. Stella M. Ken- Joseph Field, aged
In >andy Point. Feb*. 15, Lillian D., daughter Of
New
York.
Williams.
yon,
and Lizzie (.rant, aged m arly 1(> years.
Joseph
Norfolk, Feh. 111. Arrived hark olustrce. NickerIn Sandy Point, Feb. 21, Mr. John Morin.
son, Huston.
In >tockton. Feb. 21, Ada B., daughter of ( apt.
Philadelphia. Feh. 17. Arrived sell. Sarah L. William McDonald.
Davis, Kncciaud, Charle-toii; l>'tli. below, brig
in Morrill. Feb. to. Benjamin Cushman, aged 77
John ll.Crandoii. Pierce, Havana.
J months and 12 days.
Providence, Feb. I.'i. Nailed brig Clara Pickens, years.
In Waltham, Mass.. Jail. 20. Nellie A., wife of
l-.ddy, Haitiniore; 17th, arrived sell. Mary A. Nicholas A.
Armstrong, formerly of Bock port,
Drury, Nic kerson, Norfolk.
1 4o years.
Fe rnandina, Feb. IT. Nailed sell. si. .Julius, Cil- age
In Tlioinaston, Feb. 15, Mrs. Elizabeth Cipining
more. Haitiniore; arrived sell. Ridgewood, Wcav-,
bam, aged «;u years, 2 months ami 15 days.
er, from Jacksonville for Kings Ferry.
In Koekland, Fell. 15, Lizzie M., wife of E. E.
Dutch Island Harbor, Feh. l.'». Arrived sell.
Klmades, aged JO years.
Kc*nnehee, Walls, ( larks Island for New York.
In Koekland. Feb. 15. Ernest M., son of J. M.
Haitiniore. Feh. Hi. ( haired brig Don Jacinto,
Towle, aged 17 years, s months and 20 days.
Harriman, Portland; isth, arrived sell. John (
In Tliomast n, Feb. 15, Abide M., daughter ot
Smith, Foss. Pensacola.
Timothy Murphy, aged 10 years and 5 unis.
Nc.merset, Feh. IT. Sailed sell. Paragon, simte*, Capi.
In Bock port, Feb. 14, John A. Keene, of
Nc*vv York.
J5 years, i» months and 27 days.
land,
aged
Charleston, Feh. IS. Chaired hark Hudson, C arIn Delano. Penn., Feb. II, Harriet (>.,'’wife of A.
ver. I lav re.
A. Beed, daughter of the late Dr. Daniel Bose, forFcUtF.ICN I'OKTR.
merlv of Tlioinaston, aged 4t* years and 5 months.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 12,Catherine, w idow of Chris( ardemas, Fel». in.
Arrived brig Amy A. Lane,
tian
Wallace, aged s5 years.
New York: sailed brig Harry Stewart, Se w York;
In Warren, Feb. i», Bobert Spear, aged 7H years,
12th, sailed brig John t Noyes, Ilolte, Philadel4
months
and 24 days.
phia having reloaded;.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 14, Mr. John Betterry, aged
Rarbadoes, Fell. 12. in port (arrived Jan. 2Gtii)
Js
10 months.
and
years
sell. Welaka, Cottrell, Charleston.
In Ellsworth, Feb. J, Bennie Leach, son of Jane
In port bark A Men Hesse,
Hong Kong, Jan. In.
and
Mark
L.
Milliken, aged 1 year and 5 months.
(»’ Rrien, Vic toria, H. C.
in Bar Harbor, Feb. II, Mrs. Annie Grant, aged
Nanaimo, about Feb. 2. In port, ship Iroquois,
20
and
11 months.
years
for San Francisco, has about completed her c argo.
Aspinvvall, Feb. I. Arrived sell. Matilda Rrooks,
Nii*bols, Nc*vv York; sailed sell. Thus. R. Pillshury,

M AKITIM K

IN

HAVE

store the most desirable

AM

('onant, for Channel.
Trinidad (Cuba), Feh. 12.
Water, Hieliborn, Horton.

ALREADY

LARGE

Sarssparilla

HOOD’S

•

MASONIC TEMPLE.
As the season has

Sold by all druggists. $1; six f >r $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Powell, Mass.

Doses One

“.!

-:||o||:-—

the Blood

Purifies

#

Fel*. IT. Nelir. Annie I..

H.A. Sta ett! IP. Mansfield

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remeof thqgegct:ible kingdom. You will find
s wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new^fe and vigor to the entire body.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.”
Mbs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.” kilts. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.

day.

Fel». 17. Selir. K. L.

< hir

Hood’s

Hood's

lloatcd and safe in the harbor with-

injury.

apparent

bay and

potatoes here this week. The farmers an* improving the line traveling to get tlicir produce to mar-

PORT OF HKLFAST.

stranded

M.

...

.Jes.»ie Carver, had also been ashore near San Pedro
and was leaking badly, also that ship Frank Penwas

K. Files:

T.; Mrs. M. T.* Higgins, V. T.;
Sadie L. Cole, S.; s. C. Files, F. S.; Abbie Small,
T.; G. S. Small, Chap.; Matt Shibles* M.; Frankie
Higgins, S....A. S. Rand, of this town, sold S oxeu to cibby A Collin, of Burnham.
The average
girt of the oxen was 7 feet, 7 inches, and they
were sold on the estimated weight of D.'.KK) lbs.
dressed weight at 7 cents per pound, bringing the
snug little sum of $(>»J.Mrs. Rebecca Bumps
arrived home Saturday evening from
Lowell,
Mass., where she has been spending a part of the
winter with her daughter, Miss Maria Rollins
Mr. W. II. Saywanl has been fitting up a turning
lathe to turn lamp posts, for which he has a contract.John Hcakl, of Portland, has been in
town looking for horses. He wanted^ a matched
C.

SHIR NEWS.

apt K. P Nichols

friends

He has been teach-

ship Kennebec, Capt. Alanson
Ford, the papers say that the ship IF P. liuck, (
apt.

(

picnic

visiting
Higgins began the school at
last
Monday-C. F. HigUnity,

week of the loss of

dleton,

A

K. M.

Maine

our

and

rates

seventy-five

Farwell’s corner,

Masonry.

Free

low

About

A church

the afternoon

II. Collin_Miss Stella Stevens is

gins
in

on

supper was served by the ladies, and all pronounced it a very enjoyable occasion... .Miss A lice
Itacklifle of llangor is visiting her sister, Mrs. W.
in

Mary Perkins will open

Mrs.

the I’nlon

Higgins’

Temple,

Belfast, Me.

50BoiesHor«ortliat30c.Tea
-BY-

A. A.

HOWES

Ac

CO.

Wanted!
TO DO

A. A. IIowos Ac Co.

GENERAL
Address with reference,
WOMAN
3w#
FRED

HOUSE WORK.

ATWOOD,Wlntcrport,Me,

A SWINDLER

For the Journal.

does not refer possible purchasers

his

to

Our

victims. The Athlophoros ('o.
fers sufferers from rheumatism,

gladly reneuralgia,
sciatica, nervous or sick headache, kidney
ami live r complaints to those who hare been
cured of these diseases l>v Athlophoros, and
will furnish

1

and addresses of many
such persons to those desiring them. Athlophoros is the only remedy for these diseases that can stand such a test.

medicine that ever was for rheumatism or
neuralgia; when my son was very ill with
neuralgia and was b ing treated by doctors
sill the wav from Boston and Bangor, who
said neuralgia was
hard thing tv) handle,
they did not ease him, hut three doses of
Athlophoros knocked the pain out of him,
as it divl for me.
For seven week* 1 could not do a stroke
of work, l took Vthlophorns, because it had
done so much for my h »y ; my rheumatism
troubled me in the 1
k. legs and feet.
Athlophoros will kill pain (piicker than
1
medicine
ever
saw
or took.
any
Yokanoi s Kim ha
fireat Falls, N. II., March 12, lSSti.
With me Atldopb <>s out- 11s all rheumatism medicines and herewith 1 give you
one sample of its work in this place.
Mr.
Cyrus Curtis has l e« n so aillieted with
rheumatism that f rthe past three years
he has been unalde to walk, cx< ept. to pet
one foot, out and drag the other
up to it
and thus get along. Three weeks ago I
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Bring

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND,

nA L of

Positive Cure

those Painful

Z>-‘ --ro Complaints and
C.ur.p.icated troubles and

/

\ Weaknesses so common
£ among our Wives, Mothers,
and Daughters.
C3TJ Pleasant

^

to Tnr
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ITS IWER3TS KEEP UP THE GALE.
CWIt is a Blessing to overworked women. It removes FAINTNESS. FLATULI NCY. ALL RAVING F >R B.VV
rANTS, AND RELIEVES WEARNESS OF TEi: STOMACH. I'l l.
Lei corrirea. Menstrual pi ri s passed without pain.

Physicians Use it and Proscribe It.
LITlT REVIVES TIIE DID" PINO SPIRITS, INVIG* 'RATES AND
Harm NIZES TIIE ORGANIC FUV< TI' 'XS, GIVES ELASTICITY
AND

FIRMNESS T- THE STEP.

REST.

EYE. AND I'LA NTs

RE

FLESH ROSES OF

LIFE’S

>'•

ELS

I' \LE

SPUING

AND

i.kn

N. Back

\ni>.

Grave.

railroad and

used, under

partly by

a

common

that

water when

control,

man-

agement. or arrangement through more than
one State or
Territory, or from anyplace in the
I’nited States to an adjacent foreign country.
Kvery unjust and unreasonable charge for such
service is prohibited and declared to be unlawful.
The second section forbids the taking of a
greater or less compensation from any person
than it takes from any other person for doing
a like service at the same time.
The third section prohibits the giving any
preference in transportation, and all discrimination in rates and charges.
The fourth and tilth sections cover the long
and short haul and the pooling provisions and
prohibitions; forbidding railroads to charge
more fora shorter than for a longer distance,
over tlu* same line and in the same direction,
and
forbidding any combination for the pooling
j
i of freights of different and competing railroads,
j The sixth section requires that, after ninety
! days from the passage of the act, schedules of
} rate-, fares, and charges shall be posted up for
| public inspection, which are not to he raised
1
except at tm days notice, though they may he
! reduced with simultaneous notice,
The seventh section makes it unlawful to
combine to prevent the carriage of freights
from
being continuous from the place of shipj
! incut to the place of destination,
The
eighth section provides for the liability
j
to persons injured by the violation of the act.
The ninth section provides for suit and the
recovery <>f damages in the Cnitel States
muds or before the Commission to he created.
The t:mil section tixes the maximum of tin*
line which may he imposed as a penalty for
violating the law at $5000.
Tin* el.'veil sections following provide for the
| < oiimsi-sion. which is to consist of live persons,
to
he appointed for six years except, for the
|
) tir-t appointments, at a salary of $7500 each,
j Then arc three remaining sections, which
: provide for non-abridgement of the remedies
now existing by common law or by statute;
i appropriate >100.000 to carry out tlie act for
I the next fiscal year: and direct the appointI incut and organization of tlie commission f >rtliI vviih. and that the other provisions of the act
j -hall take effect sixty days after its passage.

John Eoach's

THE NATURAL LI'.-TIIE
III r.K <>F W< 'MANTEL

<

EARLY SUMMER TIMA.

WEARY WOIKEN FEAISE IT.

vaginal troubles,
Failing and J>isplaccv:ev. is;
ll'mhness, and is particularly
adapted to the Change of Lift.
AN ANGEL CF KsERCY.
The TToman's Sure Fraud For alldeijcate and coy.
I-LI> A7ED TIP ’I'BIXS. La ILs IT WILL N< T I’ERFt .1 M
SUKGICAL
In flam mat ion and Vlo ration.
and coiis< guent Sj-i. -.i

'D URATIONS OR CURE
CANCER, HI T IT WILL NDER AIL CIRCUMSTANCES, ACT IN HARMONY WITH THE LAWOF N \Tt i.E.
I .'‘TH AT FEELING < >F BEARING IX »WN. <;Al SING PAIN, WEIGHT
%ND BA* KACHE. IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED
BY IT.s SK.

n:r\n Sold by Druggists.*^
VK<. pink;JAM’S LIVER PILLS cui.e
Constipation,
Biliousness and Torpidity «-f the Liver, 2.'. cents.
s-11

I

a

supplies

quired by

the

Preparation,

made

the

by

only

Something]

process

bating powder of any nutritive value.
the nutritious and

||fw3

strength-giving phosphates

re-

APRIL

system.

at 4 P.

11, 1887,
going

we are

to

MONEY REFUNDED

AHA.1ISOVS ilOTWK HIIAUI fails
IO < urr HIM COM- Ol <
oiibIi, < old. Amihma
or < oiiMiitni tioii
in its early miiucn.
i; is
pleasant ns honey. SnflYiers from either recent or
If

chronic cousins or Bn 'D-hia. ail'*- -lions
this "rear r*-mi-dy wi.li c>>t;tiden<

can

resort to

Trial Bottles IO Cents,
at every <:ru_: store in Ana ri a.
Mad- by F. W
KINSMAN .v
\;» ’hcenri<>, New York.
Lar^e bottles U5 and 75 cents.
l.vr^
imd

ALWAYS 3101ST.
j

|
|
j

naturally a mermaid must
be always moist, (iood chewing tobacco should possess the
same quality.
It cannotbeso,
however, when the eides are
exposed to the air, as when
cut
Happy 'J bought”(Wave
LinelPluir
lobuecoiK
[»re?8e<l in
10 cent
--

pieces,
quiring no cutting by the
dealer, an 1 not exposing the
edges to the air, unwrapped
consequently it isalwaysinoist
down to the last chew, and
beingfi eefrom sticks or stems,
made from only the very best
leaf, it is guaranteed to be the
finestclicw in tlie world. Try <
it and see. Sold everywhere

in 10

cent

pieces. Try

[_

it.

“The Man Whc Hesitates is Bossed,”
Kut the

man

who has

once

tried

S. S. SLEEPER & CO.’S

N.*S.
Cigars never hesitates
in askingtorthatbrand.
Hence they are to be J
It is
had everywhere.
the (lent ten cent cigar

=

in

the

world.

Smoke them and

see

how

even

they

ran.

COCKLE’S

ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver. Pile,
cury

Indigestion, etc. Free from Meronly Pure Vegetable lucre*Units.
CliITTKNTON, New Vork.

contains

Agent: f. N.

Iy40

GIVE Die BOYS a CHANCE.

'Hennas W- ntworth Higginson. the author
of “Young Folks’
History of the l'uite.1
States,” “Atlantic Es>ayv* “Short Studies
from American Authors,” “The Monarch of
l>reams,’’ etc., has been persuaded by many
teachers and scholars, to reprint, in one volume (to be
published by Messrs. Lee and
Shepard), his Atlantic Monthly article, which
was published several
years since, giving practical advice to contributors to the press, ami hirecent brief essay, “Hints on Speech-Making,*’
which appeared in
Harper's Magazine. The
volume will be a convenient manual for those
who desire information for the preparation of
articles for the press, or on the writing of
books, and as to the most effectual methods
ii'cd in speech-making. The author's reputation is a sufficient guarantee of the books excellence.
The numbers of The Living Age for February nth and 12th contain. China, by the Marquis Tseng. Asiatic; Jubilee Reigns in Eng-

land. National: The Zenith of Conservatism,
by Matthew Arnold, and Rural Life in Russia,
Nineteenth Century; Rcnvcimlo Cellini's Character, by J. Addington Symonds. and Tier
Present Position of European Polities, Fortnightly; The Land of Ihirkness, Rlackwood;
I he Seventh Ear! of Shaftesbury: Incidents in
his Life amt Labors, Leisure Hour; Some Recollections of Charles Stuart Calvcrley. Temple
Rar: French Finance. Pio Notio's Will, Lord
Iddeslcigh, and The Progress of Savage Races.
Spectator: An Ancestor of the Czar, and Farm
Life in the North a Century Ago, St. James
Gazette; Some Narrow Escapes, All the Year
Round; Ipecacuanha Cultivation in India, Nature; The Excavation of the Great Sphinx,
Times; On a Jury, Globe: with instalments of
“The Strange Story of Margaret Ream-ham,)*'
and “Richard Cable, the Eightshipman,*’ and
poetry.
I). Eothrop
Co., Roston, have published
“A New England Idyl,*’ by Reile C. Greene.
The author of this pleasant story has already
achieved distinction among the younger American writers, notably
through her novel A New
England Conscience, which was very widely
noticed a year ago. The present story, though
not so elaborate in its structure, is far
pleasanter reading.
It is a genuine study of New
England character by one who shows unmistakable familiarity with it. The opening chapters describe a typical country farmhouse, such
as one may find anywhere iii the hill-towns of
New Hampshire or Vermont, with its little
household of girls and hoys, and its bumble
but picturesque surroundings. The pictures
of home life drawn by the author are true to
nature, and without exaggeration. The main
interest of the story centres in the two girls of
the family—Hester and Rosy—both of whom
are charming in their freedom from affectation
and for the sincerity and earnestness with
which they take up the cares and duties of
life. They arc fatherless and motherless, having not only themselves to care for, but the
responsibility of looking out for the younger
members of the family. How they* did it,
how they succeeded in overcoming the various
obstacles which lay in their way. and what
that success was, is happily told. The story is
not only interesting, but it is wholesome in* its
tone and helpful in the lesson it teaches.

give away

M.,

A, A. HOWES
Now has ids two boys JAMES and HALPII, in
with him, and they hope bv ‘strict attencompany
tion to business and a disposition to make low
to
prices, be able to get a living by selling goods.

A.

A.

HOWES At CO.

MURPHY, RIPLEY

&

CO.,

BANKERS and BROKERS.
GOGEBIC IRON STOCKS A SPECIALTY.

The most extensive development of Bessemer He
matite Ore in the world. A great
opportunity to
make money. Safe as Government Bonds. Write
for maps, prices, etc.

STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
C. M. 2$
Murphy.
e M. Ripley.

Low Priced

Monthly
CAUFOBMA EXCURSIONS.

Enquire of nearest coupon ticket agent for Smith’s
California Excursions, or address
«• K. SMITH. Manager,
_
3mS0
|,g ITasHagtoi HI., BosUti, Mas*.

SEAMEN WANTED!
For
Apply

Coasting.

to
JOHH B. RANLKTT,
V. S. Ship,lag CoMlsaloaer, Kocklan*. Me.
July 29,18S6e~30tf

Stevedoring.
It was a study to see the Japanese stevedores at work passing out the cases of oil. In
my oflicial capacity as officer of a ship for
thirty years, it lias been my duty to superintend the labor of unloading ships in
many
parts of the world. It is a subject I never
tire of and I might write a whole letter upon it

Old,

that would be interesting to ship folks. The
Irish lumpers of Liverpool and New York,
the powerful ’longshoremen of San Francisco
and Australia, the Malays of Java, the Klings
of India and Singapore, the Chinese, the most
thorough in the world, and now the Japanese,
how they all pass before me, going back to the
negroes of Charleston, S. C., and screwing
cotton in Mobile Hay and New Orleans. How
proud I was when they put me in a gang of
cotton serewers at the age of seventeen. There
is no such place ill the world to studv the physique of men as in the hold of a ship. Every
muscle, every sinew is in motion. Feats of
strength arc performed that make the lads of
the present day look puny. The Klings are
the finest looking men, but the Japs compare
well with them. With little clothing (and
none in the ends of the ship wbeu is is dark),
every joint is working in as perfect time as
clock work. Dana gives a glowing and enthusiastic account of loading the ship when he
was among the sailors and Kanakas in his
“Two Years Refore the Mast.” [The Kennebecker in the Hoston Journal.
Mrs.

Logan

is said to be in very poor health.

Paid in Cash

requires less shortening than
It is

recommen

any other

powder.
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by eminent physicians.

led

Net

store, they can base a guess on the
weight of the cow, and the party or
parties that guesses the nearest the
The
exact weight gets the cow
guessing will commence
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C&storia cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion.
Without injurious medication.

Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. T.
tub

centaur

Company,
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street. N. Y.
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ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILWAY
CHICAGO,ROCK
of
prin-

COMPANY,

By

reason
:ts central posit :<>n. < L e ri lation to
lines 1.* t if (hi-a.'", nml continuous lines at
terminal mints \Y< -t, .N urt Invest and S' nth west, is tho
onlv true middle link in that trans.-mt im nt.nl system
wlu'eh invites and ho tli.ates tr.i v» and t r.-illie in either
dll'eet ion between the Atlantic an 1 I ‘nettle.
The k m k Island main lir.emid I much'•* include ChiSalle. J •t in. «fem-.-,.. Mol i'.iO
cago. J-diet. Ottawa. L
and Hock Island, in Illinois: Ike- import, .V .-•mine,
Washington. Fail-Held, oilumwn. < >- ka:ui,<n. West Libc-rty, ii.,'.a I'itv. In-s Moiie-v. I ndimiulu. Winter: ef. Atlantic. Knoxville, Audubon. He rl.an. C at brie Cent r«* aild
Council Mud's, in Iowa; Gallatin. Trenton. St. Joseph.
Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri; ].* venwortli
and Uehison, in Kansas; Albert l.< a. Minneapolis and
S'. I ’a til, in Minnesiea: Watcrt >wn, iti 1 ■ u ■ ta. tuiu
hundreds of intermediate cities, towns and villages.
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advancing in value every week. Cc:r fi&fclENSE STOCK was
purchased during last season when goods veis lower than
before,
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CARRIAGE

RAILROAD COLORS, to,

riage for SI.

vtKe

Buy $3.00

goods for CASH and g?t

a

ticket in the

ORGAN FREE.
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U>eh,.„i

yrc,.

iir^^f^Mnirnation

IQIRISO
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^rio.V1?/

5old

our

large

All marked down. Our cheapest One Dollar Switches marked down to
02c. We have a large stock of XEW GOODS, including many
GRAY SWITCHES, which are about HALE ERICE.

33.

IF1.

ltclfnst,

Feb.

WELLS,

Main

Co.

Line

from

New

1
i

Fnglard

■

to

^1.

STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.

All who buy or order direct from us, and
request it, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail
price. 35 cts.; 6 bottles. $200. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P. O. Box 2118. Boston, Mass.

IBJI KM IT 11T

1 do not know of any instance in which the CotiRemedies have failed to produce satisfactory
results. J believe 1 have sold more of them thaii
ot any other skin remedies 1 have ever handled
during the thirty-three years of my experience as
a druggist.
A. I). TYRON, Batavia, N. T.

EDDY,

»<

cannot employ
more capable of

a

r-

F.

SAY, OLD FELLOW!
“Bo you want n thousand dollars? Eh? Oh, I am not joking.
Bo you? Well I will toll you how you ran
get It If you hIII not give
It away.—You know that
(tingle Men’s Endowment Association u

FRYE &

Cure Skin Dfteases.”
and

fellow over in Bangor has advertised so much? Well, lhat’s your
rhanee, It Is the boss association and no mistake. You ran Join (hut
and get *1,000 when you get
murrled.-runny Isn’t It ? I heard u
fellow over In Bangor.-I think It was the editor of the Industrial
Journal nay, ‘that he couldn’t be hired to leave It.’ If I
was you, old fellow, I’d Join It;
you never can get a girl
to have you unlCN* you get Into something of that kind.”

A Word About Catarrh.
the

mucous membrane, that wonderful
envelope surrounding the delicate tis-

sues

makes its

This Association having been in successful operation nearly SIX YEARS, and having paid during
hat time OVER $120,000 in endowments, certainly is not a speculation or venture, but an ASSUR-

per--

-• ••

Poston. ».
la. |>;o.
IE H FDDY T.S'i
A n
Dc.arsii
me. in 1*4(1, my-first patent.
>11,cc Midi.
a,
acted foraml advised mi* in hundred.:■
procured many patent-, re issue-, an-1 \o
have occa-iona! 1; einplov C.| the be-i IL.
New York. Philadelphia.’ ami W
m
at" i.
still ^iv(‘\oti
the w hole ol
ni-m.
your line.' and advi-i other- to nmp
't -urs truly.
1.1-A >Id. I Hi;
III;
Boston, January 1. 18S7. 1 1

1

IN

CLOTHING,
HATS, VA IS, Ac.

E. P. FROST & CO.
78 Hal. St., store lately occupied by A. Harris.

E. M.

Barney,

TAIL Oli.
-1 AM

PREPARED TO DO-

Cutting, Cleaning,
pairing, tSe.,

I

AT

THE ROOMS OVER-

THE subscriber offers for sale a line MARE,
i IIA RNESS ami Pl'N'ii. The mare is live war.'
old, dark bay in color with black points, heavy
mane and tail, and weighs 850 pounds.
Kind, suuml
and gentle. The pang is new and the harness near
ly new. The whole team w ill be sold at a bargain

Belfast, Feb. 1,1887.—6m 1

Belfast, Dee. 2-2, 188fi._tff)l

For

a

Perfect

Fitting

CORSET
I GO

TO

STARHETT'S.

It is astonishing how good
you can buy for

a

barrel of Flout

83.50

A. H

WES & CO.,

of

Belfast.

place, East

Belfast

CHARLESFARNHAM.

Belfast, Feb. 10, 1887.—;lwti

DfS. STODDARD

UTODDARD^

DENTISTS,
I HI.

April

O. W. STODDARD,
29, 1886.—17tf
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UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Silk Curtain.*,

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,
UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
WB MAKE THE OXI.Y

GENUINE
and our Stop Roller i« .Standard.
iW~Auk your Dealer for them, take uoother.

[WHOLESALE.!
Iyrl6

LADIES !
Do Your Own Dyeing, at Home, with

PEERLESS

DYES.

They

will T>ye everything. Thev are sohl everyI'riee 10c. a package—40 colors. Thev
have no equal (or Strength,
Urighlness, Amount iii
Packages or for fastness of Color, or Non fading
Qualities. They do not crook or smut. For sale hv

where.

__Cor.

K. H. MOUIIY, Druggist,
Mala and High Sis., Kellasl, Me.

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
CHICHESTER'S
The

Original

and

ENGLISH."
Only Oennlne.
"Oku

P. LOMBARD

DENTIST,
earner Church and Spring Streets,
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ED SUCCESS.

Bn Kor circulars giving testimonials from members win
have received endowments; Kndorsements of the Assort
ation by prominent men of Minn., and I). (
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local agent or address A. II. TOW1.10, state Agent, l‘I
Main Street, Hangar, Main.
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YOUR LAST CHANCE ,W

h IIoLDEH*' of the VI intrrport < hrrsr uml
Butler Manufacturing Co. are herein nothin! i
that a special meeting u ill he held at said factory,
in Winterport. Me. ,m Saturday, March 12. issT, at
2 o'tdoek F. M
local time, to act upon the follow
ing articles, viz.:
Art. I
To see if the stockholders will vote to
sell said factory and all other property, and to de
mine the manner of making said saie and direct
w ho shall make the transfer.
Art. 2. To vote as to what disposition shall he
made of the proceeds of said sale.
Art. T To act upon any other husines-- that ma\
legally runic he fore said meeting.
Itv order of the I>ireetors.
I > WIFE 1 > Y Ell. President.
Winterport, Feb. 12, 1SS7.—3w7
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Iron steamships “(1 ATE CITY" and “CITY OF
MA< o\" leaving Savannah I'ier. < ongrcs> street,
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PROBATE NOTICES.

The Famous Albert Lea Route

these goods

You

r.m

J

1

Ts the direct, favorite lino between Chicago and Minneapolis and Rt. Paul. Owi* this route solid Fa.-1 Fxpr« fS
Trains run daily to tin* summer resorts, ph■:uivsipio
localities and :r.in* ing mi lishiug grounds of I-.v.a and
Minnesota. Tho rich wheat-holds and grazing iand* of
interior Dakota me reaelud via Watertown. A short,
desirable route,
ia Sonera and Kankakee, offers supe-

ycMr order e#ith us at present
price s and take the goods
whoa you Eire ready tor them.

Hardware, Nails,
7

on

9

•’"'SaMBBKP'

—

-dreamed ei.-

during the coming year
delay purchasing your

fljj

l>r. J. Miller’s Vegetable Experturant ii:ivaluable f >r Coughs «ScColds& bi.at Druggist--.

Guarantees Speed, Comfort and Raf- tv to those who
trawl over it. Its roadbed i* thoroughly ballasted. Its
track is of heavy steel. Its bridges are solid structures
of stone and iron. Its rolling stuck i- perfect as human
skill can make it. It has nil !o* safety appliances that
mechanical genius h:. * invented and experience proved
valuable. Its practical operation is conservative and
methodical—its discipline strictnnd exacting. Tin* luxury of its passenger accommodations is unequalcd in
tiio West—unsurpassed in tin- world.
All Kxpress* Trains betwecu Chicago and the Missouri
Hi' er eoiisi-t of comfortable I»ay < 'i-m-hes. n:ng:.:!n -it
Pullman Halaeo l’arlor mi
■•■•rant
Sleeping Car
Dining Cars providing excellent i:e a!s. and betv i-n
Chicago. St. J- -■ j>h, Atchison and Kansas City—restful
Reclining Chair Cars.

■’I'tJ'JM

tj

PAIN AND INFLAMMATION,

both Externally and Internally. It is safe and Is
certain in its action. For burns. Poisonin':. Fry-1
sipelas, Inflammation of the Eyes or Bowels,
Earache, Deafness, Rheumatism, Pa; is in Side.
Bach or Shoulders, Piles, Soro Throat, Cron ->, *. J
or Bronchitis. Price 25 cts. and $1. at druggists. K
E. MORGAN k tONS, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

The Great Rock island Route

Is

ever

‘(«i
'..

Perfect and Immediate Ralief in Cases of h

cipal

II„

I

Sold everywhere. Price: Citioira, .50 cents;
C’iticlra soap, 25 cents; Cuticcua Resolvent,
i?!.ou. Prepared by Potter 1)rk; and Chemical Co., Boston.
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Statement, January 1, 1887.

Annual

I

1 have seen Mr. McKay’s hoy when badly affected with the Eczema. He was a pitiful
sight to look
at.
1 know that he has tried our best
physicians,
and did ali a fattier could do for a
child,
suffering
hut availed nothing. 1 know the statements he has
made you as regards the curing of his
boy by your
Cr rirt'UA Remedies are ture in every particular.
WILLIAM J. MrCAkTHY,
33 Foster St., Peabody, Mass-.
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CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

HAMBTTRGS !

little son, aged eight years, has been aillicted
with Eczema of the scalp, and at times a
great
portion ot the body, ever since he was two years
old. it began in his ears, and extended to iiis
scalp,
uhirii became covered with scabs and
sores, and
Irom which a sticky lltiid poured out,
causing in.
ten sc itching and distress, and
his hair
leaving
matted and lifeless, l nderneath thus; scabs the
>km was raw, like a piece of beefsteak. Gradual
1\ the hair came out and was destroved, until hut a
small patch was left at the back of the head.
My
friends in Peabody know how mv little bov lias
suffered. At night he would scratch ins head*until
his pillow was covered with blood. I used to tie
hi- hands behind him, and in
many wavs tried
to prevent his
scratching; but it was no'use, he
would scratch.
I took him to the hospital and
to the best physicians in
without success.
Aboiinhis time, some friends, who hud been cured
by the (Tth ija Remedies, prevailed upon me to
try them. I began to use them on tile 15th of January last, lu seven months every particle of the
disease was removed. Not a spot or scab remains
on his scalp to tell the
story of his suffering. Ilis
hair has returned, and is thick and strong, and his
scalp as sweet and clean as any child’s in the
world. I cannot say enough to express
my gratitude for this wonderful cure
by the Cl I’H’I'ka
Remedies, and wish all similarly aillicted to know
that my statement is true and without
exaggeration.
CHARLES Mr KAY,
Oct. h, lss5.
Peabody, Mass.

Worn out with pain, hut still oompolio.)
—by Btem necessity to stand up to the work
J
I before us and liear the pain. Relief I,
oae atlmlr in a latlrara Aatl-Pala Flaalor for the soiling shies and back, the
weak anil painful muscles, the sore chest
mr
and hacking cough, and even pain and ache of
dally toil. Elegant, new1, original, speedy and Infallible. At druggists, Vtc.; live for #1.00; or, postage free, of Potter Drug and Chemical (Jo., lloston.

in kn it \ w

1st, tss?—J2tf

FI UK AND

"Caatorla is so well adapted to children that
i recommend it as superior to any
prescription
known to me."
H. A. Ascher, M. D.,

Ears and Scalp Covered with
Eczematous Scabs and Sores
Cured by Cuticura.
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A CHILD'S SKIN
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WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THiJ
MAP THAT THE
COUNTRY WILL SCE OY EXAMINING THIS

better selected stock of ROODS than
In Waldo County, and sell as low
lower, quality considered. Don’t forget that

He

any other

In order to close out

price, $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

Ti3i ii a Siu :.

j

and consefpuntly incur.-mle, It is i::ij.-ito def>< rihe h< r *ti‘TerinIIhotly from, r»•«•
,>.vn
f
her head t » he soUsof ln r fp.-t v.;1 ;:|
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days when pleasant from

Hum fowl

Cook Book free.

11th, 1887, at 4 P. M

From Host on, Tin- In \.- ami Frid- ; at I I*. M.
From Korkland. Wednesdays :.ml Saturdays at
m., tom himr at ail landings.
and Hiur-day-at 11
From Ituek-port. M<>! >'i>
m., tombing at -neh landing- as ire will permit.

LEPROSY-

;

Lined.

-AXI) CONTINUE UNTIL-

any adulteration whatever. APRIL

atner from Ho-ton.
upon arrival of
KKTl l!MN(. To ISKI.FA>T.

or

Maine Central R. R.

!

j

com-

«

It contains

M.,

FKKI) \V. POTK, Agent
.Belfast.
CALVIN ACNTIS, Igenl.Boston.
Mil LIAM !I. HILL, Jr., hen. Manager.
Boston.

runts uhspi:rm i.i.v

of the air and food passages, that Catarrh
stronghold. Once established, it eats into the very vitals, and renders life but a long-drawn
breath of misery and disease, dulling the sense of
hearing, trammelling the power of speech, destroying the faculty of smell, tainting the breath, and
killing the refined pleasures of taste. Insidiously,
by creeping on from a simple cold in the head,'it
assaults the membranous lining and envelopes the
bones, eating through the delicate coats and causing inflammation, sloughing and death. Nothing
short of total eradication will secure health to the
patient, and all allcviatives are simply procrastinated sufferings, leading to a fatal termination.
Sanford's Radical Clue, by Inlialatimi and by
Internal administration, has never failed; even
when the disease lias made frightful inroads on
tlie delicate constitution, hearing, smell and taste,
have been recovered, and the disease thoroughly
driven out.”
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one bottle of the Radical Cuke, one box Catarrhal
Solvent, and one Improved Inhaler, neatly
wrapped in one package, with lull directions';

\.
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OVER TWO HIITjIjION DOLLARS.

our

FEB.

Itueksport.
For 'ear-port. Ituek.-port and Winterpoii if ice
permit-, Wednesday and Saturdays at about, ;*

cr from

Assets

WORTH OF GOODS
at

While the Penobscot Kiver iselosed by ice, weathpermitting, steamers will lra\e Itelfa.-t for ( amden, Itoekland and Ho-ton, .Mondays and Thursday' at about id.:t»> l\ M., or upon arri\al of steam

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

question will be asked who are you going to
give her to. Read on and you will see. Every
time any one buys

Iyr37

“It is

Arrangement.

er

The

To ali who are suffering from the errors and
indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
decay, loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe
that will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
Thisgreat
remedy was discovered by a missionary m South
America. Send a self-addressed
envelope to the
Re\ Joseph T. Inmax, Station
D, AVw York City.

semi-fluid

St., BOSTON.
Street, NEW YORK.

43 Wall

Capital

6 Yrs.

Property.

Blackheads, Skin Blemishes,
Dlll,>LKS>
rllH Baby Humors, use Oticcra Soap.

Co.

INSURANCE COMPANY

NEW MILCH COW,

to the

Send for "How to

Winter

Boston Marine

nice
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Bangor

Stonmsliip
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one.
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MARINE INSURANCE.
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New York Commercial Advertiser the will of John Roach, the shipbuilder, bequeaths only the Chester Ship Yard, the
Literary News and Notes.
Morgan Iron Works at New York and the
!
Dorcas, an illustrated magazine of woman's Fifth avenue bouse where Mr. Roach died.
handiwork, is published at -J Vc'cy street. The dwelling and the iron works are free from
New York, and is well worth the modest sub- incumbrance. The assignees of the Chester
yard will hand over to the heirs this great esscription price of 50 cents a year.
tablishment, with tlie claims against it paid,
Bedford. < larke A < <>.. of < liieago. will pub- but in such a condition that it cannot he put in
'i'h by subscription the authorized "Life ot operation again without a great expenditure of
(ienoral John A. Logan." hyCeoige I ram i' money. The heir* are the shipbuilder’s three
Dawson. The work will be fully illustrated.
! Mm*. Garrett, (Juinlaid and Stephen, and the
widow, and it i> said they are entirely without
A new edition of Archbishop Whatelv's j
capital to continue the business. They will
English Synonyms, under the title. “Engli'h make no etlbrt. therefore, to resume operaSynonyms Di'eriminated," i> in press, and tions ;it the works, although it was Mr. Roach's
nearly ready for publication by Lee A Shep- life long desire and ambition that hi* sons
ard, Boston.
j *hould succeed him. The works at Chester will
In preparing for the approaching Last, | be sold. For the purpose of carrying on the
Lee A Shepard are about to publish Morgan Iron Works a stock company has been
season.
several finely illustrated poems, hound in Pal- formed, of which Mr. George fc. Weed, Mr.
atine hoard*, with appropriate designs, raised Roach's old friend, is President.
gold titles, knotted with satin ribbon, an i
In response to the House resolution, the Secj
lleatly boxed.
I rotary of the Treasury has transmitted to the
The March number of The Popular Science
j Speaker a statement of expenditures on account
Monthly will contain a portrait of the late of volunteer soldier’s homes, from which it apProfessor L. L. Yoiiman>. engraved on steel
pcars that from 1st JO to 1SS(», £17,133.240 were
by Schlecht. The likeness is considered re- ! disbursed on that account, while the receipts
markably vivid, while the execution of the ! w» re sib.33o.12S, leaving a balance of £lsl.sss
work is much superior to ordinary book-plates. to be accounted for June 30th, lsst;.
The New England Magazine has a portrait
Yon Moltke says (ion. Grant was one of the
of Hoy. John Cotton and an illustrated sketch
of "The Lather of Boston;" "Lair Northtield greatest generals that ever lived.
and the Evangelist Moody." illustrated: "CanIImimP- sarsaparilla is peculiar to itself and suoeing in Kennebec County, Maine," by C. S.
1 licit horn; historical sketches, stories, poems 1 nerior t<> all oilier preparations in strength, cconoand medicinal merit.
my,
and the usual departments. Published at •><; j
Broniticld street. Boston.
“Would yon marrv an old man for his monev?”
I
Well. I declare,” exclaimed
! a~ked Mildred.
The February number of Common School
! Laura, with a startled air.
surely don’t supEducation opens with an article on "Child- pose anything else would“you
induce me to marrv
ren's Fancies." !>y Elizabeth Porter (Build. him?’’
There are further articles on Seliool Boom
\o one knows netter than those wlm have used
Work: Arithmetic in Primary Schools; Meth- Carter’s Fittle Liver
Pills what relief they have
ods in /oology Teaching: Manners and Mora!-, gi en vv hen taken for
dyspepsia, dizziness, pain in
and much else of interest and value to the the *ide, constipation,
disordered stomach, Ac.
teacher. William A. Murray, publisher, 5u Try them.
Brownfield street. Boston.
A rage b»r white furniture is said to prevail in
New York city. The tidy woman who would not
The Swiss Cross. <>f which the February
number has just arrived, improves upon ac- have white dishes because they “showed the dirt,”
will not tackle any more kindly to this new style of
'juaintaiice, and makes good its claim that a furniture.
thoroughly scientific magazine may be so published a> to be highly attractive t<»’ unscientific
The Boston Star
r« aders.
'The number opens with
eharming- "ays Dr. Kanfmann’s great book on diseases, its
iy simple article from the pen of Ernest Inger- cause and home cure, with fine colored plates, is
soll discussing the subject of Bea ls of Dew. the be.-t work ever published. A copy will be sent
The Swiss Cross IS published by N. D. C. Hod- free to anybody who sends three .' cent stamps, to
Place. Ni vv York. Subscrip- pay postage, to A. I*. Or J way A Co., Boston, Mass.
ges. 47 I.afavett
tion price, *1.50.
The average voting woman is these days is hurtwing up the season in order to capture all the
Peterson’s Magazine for March i' already
o.-iai pleasures this side of Lent; and then comes
before u- -as U'lial. ahead of all it' contem- a few wet ks of rest devoted to fixing tip new cosporaries. It li t' an iliii'trated article on <>ucen sunii and bonnets for Faster.
Victoria, this being the "Jubilee” or fiftieth
VOTIf'K. To the Ladies. A woman who suffered
year of her reign. Tin re is a very tine steels'
hm several years from female troubles and
engraving. aft r a famous picture in the laM " a ( utvd will hr glad to let the Ladies know
Paris Salon; a double-size tailored fa'hioii- thr remedy vv hit-It i." simple and
inexpensive, every
plate; a colored design fora tidy on -lava can- lady can treat herself. A free package sent by
vas; and some fifty other engravings of fashaddiv»ing Mrs. F. J.. IL, with stamp, Box 30,
3m4*
ion. work-talde designs, etc* We have not Auburn, Me.
space to notice half tile good things in tin wav
\ great many Americans are not
feeling
very
of reading, but would call attention especially
tricndly towards the Canadians just now, and
to
The Mountain Wizard," a story of remarkwould like to "top all commercial transactions
with the -Dominionites. Not all exactly; for
able power and pathos.
they
wouldn't mind exchanging a few shots.
J. Fitzgerald. lO* chambers street. New
HALE’S
HONEY
is
the
host
York, publishes in pamphlet form, price 15
Cough Cure. 25, 50c., $1.
GLENN’S SULPHUR SOAP heals ami beautifies, 25c.
cents. 'The Morphine Habit, by Dr. B. Ball,
of the Pari' Faculty of Medicines.
This is a
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns A Bunion*,' 25c.
highly interesting treatise on a subject of ever
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black A Brown,50c.
increasing importance. The use of narcotic
PIKE’S T001HACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
stimulant' m spreading to an alarming extent
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PIUS are a sure cure, 50c.
throughout the civilized world, and in particular the "morphine habit” is becoming almost a
lyrlO
fashionable vice. The subcutaneous injection
Proud Father (who lias just been presented with
of morphiiij is so nearly painless, and its efa son.'
litt le daughter, which would you
fects arc so instantaneous and so grateful to like br t “Flossy,
to have—a little sister ora little brother?”
the sulterer from neuralgic or other pains, that
Flossy meditatively).—“Well, papa, if it’s just the
one willingly becomes the slave of the
drug. "amr to you, I think I'd rather have a little white
But "whoso enters here leaves hope behind." rabbit.”
I he morphine habit i' disa'troii' to mind and
body alike. 'This work by Dr. Ball is timely,
and deserves to he read and pondered by every

According

produces

It

**

Its purpose is solely f-r the legitimate
heeling of <li<-■.s.’ and the
relief of jxiiu, and it does all it claims to do.
It trill cure entirety all ovarian or

1

Dog’s

nevermore.

are

Prof. Horsford’s Bread

|
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treasures

Soft lit the turf on those who find their re't
Here on our common mother’* ample breri't.
Ftistained by meaimc'S, avarice and pride.
1 hey never flattered and th« \ never lied;
No gluttonous excess their slumber broke.
No burning alcohol, no stifling smoke.
They ne’er intrigued a rival to displace.
The) ran, but never betted on, a race;
( ontent with harmless sports and modt rat *
food.
Boundle" in love, and faith, and gratitude.
ILtppv the mail, if there he any sue.i,
of whom his epitaph can say as much.

E.
P^KHAM’S

f,rnr

our

A

Yours for Health

a

and trust
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I.s

blindly hope

We till our lives with longings.
NVe turn our yearning eyes
Toward hope's that fail fruition
And star-* that never rise.
Our dreams art strewn in ruins
Like wrecks along the shore.
And the ship' so late in coming

For liver and kidney diseases. dyspepsia, indigestion. weakn. -s. nervous debility, diseases
>t
women,
constipation. luMib.elie. impure
b »;>d, Ac.. Athlophoros 1 'ills are uuevjualed.
1

ft

we

Our ships are on the ocean
Ate! their sails the breezes till.
Vet they never greet our vision
AN hen the waves are calm and still.
The dancing waters mock us
As we vainly watch and wait,
NVhilo the years roll 'Wiftly onward
And the ships come home—too late.

Every druggist sho:;id kecj) Athlophoros
Athlophoros Tills, but wiierethey cannot be bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall St.. New York, will
send either (carriagi paid on receipt of
regular price, which is £1.00 per bottle
for Athlophoros anil dOc. tor Tills.

;

ships

While stars grow dim and pale.

and

•

both

we

bottles has so fas he state*'1 m loosened him
that he can walk natural again.
Ho is
advo- ate of Athlophoros.
now an earnest
1 II.
vi.vri:, Druggist.

\

partly by

BAKING POWDER IN THE WORLD.

BEST

THU

Interstate Commerce Bill.

Tin first section applies the provisions of the
ad to any common carrier engaged in the transportation of passengers wholly by railroad, or

are long in coming
weary for the sight.
watch and wait
Vainly
AN bile days fade into night.
AVc strain our aching eyes
To catch the whitening*sail,

< Uir

..

him,

Tlie

Sea.

What bright dreams cluster
Around those ships at sea,
Those ships heavy laden
With gold for you and me.
What fond hopes we cherish,
What buds so rich and rare
Shall blossom and hear fruit
A' In n the waves return our share.

Augusta, Me., April 10, 1SSG.
No Sir! 1 don't think anything about
it.
1 know Athlophoros to he the best j

to

at

Far o'er the waters
Are many ships at sea.
Freighted with treasures
And wealth for you and me.
Their sails gleam bright.
Their banners flutter wide.
Their hulls darkly rising
Against the swelling tide.

names

recommended Athlophoros

Sliip3

tfl

Imltatlont.

Ask jour Ur>ni,t for
it U*PIE8.
rrl
Eiitllali" and take no other, or Inclose 4c.
a~
M for
jHtatnpd) to PAPER.
Particulars in letter hr retara mall.
NAME
CKIofcratcr Chemical c“r
Madlnoa ^uare, I’hlUdn., P*>

Geo. C. Goodwla A Co.,

listen,

Wholesale Agts.

\1” A l. I )0

In Court ot Probate, held at I I.l
al Tuesday o| Pehn..
COOK \dnnni-t• at..r .mi the ttalc of VV /1.1.1 A M Ii. ( < K »K. late ol I nhy in -aid
County, deceased, hax ing presented hi- lir-t and
limit account <d admim -nation <d said
state lor
allow ant ".
Ordered, That jiofjec thereof he gixeti, three
weeks successively, jn |he Republican .iotirtial,
printed in Belfast, in said Coijntv. that all persons
inter* -ted may attend at a l'rohntc ( ourt. t.. h.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday "I March
next, and show cause, if mix they haxe, xxliy tin
said account should not he allow, d
CKO. K. loll NSi i\. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. I*, l-'lt 1.1». Register.
M

iss7.

>s.

t.'1-t. on tin.1 \Mi.' II.

r.XI.DO ss.— In Court of Probate, held at lie!fast, on the second Tuesday "i February,
|,ws7. oTIs I>. XX' ILSON, Administrator on tbe es
t ate of IIKN It Y M. COI.UY. late of I .iberty in sail I
County, deceased, having presented hi* tirst and
final account of administration of said estate for
allow ance.
Ordered, That notice tliereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in Itclfust.'in said County, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at I tel fast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
said account should not be allowed.
GKO. E. Johnson, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—It. P. Fiki.d, Register.

printed

■

FLORAL GtTirE FOR 1887

of ilNow ready, contains 2 <'->h-nd l’l oes, hundreds M.
,:lustration*. »n4 nearly 2tk) j
1
over ;
.-muii
a
ruliure.
Flower
dening and
;d
Illustrated List of nearlv n’l the ILCWERS ar.d VEG
TABLES grown, with direction* h v to grow the:
where the ». t SKI DS, i'l.VNTS, nn«l 1*1'Licii. '1'i look iniil 1
can he procured, with prices <>t
free on receipt of lo cents, and the hj c. r.ts may he o a
ry one intei
ducted from the first order sent ns. L
estcd In a garden, or who desire* good, fresh S'-e.'i,
Should have this work. We rea to the millions wlio
have used our seed*. Buv onlv Vick’s Seeds at lle.iu1

;

o

.-

quartera.

JAMES Vl( R,SEEnsM \N,
Rochester} N. V.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

GEORGE CLIFFORD, late of Stockton,
in the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all per-

Our manufacturers arc fully warranted, anil arc
unsurpassed by am in the market.
iyr4
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality.

TIIF

sons who arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
LEONARD G. CLIFFORD.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
F. A.

Brown-, Trefts.

SALIM, MASS

